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Abstract
To grow their bottom lines, companies invest in business value drivers. This thesis examined
whethermultidimensional sustainability performance could be one of those drivers in the
pharmaceutical industry. There are currently very few (ifany)mandatory requirements for
integrating multidimensional sustainability. Nor are there standardizedmethods of integrating,
measuring, or communicatingmultidimensional sustainability. This thesis reviewed, compared,
and contrasted (also known as benchmarking) voluntary sustainability initiatives and
pharmaceutical company sustainability initiatives. The results were as follows: 1) the concept of
multidimensional sustainability is generally understood; 2) integratingmultidimensional
sustainability is the morally and ethically correct action for pharmaceutical companies to take; 3)
research is insufficient to support the relationship between integrating sustainability and driving
business value in the pharmaceutical industry; and 4) pharmaceutical companies taking action to
integrate multidimensional sustainability are reaping significant business value added. This
thesis also discusses the reasons for and methods ofmeasuring and reporting multidimensional
sustainability performance, the elements required for successful integration ofmultidimensional
sustainability in the pharmaceutical industry, and the steps necessary to integrate
multidimensional sustainability throughout a pharmaceutical company.
KeyWords: Integrating; integrate; integration; sustainable; sustainability; sustainable
development; multidimensional; multidimensional sustainability; integrating multidimensional
sustainability; bottom line; people; planet; profits; triple bottom line; health; safety; environment;
environmental; environmental management; management; environmental, health, and safety
management; health, safety, and environmentalmanagement; continuous improvement;




The topic to be investigated in this thesis is the integration ofmultidimensional
sustainability in the pharmaceutical industry. The goal of this thesis is to present a business case
demonstrating the value added by integratingmultidimensional sustainability. Industry regularly
prepares business cases to support and document business decisions. A business case is a
rigorous and objective tool designed to present decisionmakers with advice and alternatives. It
states the facts clearly, presents a logical argument, and is provocative and persuasive.
This topic is significant and worthy of study for several reasons. The goal ofevery
business (not only in the pharmaceutical industry) is to be successful. The definition of success
is widely understood as increasing and sustaining wealth, or "adding
value"
in at least one
dimension of the Triple Bottom Line (TBL). There is much interest in the process of integration
as ameans of increasing that success by adding value. The integration ofbusiness elements
includes both traditional business value drivers (i.e., profit), and newer elements surrounding
health, safety, and the environment (HS&E), and the TBL (Figure 1.1). In otherwords,
multidimensional sustainability is being increasingly recognized by industries as an important
business driver that adds value to the organization. Figure 1.2 visually demonstrates the concept
of integrating multidimensional sustainability. Figure 1.3 visually demonstrates "The
Journey"
ofachievingmultidimensional sustainability through added value and integration. In this thesis
the importance of integratingmultidimensional sustainability as a business value driver in the
pharmaceutical industrywill be investigated.
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Figure 1.1 Business ValueAdded
Drivers1
Business Drivers
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1 .2. 1 Primary Research Question
What value does integrating multidimensional sustainability add in the pharmaceutical
industry?
1 .2.2 Secondary Research Question
How ismultidimensional sustainability being integrated in the pharmaceutical industry?
Figure 1 .2 Multidimensional SustainabilityModel
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Figure 1.3 The Journey
Sustainability
Corporate social responsibility (CSR)
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This thesis uses the terms "multidimensional sustainability", "sustainability", "sustainable
development", and "sustainable
growth"
interchangeably, although some may feel they hold
radically differentmeanings. The purpose of this thesis is to build a business case for adopting
the concept ofmultidimensional sustainability, which includes all of these ideas. This use of
sustainability as an "umbrella
term"
is further discussed in the literature review. A sampling of
multidimensional sustainability definitions gathered from throughout the literature is in
Appendix 1 . The definitions ofmultidimensional sustainability (as well as they are understood),
the TBL, and other key terms are discussed further in the background literature.
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As previously discussed as success, this thesis defines "value
added"
(both in terms of
internal and external stakeholder expectations) as increases in the company's worth in at least one
of the three TBL dimensions. Some examples ofadding value include: recognizing the major
issues affecting the company; providing fresh perspectives that improve operations; increasing
profit; reducing risk and cost ofcapital; attracting talent; etc. In many instances the value added
is intangible, e.g., enhancing reputation. Right now it is possible to identify how and where
sustainability is likely to add value. However, it is still difficult to quantify theprecise value
created. One of the goals of this thesis is to reviewmeasurement indicators to validate
sustainability as a significantmeasure ofbusiness success.
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2.0 Background
There aremany pharmaceutical company sustainability initiatives available to the
public
on the Internet (those reviewed are included in Table 2.1). This suggests that at some point
integratingmultidimensional sustainabilitymay become a business strategy accepted industry
wide. However, there are currently no standardized methods of integrating, measuring, or
communicatingmultidimensional sustainability in the pharmaceutical industry. Today,
companies are relying on self-interpretations ofvoluntary initiatives, such as those provided by
the United Nations (UN) Global Compact Initiative,World Business Council on Sustainable
Development (WBCSD), or the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) (Appendix 4). In accordance
with Appendix 4, this thesiswill review the use of thirteen voluntary initiatives to glean the best
applications from thirteen of the pharmaceutical companies currently applying them. Voluntary
initiatives were selected for review ifused by two ormore pharmaceutical companies in this
thesis (Appendix 4). The voluntary initiatives were also reviewed based on information available
to the public through publications or Internet sites.
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Table 2.1 Pharmaceutical Companies withMultidimensional Sustainability Initiatives (adapted



























































3.1.1 BriefHistory of theMultidimensional Sustainability Concept
Sustainability is often decried in the literature as a "green
buzzword"
(Farrell andHart 2),
or some kind of intuitive feel-good idea (Sutton 1; Niemeyer and Francis 1) like motherhood and
apple pie (Pearce, et al. 1). Daly and Goodland even go so far as to claim critics liken
sustainability to pornography stating "you'll know itwhen you see
it."
(1002) However, the
scientific concept behind sustainability, or "the need to ensure that human activities are
sustainable"
is evident throughout the literature, as pointed out by Farrell and Hart (2). The
theory of sustainability can be traced back to Thomas Jefferson in 1789, or even
Malthus'
work in
the late 19th century (Heeney 1 ; Davis 1). According to the literature the word
"sustain"
comes
from the Latin verb sustinere, "to uphold", or "to
support"
(Sutton 2; Becker 4). In the literature
today, sustainability is often cited as a complex umbrella, or holistic term that has been variously
defined, and vigorously debated (Sutton 4; Bernard 1). Sutton hits the mark when he says, "One
reason why people often feel uncertain about what
'sustainability'
means is that it has to be
applied to something before its meaning is
clear."
(2) In the literature sustainability is applied to
just about anything and everything.
3.1.2 ConflictingViews ofSustainability
There are two main views of sustainability that will be discussed in this section. In brief,
the first concept states that it is impossible to address any one of the three sustainability
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imperatives individually, so trade-offs or concessions are allowed between them. The second
concept, on the other hand, does not allow for trade-offs or concessions in order to balance
multiple imperatives.
3. 1 .2. 1 Applying the Sustainability ConceptUsing the Competing/Multiple Objectives View
This thesis is specifically applying multidimensional sustainability as a business value
driver for growing the triple bottom line (TBL) in the pharmaceutical industry. The reasoning
behind this application is that "business drivers are the fundamental reasons for being in
business."
(Taplin 7) Business drivers are generally understood in the literature to be internal or
external initiatives (e.g., markets), or opportunities companies take to add value (i.e., profit), or
create advantage. There are several business value drivers specific to the pharmaceutical
industry (Lauderdale 2):
The pharmaceutical companies are required by law to develop (research)
products that are both safe and effective, and theymust market (extension)
those products in order to stay in business. [The pharmaceutical
companies] function in the regulatory arena, both nationally and
internationally, and. . .actively participate in education of the public and
legislators (education and extension).
Nowhere in the above summary is sustainabilitymentioned. This is an unfortunate oversight
since Preston and other authors in the literature assert that sustainability "has become a
fundamentalmarket force affecting long-term financial viability and
success."
(1) An Arthur D.
Little, Inc. (ADL) survey found that eighty-three percent ofexecutives in Europe andNorth
America "see potential business value in implementing sustainable
initiatives."
(Hedstrom, et al.
5) TheNatural Logic Company (1), an organization that helps companies improve their health,
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safety, and environmental (HS&E) performance, summarizes the competitive situation of
applying sustainability as amultidimensional business value driver:
Companies are discovering that focusing. . .on regulatory compliance is a
mere holding action an endless game of catch-up withmoving goalposts.
Durable success demands leadership that. . .shifts environmental
management from an operational burden andmere tactical concern to a
catalytic business opportunity, and a strategic driver ofcompetitive
advantage.
In this competitive approach, companies not onlymeet social and regulatory requirements, but
also exceed them wherever the value added benefits are warranted (Ibid.). Hedstrom, et al.
emphasize this view further, asserting that sustainability "represents the least appreciated and
potentiallymost significant set ofmajor business opportunities facing
industry."
(1) From this
view, as previouslymentioned, sustainabilitymeans balancing the economic, environmental, and
social systems, ormore simply put, balancing "people, planet, and
profits"
(Shell and Elkington).
In fact, the literature states:
..because of themany interconnections... [it is] impossible to address any
one of three [ecological, economic, and social imperatives] in
isolation... they need simultaneous reconciliation (Munasinghe and Swart
147).
Farrell and Hart call this "the competing objectives view of
sustainability"
(2), which is the first
of two main views, or definitions, of sustainability in the literature. This view is also recognized
as the "multiple objectives view of
sustainability"
since it refers to "balancing (or integrating)
social, economic, and ecological
goals,"
andmeeting human, social, political, and resource needs
and aspirations (Farrell 3).
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3.1.2.2 The Critical Limits/BiogeophysicalView ofSustainability
The Bruntland Commission (World Commission on Environment and Development)
gives themost generally accepted definition of sustainability as "meeting the needs of the present
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own
needs."
In investment
terms, sustainabilitymeans "living offEarth's income, not its
capital."
(Hedstrom, et al. 7)
Farrell and Hart, as well as other authors in the literature, would characterize these two
definitions as fitting "the critical limits view of
sustainability."
(2) The critical limits view is
also called the biogeophysical view of sustainability in the literature "based on the idea that
critical natural capital assets provide us with goods and services (i.e., resources) that humankind
cannot do without, and that we do not know how to replace, reproduce, or otherwise substitute
for these
assets."
(Farrell 2) This view, the secondmain definition of sustainability in the
literature, also examines sustainability in terms of time. The best way to explain this aspect of
critical limits/biogeophysical sustainability is to paraphrase Lighthook (1):
We all practice short-term sustainability by avoiding actions that could
cause injury or harm; we call it "common sense". Looking farther ahead
in time, we think of
"planning"
as the means to assure goals in five, ten,
twenty, or thirty years. Sustainability demands individuals and
organizations practice probing the future for a far greater distance. No one
or group can know, ofcourse, specifics of the future even a few years
away. However, it is important to sustainability that the reality of two
hundred years in the future be recognized.
3.1.2.3 Sustainability Trade-Offs (Making Concessions)
In some literature there is
"sustainable"
or "not sustainable", like being alive or dead




sustainable is meaningless because "if something
is not sustainable. . .it will cease (at some point) to
exist."
(Ibid.) This line of reasoning would
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fall under the critical limits/biogeophysical view of sustainability. Under this definition, trade
offs (or concessions) are not allowed because each objective is "critical and non-substitutable
[for example] more biodiversity does not make up for climate change and it's accompanying
effects."







(Heeney 2; Costanza 394; Turner 3, 9-15;
Goodland and Daly 1006-1007; Becker 23, 33, 40; Beckerman 191, 195, 205). This thesismore
closely follows the latter perspective, which aligns with the competing/multiple objectives view
of sustainability. In business, simultaneous consideration ofenvironmental, social, and economic
issues, and the trade-offs between all three areas are an important aspect of integration. As
Farrell points out, the critical limits/biogeophysical view "cannot be readily used in practical
applications to quantitatively understand andmeasure sustainability, or to make decisions
with."
(1) Using trade-offs (the competing/multiple objectives view of sustainability) is common in the
literature, as well as "reasonable (and possibly necessary) to choose how to devote resources to
achieving some ofeach
objective."
(Farrell 1) Simonovic, et al. (233-234) agree, stating:
Sustainability is a function ofvarious economic, environmental,
ecological, social, and physical goals and criteria. Analyses must involve
trade-offs amongmultiple criteria in amultidisciplinary andmulti-
participatory decision making process. No single discipline, profession, or
interest group has the knowledge to make these trade-offs. Appropriate
trade-offs can only be determined through a political process involving all
interested and impacted stakeholders.
The goal of this thesis is to build a business case for integratingmultidimensional sustainability
as a business value driver in the pharmaceutical industry, so the critical limits/biogeophysical
definition of sustainability cannot apply.
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3. 1 .3 Inter- and Intra-Generational Equity
The often-cited characteristic common to both views of sustainability
(competing/multiple objectives and critical limits/biogeophysical) in the literature is inter- and
intra-generational equity, or the concern "about equity, both within and between
generations."
(Farrell and Hart 3;Munasinghe and Swart 251-252; Hartig, et al. 40-41; Turner 4, 6-8;
Goodland andDaly 1004-1005; Pearce, et al. 3-4) Inter-generational equity is amoral appeal or
"duty toward
humanity"
(Becker 10-11), "between people alive today and future
generations."
(Instruments for Change 4). Intra-generational equity is the worldwide distribution of, and access
to knowledge, power, and resources "between different groups ofpeople alive
today."
(Becker
11-13; Instruments for Change 4) Inter- and intra-generational equity combined take into
account "the interests and rights ofhuman beings and other species. . .the interests and rights of





It is also noted in the literature and important to recognize that sustainability is a
dynamic concept or "process ofchange", so it should not be statically or fixedly defined
(Hockerts 4; Anonymous 2). Consequently "companies have to struggle constantly to adapt their
business strategy if they want to remain
sustainable."
(Hockerts 4) In other words,
sustainability like all processes and strategies must be continuously improved upon, and
adapted for changes because "while perfection is probably unattainable anywhere, continuous
improvement is possible in every
sector."
(Ibid.; Hartig, et al. 43) Additionally, since measuring
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sustainability is in the early stages of
development further "research, experimentation, and
dialogue are necessary to stimulate continuous
improvement."
(Wallage 11)
3.2 Current Issues and Trends
3.2.1 Measuring Sustainability (Indicators)
3 .2. 1 . 1 AddingValue byMeasuring Sustainability
Another well-known adage commonly stated two ways in the literature is, "You can't
manage what you don'tmeasure", or "What getsmeasured gets done". Mankind has always
measured "whatwe value, and what we fear,. . . [and] with the rise of science we came to measure
all manner of things in order to better understand
them."
(Paehlke 1) The definition ofvalue has
changed as well. The literature shows a "shift from 'the value is in the stuff to 'the value is in
the service the stuff
provides'."
(Senge, et al. 8) Sustainability is an especially intriguing concept
in the literature since "it is as much an ethical precept as a scientific
concept"
(Anonymous 8)
Thismakes measuring sustainability subject to not only objective science, but also to subjective
opinion.
Lang continues, explaining why companies measure their activities, "It is essential to
understand the reason for your current level ofbusiness profitability, and how itmight change in
the future in order to decide how best to
intervene."
(1) Measuring sustainability adds value to
business in several ways: a) by helping companies better understand issues, systems, and
performance; b) by tracking progress against targets; and c) by focusing attention on issues and
gaps (RTT Video: HS&E and SustainabilityReporting). According to the literature, measuring
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also helps companies "move from the theory to the practice of
sustainability."
(Report on the
Summit on Corporate Environmental and SustainabilityReporting 4)
3.2.1.2 Demonstrating Stewardship byMeasuring Sustainability
In addition to increasing business value, organizations are increasingly being called on by
stakeholders to demonstrate their stewardship of the resources theymanage, and the value they
generate through their activities (Epps and Solomon 1). The old adage "Business is all about
business"
has givenway to "What's good for everyone is good
business."
(Hoffman 1 ; WBCSD
Exploring 27) Zadek even goes so far as to say "It is necessary for business to be
good."
(26)
This does notmean that profit is no longer important. Collins and Porras point out that:
. .
.profitability
is a necessary condition for existence and ameans to more
important ends, but it is not the end in itself. . .Profit is like oxygen, food,
water, and blood for the body; they are not the point of life, butwithout
them, there is no life (55).
In the literature, stakeholders are widely recognized as "those groups without whose
support the organizationwould cease to
exist."
(Ibid. 2) It is relatively easy to halt corporate
activities, particularly in the pharmaceutical industry, at any stage "as a result of stakeholder
concern about a wide variety of
issues."
(Ibid.) It is therefore very important for pharmaceutical
companies to ensure stakeholders are supportive of their activities (Ibid.). Sustainability
performance satisfies external
stakeholders'
demands, and adds value to all three arms of the
multidimensional TBL within the company. The Bristol-Myers Squibb Company (2, 36) states
in their 2001 Sustainability Progress Report:
Rapid advances in science have created growing expectations by the public
for better andmore widely accessible medicines delivered as quickly as
possible. This is by far the greatest challenge for sustainable development
within [the pharmaceutical] industry...The products we manufacture and
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market are designed to help, heal, and promote well being. Thus, the
nature ofour business is consistent with sustainable development.
This sentiment is echoed byNovartis in a statement by their Chairman and ChiefExecutive
Officer (CEO) in the Global EnvironmentalManagement Institute (GEMI)
publication
Environment: Value to the Top Line:
Beyond operational excellence, our health, safety, and environmental
performance also plays a vital role in contributing to innovation, and the
sustainable growth ofour business. We believe that the biggest
contribution that we atNovartis can make to sustainable development is
through the positive health and environmental benefits ofour products (4).
3.2.1.3 Means ofMeasuring Sustainability (Indicators)
Currently, there is no generally accepted means ofmeasuring sustainability like the
unemployment rate or gross national product (GNP) (World Economic Forum 1; Becker 24-25).
This is another reason definitions of sustainability vary widely in the literature (Farrell 1).
Costanza (392) claims sustainability can only be retrospectivelymeasured. The literature gives a
variety of reasonsformeasuring sustainability. So, it is no surprise there are also a variety of
ways to measure and communicate sustainability in the literature. Themost generally accepted
means ofmeasuring and communicating sustainability in the literature are
indicators.3
Indicators
are defined as "quantitative or qualitative variables that can bemeasured or described, and that
demonstrate
trends."
(Simonovic, et al. 232-233) Becker defines indicators as "variables that
compress information concerning a relatively complex process, trend, or state into amore readily
understandable
form."
(21) Paehlke goes on to say that "indicators. . .can be used to describe the
state ofthe system, to detect changes in it, and to show cause-and-effect relationships." (7)
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3 .2. 1 .3 . 1 Developing Sustainability indicators
The lengthy and sometimes difficult process ofdeveloping sustainability indicators is
often described in the literature asmore important than "the set of indicators that
results."
(Farrell and Hart 4 and 8) The act of selecting indicators "is valuable because it focuses attention
on the issue of
sustainability."
(Farrell and Hart 8) The literature describes two main methods of
selecting indicators: bywhat information is sought, and by "how the information will be
used"
(Farrell and Hart 3). The literature also discusses several organizations that are developing




(Ibid. 4). Thismatters because there
are:
...sharp
differences between indicators developed by [for example]
physical scientists, and those developed by social
scientists. . . [sustainability indicators] tend to reflect the education,
experience, and concerns of [those] that produce them (Farrell and Hart
10).
It is, however, widely recognized in the literature that "ideally. . .one could specify [indicators]
such that individuals and groups with widely differing values, political preferences, or
assumptions about human nature could agree whether the criteria are being
met."
(Beckerman
192-193) Efforts are beingmade to standardize indicators, with themost generally accepted
guidelines for developing sustainability indicators being the Bellagio Principles for
Assessment4
(paraphrased here by Farrell and Hart 5 and listed in Appendix 3):
First, those developing a set of indicators must have a vision of
sustainability that is appropriate for the particular place and people
involved. Second, the indicators should reflect a holistic view ofthe
linkages between the economic, environmental, and social aspects of
development, they should consider both
inter- and intra-generational
equity, and they should consider the ecological conditions that life depends
on, and have sufficient scope to address distant effects while still having
practical application. Third, the process ofdeveloping indicators should
be open, inclusive, and take advantage ofexisting techniques and
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technologies for effective communication. And fourth, the developers
need to conduct ongoing assessments ofthe quality ofthe indicators in the
set.
3.2. 1 .3.2 Characteristics ofSustainability Indicators
The main characteristics ofa "good
indicator"
are agreed upon in the literature as
relevancy, timeliness, neutrality, clarity, completeness, comparability, and reliability (Farrell and
Hart 4; Donnelly 3; Wallage 5-7; Report on the Summit on Corporate Environmental and
Sustainability Reporting 4). Indicators should measure sustainability inways that help decision
makers choose the best policies for people, planet, and profits (Shell; Elkington; World
Economic Forum 1). So, "indicators are generally reported in one ofthree ways: individually, as
part ofa set, or in the form ofa composite index that combines various individual indicators into
a single
number."
(Farrell and Hart 4) The Clinton administration'sWhite House Task Force on
Livable Communities offered another list of"what indicators should do":
Indicators should 1) reflect a trend, with a timeline appropriate to the
topic; 2) be verifiable and reproducible; 3) be readily understandable; 4)
reflect community circumstances and goals as well as relationships to the
region and the nation; 5) be supported by data; and 6) provide information
for understanding the relationships between the economic, environmental,
and social elements inherent in livable communities (Paehlke 7).
A sampling of indicators gathered from the literature is inAppendix 2. However, individual





The idea of integrated sustainability pushes organizations toward inter- and trans-
disciplinary decisionmaking (Gladwin, et al. 897). This is confirmed in the literature by
Simonovic, et al. (231) who best describes the situation saying:
Decisions today are made under complex circumstances ofmultiple
objectives, conflicting interests, and participation ofmultiple stakeholders.
Many ofthe decisionmakingproblems are subjective, or non-quantifiable,
and deal with the dynamic interaction between human population and
natural processes, both internal and external.
Harte and Lonergan (101) take this concept one step further by explaining:
Most decision problems...are multidimensional in nature, and involve a
pluriform ofvariables and interrelationships. Itmay therefore prove
impossible to resolve all the problems associated with [them]. . .Amore
productive routemay be to focus on the development of flexible
approaches and perspectives that accommodate, rather than arbitrarily
resolve, these issues.
Findingways to measure sustainabilitymakes it a more "meaningful
concept"
for integration into
corporate decisionmaking (Farrell and Hart 2). A good question for corporate decisionmakers
to ask themselves is, "Do you have a systematic means ofensuring that economic,
environmental, and social factors for the long term are considered in business
decisions?"
(Hindle andWhite 1)
3.2.2.2 The Triple Bottom Line (TBL)
As previouslymentioned, the "preeminent
model"
for the business interpretation of
sustainability in the literature is the TBL (Hockerts 4). For industry "to refuse the challenge
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implied by the TBL is to risk
extinction."
(Elkington 2) Gladwin, et al. introduced an interesting
management theory term in the literature, "sustaincentrism. . .a new integrative
paradigm."
(876)
Wolfenden (1) puts itmore simply, claiming:
. .
.many
scholars and world leaders. . .have asserted that an integrated
approach to dealing with complex...problems is crucial if sustainability is
to be achieved. This is generally taken to mean that economic, social, and
ecological goals need to be integrated within policies and management
objectives, and that theremust be purposeful and effective discourse
among system stakeholders.
Pharmaceutical companies spend money on one thing input (i.e., research and
development, energy, materials, etc.) in exchange formaking only two outputs product and
revenue, and non-product (Natural Logic 1; GEMI 12-13). The GEMI calls this the "resources
throughput
model"
(Figure 3.1). The goal ofbalancing input and outputs is to create value for all
stakeholders (Ibid.). Sustainability has moved the definition ofvalue away from simple dollars
and cents (as measured in the bottom line, and reported in the annual financial report), and
toward the TBL and corporate sustainability reporting. Gladwin, et al. (37), best state this in the
literature with:
Sustainability represents a fundamental paradigm shift around the notion
ofhuman progress. It shifts human values and visions, and societal rules
from economic efficiency towards social equity, from individual rights to
collective obligations, from selfishness to community, from quantity to
quality, from separation to interdependence, from exclusion to equality of
opportunity, from men to women, from luxury to necessity, from
repression to freedom, from today to tomorrow, and from growth that
benefits a few to genuine human development that benefits all.
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Figure 3.1 Resources Throughput
Model5
Input:
Resources including but not








Non-products including but not
limited to emissions and discharges
to air, land, or water, hazardous and
non-hazardous wastes (solid or liquid),
recycled, incinerated, or land-filled
To grow the bottom line, companies continue to invest in business value drivers. However, the
literature agrees that the bottom line is no longer equal to profit. According to theDow Jones
Sustainability Group Index (DJSGI) "sustainability performance is an investable
concept."
(GreenMoney Journal 1) In other words, sustainability performance is another way for
companies in all industries to achieve, and evenmaximize, the financial arm of the bottom line
(Day 4).
Since traditional revenue indicators fail to adequatelymeasure the TBL, it is beccrming
"industry standard to offer an environmental report alongside the financial annual
report."
(Ibid.)
Unfortunately the data for these reports tends to be compiled rather than integrated (Ibid.). Eli
Lilly and Company, for example, has begun integrating sustainability by rrablishing annual
reports (financial), and several corporate policies including: Animal Care and Use; Diversity;
Environmental, Health, and Safety; EmployeeVolunteers; and BalancingWork and Personal
Life (1). However, the literature agrees that pubhshing these separate reports and policies does
not adequately integrate all three dimensions of the
TBL into corporate decisionmaking, and
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other thought processes (Ranganathan andWillis 5). The literature states that the three arms of
the multidimensional TBL are not in concert, or "full blown", without integration (Ibid.).
Integration is critical:
. . .for organizations to understand the full implications of the options they
face and decisions theymake...sustainability is not about adding up values
in three different columns but about systems analysis, integration, and
holistic thinking (Day 4-5).
3.2.2.3 Sustainability as aBurden
A current core business value driver atmany companies throughout industry is integrating
the various parts ofbusiness. It is common knowledge that a successful company runs like a
flexible and well-maintained machine; all of its well-integrated parts fluctuate and evolve
together toward a common end. At Eli Lilly and Company, for example, the Global Business
integration Project (GBEP) is one of the company's four strategic initiatives (1). As described by
the Lilly Internet site, GBEP is "amulti-year effort to create common business processes
worldwide using a software
system."
(Ibid.) GBEP will streamline Lilly global operations, and
provide the company with a unified electronic systems infrastructure, or "information
backbone"
(Ibid.). Unfortunately, GBEP is exclusive to four business processes at Lilly (Human Resources,
Valuation and Control, Supply Chain, and Lilly Research Laboratories/ProjectManagement
Processes), and does not include HS&E or sustainability (Ibid.). Historically, HS&E at Lilly is
driven by compliance with laws and regulations. As pointed out by Friedman in the literature
"few corporate activities have been influenced by law as much as those in the environmental,
health, and safety
area."
(13) Zubi (1) reviews the situation saying:
In developing business strategies and activities that insure economic
viability and profitability, and at the same time promote respect for and
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protection of the environment and the populace, we must consider relevant
statutory and regulatory frameworks that at times appear to be
incomprehensible, unworkable, and inconsistent with efficient and
profitable. . .projects.
It is unfortunate that sustainability has been historically
"overlooked"
by pharmaceutical
companies. In other organizations, sustainability has engaged the "debate about whether
companies are ethically obliged to care about environmental and social
issues."
(Ibid. 5) Overall
there is a tradition in the literature ofviewing sustainability in a negative light, as summarized by
Rosen (1):
Business was, by its very nature, pitted in awar with regulators and
environmentalists. Managers took it for granted that environmental
protection was peripheral to orworse, a major threat to the challenge
ofmaximizing corporate advantage in the increasingly competitive global
market place. They believed that improving a firm's environmental
performance was a matter of regulatory compliance, an activity that added
nothing but economic cost, and legal and political complications to the
corporate bottom line.
Instead ofviewing sustainability as a "new burden", companies should embrace sustainability as
a means ofopportunity to "obtain competitive advantages from being socially and
environmentally
sustainable."
(Day 5; Hartig, et al. 43; Beckerman 201-203, 205; Senge, et al. 4)
3.2.2.3.1 Leadership Guidance
In the literature it is clear that sustainability will not be embraced let alone integrated
without explicitly visible topmanagement support. Additionally, corporate sustainability
initiatives should be in line with the mainstream corporate business plans, strategies, and
management priorities. Unfortunately, this topmanagement support is not often freely given.
According to the literature, buy in, commitment, ownership, and involvement (participative
leadership) from top managementmust be built (Hartig, et al. 35-36). Management leadership
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ensures proper direction is maintained, guarantees a no-fault policy, and empowers employees to
make decisions to correct problems (Ibid.). Whenmanagementmakes a decision, employees
react accordingly (Hansen 27). So, in the literature, a requisite of
organization-wide
sustainability is recognition of sustainability as amanagement driven team effort. This first step
toward integration is initiated by "gaining leadership commitment to model, reward, and support
new programs and systems. It also involves all members of the organization, who are enlisted to
identify norms and assumptions thatmust
change."
(Simon and Simon 28)
3.3 Conclusion
There aremany issues in the literature surrounding sustainability. This literature review
looked specifically at three topics: 1) the two main views of sustainability (competing/multiple
objectives and critical limits/biogeophysical); 2)measuring sustainability; and 3) integrating
sustainability. The literature contains a veritable feast ofmeans ofmeasuring and integrating
sustainability, a selection ofwhich were reviewed in this chapter. In the following chapters this
thesis will apply the competing/multiple objectives view of sustainability, and seek out the best
methods for addressing, measuring, and integrating sustainability in the pharmaceutical industry.
To quote Lauderdale (7):
The pharmaceutical industry has distinct and overlapping roles in
addressing each ofthese issues. Failing to address the issues associated
with sustainability may lead to a drastic reduction in support, and the
inability of the pharmaceutical industry to justify its efforts to produce and




4.1 Tasks and Objectives
4. 1 . 1 Voluntary Initiatives Review
Review the selected voluntary initiatives (Table 4.1).
Table 4.1 Voluntary initiatives
Voluntary Initiatives
1 Business for Social Responsibility (BSR)
2 Center for Corporate Citizenship (CCC)
3 Global EnvironmentalManagement Initiative (GEMI)
4 Global Reporting initiative (GRI)
5 international Chamber ofCommerce (ICC) Business Charter for Sustainable Development
(SD)
6 International Organization for Standardization (ISO)
7 Responsible Care
8 TheNature Conservancy (TNC)
9 UnitedNations (UN) Global Compact Initiative
10 Wildlife Habitat Council (WHC)
11 World Business Council (WBC) on Sustainable Development (SD)
12 World Environment Center (WEC)
13 World Resources Institute (WRI)
4. 1 . 1 . 1 Identifying Elements
Identify sustainability, health, safety, and environment (HS&E), continuous improvement,
and triple bottom line (TBL) elements in the voluntary initiatives.
4. 1 . 1 .2 Integrating Elements
Identifymethods in the voluntary initiatives for integrating elements.
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4.1.1.3 Adding Value
Identify ways that adopting voluntary initiatives will add value, and how it is measured.
4.1.2 Pharmaceutical Companies Review
Review the selected
companies'
sustainability initiatives (Table 4.2).
Table 4.2 Pharmaceutical Companies
Pharmaceutical Company
1 Abbott Laboratories
2 Aventis Societe Anonyme (SA)
3 Badische Anilin- & Soda-Fabrik Aktiengesellschaft (BASF AG)
4 Baxter International Incorporated
5 BayerAktiengesellschaft (AG)
6 Bristol-Myers Squibb Company (BMS)
7 Eli Lilly and Company^
8 GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) Public Limited Company (PLC)
9 Johnson & Johnson (J & J)
10 Novartis International Aktiengesellschaft (AG)
11 Novo-Nordisk Aksje Selskaj) (AS)
12 Pharmacia Corporation
13 Procter & Gamble (P & G) Company
4.1.2.1 Identifying Issues
Identifymultidimensional sustainability, HS&E, continuous improvement, and TBL
issues in the pharmaceutical industry.
4. 1 .2.2 Measuring andReporting Issues
Identify if, where, how, and why these issues are beingmeasured and reported.
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4.1.2.3 Integrating Issues
Identify if, where, how, and why these pharmaceutical companies are integrating
multidimensional sustainability, HS&E, continuous improvement, and TBL elements.
4.1.2.4 Adding Value
Identify if, where, how, and why there is value added by integrating these elements.
Identify how value added ismeasured.
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5.0 Results
The first step in this
thesis'
methodologywas to review selected voluntary
initiatives.
The second step in this
thesis'
methodologywas to review selected
pharmaceutical
companies'
sustainability initiatives. The objectives in both tasks were to identify: 1) Sustainability, health,
safety, and environment (HS&E), continuous improvement, and triple bottom line (TBL)
elements; 2)Methods formeasuring and reportingmultidimensional sustainability performance;
3)Methods for integrating sustainability; and 4)Methods for identifying andmeasuring value
added benefits.
5.1 Voluntary Initiatives
Voluntary initiatives are recommended actions, not mandatory regulatory or legal
requirements. In this thesis the term "voluntary
initiatives"
encompasses declarations, programs,
codes, movements, projects, standards, etc. Currently there are very few (if any) mandatory
requirements formultidimensional sustainability at any level (i.e., corporate, local, national, or
global).
5.1.1 Business for Social Responsibility (BSR)
According to their Internet site6, the BSR is more ofa voluntary resource than a voluntary
initiative asserting that, "Throughmembership in BSR, companies have access to practical
information, research, education, and training programs, as well as technical assistance and
consulting."
BSR claims over 1,400 companies asmembers or affiliates, including seven ofthe
pharmaceutical companies reviewed. Combined, all BSRmembers incurmore than $1 .5 trillion
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in annual revenues, and employ over six million people (Ibid.). When addressing integration and
sustainability the BSR Internet site states that for companies to compete successfully, theymust:
...navigate a complex and constantly changing set ofeconomic,
environmental, and social challenges, and stakeholder demands. Long
considered business
'externalities,'
such factors are now integral to
corporate operations, and directly contribute to brand reputation and
financial performance.
Accordingly, BSR asserts thatmembership in their organizationwill help companies add value
by: 1) improving access to capital and financial performance; 2) increasing sales and enhancing
brands; 3) attracting and retaining a high performing workforce; 4) managing risk; and 5)
improving decisionmaking (Ibid.). BSR's Internet site identifies eight core sustainability issues
for companies: 1) Business ethics; 2) Community investment; 3) Environment; 4) Governance
and accountability; 5) Human rights; 6)Marketplace; 7)Mission, vision, and values; and 8)
Workplace (Ibid.). BSR recognizes the integration of these issues into "business operations
reveal the benefits that can come from addressing these issues and the penalties that can result
from ignoring
them."
(Ibid.) This includes integration of sustainability issues with business
strategy and operations through seniormanagement, corporate decisionmaking, andmoving
beyond compliance (Ibid.). Several examples of sustainability initiatives provided on the BSR
Internet site are listed in Appendix 5. Examples of several pharmaceutical companies involved in
BSR sustainability initiatives are summarized in Appendix 6.
5.1.2 Center for Corporate Citizenship (CCC)
According to their Internet site7, the CCC at Boston College is another voluntary
resource, rather than a voluntary initiative. The CCC's primary goal is to expand the "vision of
corporate
citizenship"
by helping companies capitalize on becoming good corporate citizens
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(Ibid.) Some of the resources the CCC offers are ''tinning, convertings, consulting services,
research, and
benchmarking."
(Ibid.) The CCC claims membership ofover 350 "leading
corporations,"
and has additionally trainedmore than 5,000 executives
from over 1,000major
corporations worldwide through their education programs, including executives from nine of the
pharmaceutical companies reviewed (Ibid.).
The CCC asserts that their organization will help companies add value by: 1) building
brand loyalty; 2) attracting and retaining high-caliber employees; 3) helping judge and strengthen
mission-critical partnerships; 4) enhancing a company's official and unofficial "license to
operate"; 5) reducing safety liability for employees and customers; 6) appealing to the growing
number of socially responsible investors; and 7) polishing the public image, and enhancing its
reputation (Ibid.). The CCC also has a "Standards of
Excellence"
framework (Table 5.1) and
interactive diagnostic (benchmarking) tool available to members (not to the public) to help
companies develop and evaluate a strategic approach to citizenship (Ibid.).
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Table 5.1 Center for Corporate.Citizenship at Boston College's (CCC) Standards ofExcellence








Companymanagement recognizes that building and mamtaining
relationships oftrustwith the community is a critical component of
company strategy and operations.
rv Strategy The company develops and implements a strategic plan for community
programs and responses that is based on mutual issues, goals, and
concerns Of the company and the community.
V Accountability All levels of the organization have specific roles and responsibilities for
meeting community involvement objectives.
VI Infrastructure The company incorporates systems and policies to support, communicate,
and institutionalize community involvement objectives.
vn Measurement The company establishes an ongoing process for evaluating community
involvement strategies, activities, and programs, and their impact on the
company and the community.
5.1.3 Global EnvironmentalManagement initiative (GEMI)
According to their Internet site10, the GEMI'smission surrounds "[businesses] helping
business improve HS&E performance, shareholder value, and corporate
citizenship."
The GEMI
is a voluntary initiative with six strategic goals, the first being ofparticular importance to this
thesis as identifying and assessing "emerging issues vital to achieving a sustainable world while
maintaining business growth, and. . . [developing] options and




The GEMI currently has thirty-ninemember companies, including eight of the
pharmaceutical companies reviewed. GEMI members participate in "work groups. . .established
to carry out its
mission."
(Ibid.) The GEMI Internet site lists oneWork Group headed by a
pharmaceutical company reviewed:
Bristol-Myers Squibb (BMS) heading the "Benchmarking
Work
Group"
(Ibid.). The Tools Work Group creates specific tools to improve HS&E activities
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that are published as guidance documents (Ibid.). In the ToolsWork Group, Novartis led two
projects, Environment: Value to the Top Line and InvestorRelations, and
Procter& Gamble (P &
G) led the Transparency project (Ibid.). Environment: Value
to the Top Line also featured




(Ibid.) The BenchmarkingWork Group's projects include
valuable
surveys11
(published as public reports one year after their release to members), including
Sustainability... What Does itMean andHowDo You Measure it? (Ibid.) The results ofGEMTs
1999 benchmarking survey are included inAppendix 7. Reviewed pharmaceutical companies
also participated in several otherWork Groups. The "Environmental
Metrics"
Work Group
publishedMeasuringEnvironmental Performance: A Primer andSurvey ofMetrics in Use and
featured participation by BMS and Johnson& Johnson (J & J) (Ibid.). The "Service
Provider"
Work Group publishedNew Paths to Business Value and featured participation by BMS, Eli
Lilly and Company, and P & G (Ibid.). The GEMI hasmany otherWork Groups that publish
many other useful reports, guidance documents, and primers related to sustainability (Ibid.). All
are publicly available on their internet site. One final publication of specific importance to this
thesis is Environment: Value to Business. This primer featured participation by Baxter, BMS, J
& J, Novartis, and P & G (Ibid.).
The GEMI has also recently released an Internet based tool called the HS&E Web Depot
(Figure 5.1). The GEMTs Web Depot centers on "value to
business,"
and is "designed to help
companies utilize information technology to more effectivelymanage and integrate theirHS&E
responsibilities."
(Ibid.)









































5. 1 .4 Global Reporting Initiative (GRI)
According to their internet site13, The GRI's Sustainability Reporting Guidelines are a set
of "timely, credible, and consistent. . .globally applicable guidelines for reporting on the 'triple
bottom
line'
ofeconomic, environmental, and social
performance"
in any organization (Ibid.).
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The first draft of the Guidelines was test piloted by twenty-one companies, including four
pharmaceutical companies reviewed. The Guidelines are now in their second edition, and
consist
of three linked elements: economic performance, environmental performance, and social
performance (Table 5.2) (Ibid.). Nine of the pharmaceutical companies
reviewed are currently
involved with the GRI. Badische Anilin- & Soda-Fabrik (BASF), Baxter, Bayer, and Procter&
Gamble (P & G) formally participated in the
Guidelines'
Structured Feedback Process (SFP), and
Bristol-Myers Squibb (BMS) participated informally.










Impacts ofprocesses, products and services on
air, water, land, biodiversity and human health
Social Performance





The GRI itself "is amulti-stakeholder
initiative"
that has a long-term goal ofbecoming an
independent institution guided by Stakeholder and Technical Advisory Councils, a Board of
Directors, and the Secretariat (Ibid.). Today the GRI is guided under the Coalition for
Environmentally Responsible Economies (CERES) by a Steering Committee headed by an
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Interim Secretariat, and has "more than 1,000 participants representing hundreds of
organizations."
(Ibid.) Becoming a permanent institution should better support other GRI goals
including: 1) elevating sustainability reporting practices worldwide to a level equivalent to
financial reporting; and 2) designing, disseminating, and promoting standardized reporting
practices, coremeasurements, and customized, sector-specific measurements (Ibid.). The GRI
hopes to simplify sustainability reporting, and "make [it] as routine...as financial reporting in
terms ofcomparability, rigor, and
verifiability."
(Ibid.) The expectations for the Guidelines are
similar. It is hoped they "become the generally accepted, broadly adopted worldwide framework
for preparing, communicating, and requesting information about corporate
performance."
(Ibid.)
5.1.5 International Chamber ofCommerce (ICC) Business Charter for Sustainable Development
(SD)
To paraphrase their Internet site15, the ICC's Charter for SD is:
. . .a voluntary initiative promoted as a set of "good practices". . .created as
a tool to help companies tackle sustainability challenges and
opportunities. . .that issues guidance and advocates an acceptance of the
principles in the Charter as a progressive path to follow.
The ICC's Charter for SD is considered a "visionary
document,"
and consists of sixteen key
principles that provide "a basic framework of reference for
action"
(Appendix 8) (Ibid.). The
ICC claims "thousands ofcompanies", including two pharmaceutical companies reviewed, have
endorsed these sixteen SD principles as a foundation on which to build their own sustainability
programs, and to assess their performance, and how they add value (Ibid.).
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5.1.6 International Organization for Standardization (ISO)
According to their Internet site16, ISO "is aworldwide federation ofnational
standards
bodies from some one-hundred and forty countries, one from each
country."
The ISO mission:
Is to promote the development of standardization and related activities in
the world with a view to facilitating the international exchange ofgoods
and services, and to developing cooperation in the spheres of intellectual,
scientific, technological, and economic activity (Ibid.).





multidimensional sustainability (primarily the environmental arm): 1) ISO 9000, "what the
organizationmust do to manage processes influencing quality"; and 2) ISO 14000, what the
organization must do to influence the impact ofactivities on the environment (Ibid.). The ISO
14000 family of standards was developed specifically in support of"ISO's commitment to





of standards as "standards and guidelines relating to management
systems, and related supporting standards on terminology and specific tools, such as
auditing."
(Ibid.) ISO defines "generic", as standards that:
. . .can be applied to any organization, large or small,whatever its
product including whether its
"product"
is actually a service in any
sector ofactivity, and whether it is a business enterprise, a public
adniinistration, or a government department (Ibid.).
In otherwords, ISO 9000 and ISO 14000 aremodels for organizations to followwhen setting up
and operating one of these management systems. ISO 9000 and ISO 14000 lay downwhat
requirements corporate management systemsmustmeet, but do not "dictate how they should be
met."
(Ibid.) ISO 14004 is ofparticular importance to this thesis because it "provides additional
practical guidance. . .about external
reporting."
(Ibid.) ISO 1403 1 is ofparticular importance to
this thesis because it includes general "guidance on the selection and implementation of
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performance indicators that can be used bymanagement ofa company to evaluate and report
(externally or internally) on the company's. . (Ibid.) In the future ISO 14063 will
offer an "environmental communication guidance
standard"
based on the Plan=Do=Check-Act
model attributed toDeming and Shewhart (Figure 5.2) (Ibid.).









Eleven of the pharmaceutical companies reviewed report that one or more of their
facilities are ISO 9000 or 14000 certified by an independent auditor. The actual certificate
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specifies to "which standard the. . .system in question has been assessed, and found to be in
conformance"
(e.g., ISO 14001/4) (Ibid.). The value added benefits of ISO 14000 certification,
as stated on the ISO Internet site, are summarized in Table 5.3.
Table 5.3 ValueAdded Benefits of the International Organization for Standardization's (ISO) ISO
1400018
Standard
Reduced cost ofwaste management.
Savings in consumption of energy andmaterials.
Lower distribution costs.
Improved corporate image among regulators, customers, and the public.
Framework for continuous improvement ofyour environmental
performance.
5.1.7 ResponsibleCare
According to the European Chemical Industry Council (CEFIC) internet site19,
Responsible Care is a voluntary "commitment to continual improvement in all aspects of
HS&E performance, and to openness in communication about its activities and
achievements."
It
was conceived by the Canadian Chemical Producers Association (CCFA), and is now a
registered trademark of the American Chemistry Council (ACC) (formerly the Chemical
Manufacturers Association [CMA]). Responsible Care is promoted by several organizations
world wide, including those mentioned above, and the International Council ofChemical
Associations (ICCA), and the Synthetic Organic Chemical Manufacturers Association
(SOCMA).
The Responsible Care initiative has been adopted by six of the pharmaceutical




(Ibid.), but theymust all include six Codes ofManagement Practices
and ten Guiding Principles (Tables 5.4 and 5.5).
Participation in ResponsibleCare results inmany business value added benefits (Table
5.6). Additional examples are provided on the SOCMA Internet site20, and the ICCA has
published an international Position Paper on Sustainable
Development21
that lists their
contributions to sustainability. These are ways adopters of the ResponsibleCare initiatives
may add value to their organizations by integratingmultidimensional sustainability.
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Promotes emergency response planning, and calls for ongoing
dialogue with local communities.
Commits industry to the safemanagement and reduction ofwastes.
Desijmed to prevent fires, explosions, and accidental chemical
releases.
Focuses on reducing employee and public risks from the shipment of
chemicals, and applies to the transportation, storage, handling,
transfer, and repackaging ofchemicals.
Protect employees and visitors at company sites; and operate our
plants and facilities in amanner that protects the environment, and the
health and safety ofour employees and the public.
Makes health, safety, and environmental protection an integral part of
designing,manufacturing, marketing, distributing, using, recycling,
and disposing ofproducts.
Table 5.5 ResponsibleCare Guiding Principles
23
To seek and incorporate public input regarding our products and operations.
To provide chemicals that can be manufactured, transported, used, and disposed of safely.
To make health, safety, the environment, and resource conservation critical considerations
for all new and existing products and processes.
To provide information on health or environmental risks, and pursue protective measures for
employees, the public, and other key stakeholders.
To work with customers, carriers, suppliers, distributors, and contractors to foster the safe
use, transport, and disposal ofchemicals.
To operate our facilities in amanner that protects the environment, and the health and safety
ofour employees and the public.
10
To support education and research on the health, safety, and environmental effects ofour
products and processes.
To work with others to resolve problems associatedwith past handling and disposal
practices.
To lead in the development of responsible laws, regulations, and standards that safeguard
the community, workplace, and environment.




Table 5.6 Value Added Benefits ofParticipation in Responsible
Care24
Increasing utility and value ofproducts through investment in research and development,
with the intent to bring quickly to the market products, technologies, and solutions that offer
the greatest promise for the future.
Reducing risk to both human health and the environment throughmore complete
understanding of the effects associated with the manufacture, use, and disposal ofour
products, and to integrate an approach to environmental protection throughout the whole
product life cycle.
Cooperating with governments to ensure exploration of sound scientific evidence suggesting
possible unacceptable damage or harm related to industry products or activities.
Increasing efficiency ofenergy and natural resources consumption both inmanufacturing and
through use ofproducts.
Cooperating with customers and related industries to understand, and find responsible
solutions to possible safety, health, or environmental problems.
Having dialogue and cooperation with governments and communities to understand,
anticipate, and systematically reduce the risk ofemergency situations.
Working with governments and other interested parties at local, national, and international
levels to develop and share non-proprietary technical and scientific information to solve
common problems.
Building ties with the local community, government agencies, and other manufacturers.
Reducing the frequency and consequences ofworker incidents and accidental releases.
Increasing customer service and satisfaction.
Minimizing disruptions and shutdowns from accidents and worker incidents.
Reducing worker compensation costs.
Increasing emergency response preparedness, both on- and off-site.
Reducing releases and waste disposal costs.
Efficient use of labor and equipment resources due to an integrated approach to process
design, Construction, operation, aridmaintenance.
5.1.8 TheNature Conservancy (TNC)
According to their Internet site25, TNC'smission is "to preserve the plants, animals, and
natural communities that represent the diversity of life on Earth by protecting the lands and
waters they need to
survive."
TNC uses a "strategic, science-based planning process, called
Conservation by Design. . .to ensure biodiversity over the long
term."
(Ibid.) Three ofthe
pharmaceutical companies reviewed have partnered with TNC through the Conservancy's
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International Leadership Council (LLC) (Ibid.). Membership
in the DX is by invitation only, and
requires an annual contribution to participate (Ibid.).
The mission ofTNC's DLC is "to address and advance biodiversity protection
through a
cooperative relationship between the corporate community
and
TNC."
(Ibid.) The LLC consists
ofup to fifty "major global
corporations"
thatmeet approximately every nine months to
collaborate on, address, and advance solutions surrounding
"the challenges ofconservation and
biodiversity protection", including howmeeting the ILC's
missionmay add value to business
(Ibid.)
5. 1 .9 United Nations (UN) Global Compact Initiative
According to their Internet site26, theUN's Global Compact initiative was proposed as a
challenge to "world business leaders to help build the social and environmental pillar required to
sustain the new global economy, andmake globalizationwork for all theworld's
people."
What
resulted was a voluntary initiative considered "a value-based platform designed to promote
institutional learning. . . [utilizing] the power of transparency and dialogue to identify and
disseminate good practices based on universal
principles."
(Ibid.) In otherwords, the Compact




The Compact consists ofnine principles (Table 5.7), and "asks companies to act on these
principles in their own corporate
domains."
(Ibid.) The Compact adds value to participating
organizations by integratingmultidimensional sustainability through each principle in several
ways (Appendix 9). Four of the pharmaceutical companies reviewed have expressed "a clear
commitment to support the Compact and its nine principles, and awillingness to participate in its
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activities."
(Ibid.) All participantsmust "publicly
advocate"
the Compact, and provide an annual
"example ofprogress made, or a lesson learned in implementing the principles, for posting on the
Global Compact
website."
(Ibid.) Of the four pharmaceutical companies committed to the
Compact, onlyAventis has addressed a principle on the website27:
Aventis did the following to address principle 1 :
Demonstrating their support for the principles of the Global Compact, on 3
May 2001 Aventis Pharma AG, the pharmaceutical division ofAventis,
and theWorld Health Organization (WHO) announced a major step
forward in combatingAfrican trypanosomiasis. Better known as sleeping
sickness, this deadly disease currently affects as many as half-a-million
people in sub-SaharanAfrica,while an estimated 60 million people are at
risk ofcontracting the disease in 36 countries. Aventis Pharma has




With the financial support ofAventis Pharma, WHO, through the
UNDP/World Bank/WHO Special Program for Research and Training in
Tropical Diseases (WHO/TDR), is supporting new research into African
trypanosomiasis. The research will be focusing on adaptation of current
treatments for ease ofuse; testing new combinations ofexisting products;
and identification ofnewmolecules for future treatment.
Table 5.7 The UnitedNations (UN) Global Compact Initiative's Principles
28
Human Rights
To support and respect the protection of international human rights within the company's
sphere of interest.
To make sure that the company is not complicit in human rights abuses.
Labor
To uphold freedom of association, and effectively recognize the right to collective bargaining.
To eliminate all forms of forced and compulsory labor.
To effectively abolish child labor
To eliminate discrimination with respect to employment and occupation.
Environment
To support a precautionary approach to environmental protection.
8 To undertake initiatives to promote greater environmental responsibility.
9 To encourage the development and diffusion ofenvironmentally friendly technologies.
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5.1.10 Wildlife Habitat Council (WHC)
According to their Internet site29, theWHC engages the business and private sectors
together "for the recovery, development, and preservation ofwildlife habitatworldwide, and is
shifting the paradigm on how society deals with habitat and environmental
issues."
WHC
projects, such as "Wildlife atWork", "Corporate Lands for Learning", "Wastelands to
Wildlands", and "Collaborations for
Conservation"
help address sustainability, and add value to
business inmany ways, as listed in Table 5.8
WHC programs further enable companies:
. . .to take a leadership role in an environmental project that will
significantly impact the region and community ofwhich [they] are a part.
Habitat programs help to build community by bringing the diverse
stakeholders ofa particular region together to preserve and protect its
natural values (Ibid.).
WHC has certified over one hundred and ten corporate sites through its programs (Ibid.). Five ofthe
pharmaceutical companies reviewed have corporate habitats certified by theWHC (Table 5.9). This is




Table 5.8 Value Added Benefits ofWildlife Habitat Council (WHC) Projects
30
Addresses ecological issues surrounding the restoration and enhancement of local habitats, and
supporting regional biodiversity.
Addresses economic issues associated with sustainable development, such asmultiple land use
regional development, and stewardship ofrenewable resources.
Addresses social and community issues affecting the region, such as quality of life, cultural
heritage and diversity, and neighbor relations.
Improves the quality of the land base and supports biodiversity.
Results in increased productivity and employee satisfaction.
Has a quantifiable benefit to the bottom line, including reduced operating and maintenance
costs.
Can improve environmental performance, sometimes promoting increased flexibility in
operations and permitting.
Helps build bridges ofcommunication and trust betweenmanagement and employees, the
corporation and local communities, and the corporation and conservation interests.
Creates significant long-term goodwill in communities, and among employees.
Helps corporations take advantage of favorable state and federal income tax treatment
resulting from easement transactions.
Create value from land that generally cannot, or should not be sold as part of, or a buffer to,
existing operations.
and special assessments.
Ensures the long-term protection of corporate open space.
Donating a conservation easement further protects the natural resource values of the property,
and can provide financial advantages to the donor.
The Internal Revenue Service (LRS) and state departments of revenue allow deductibility for
protecting a view-shed.
Corporations may see lower property taxes because conservation easements may lower the fair
market value of the property.
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Table 5.9 Pharmaceutical Companies withWildlifeHabitat Council (WHC) Certified Corporate
Habitats31
Pharmaceutical Company Certification Site(s)
Abbott Laboratories Since 1999
Since 1999
Abbott Park, Abbott Park, LL





Bushy Park Plant, Charleston, SC
Haledon Site, Haledon, NJ
Pittsburgh Site, Pittsburgh, PA
West Haven Facility,West Haven, CT
Bristol-Myers Squibb Company Since 2001 Hopewell Campus, Pennington,NJ
Eli Lilly and Company Since 1997 Tippecanoe Laboratories, Lafayette, IN
Pharmacia Corporation Since 1994
Since 1995
Since 1997
Chesterfield Village, St. Louis,MO
PortageManufacturing Complex, Kalamazoo,MI
Gull Road Site, Richland,MI
5. 1 . 1 1 World Business Council (WBC) on SustainableDevelopment (SD)
According to their Internet site33, theWBCSD is a coalition ofone hundred and sixty
international companies in over tirirty countries from twentymajor industrial sectors representing
some 1000 business leaders who are committed "to sustainable development via the three pillars
ofeconomic growth, ecological balance, and social
progress."
(Ibid.) TheWBCSD'smore than
thirty national and regional business councils, called the "GlobalNetwork", use business
leadership to catalyze "change toward susfcrinabie development" through its "core activity of
building the business case for sustainable development." (Ibid.) TheWBCSD claims
membership adds value because:
. . .businesses which make efforts to promote sustainable development
experience improved competitiveness...aremore resilient to shocks,
nimbler in a fast-changing world,more unified in purpose, more likely to
attract and hold customers and the best employees, andmore at ease with
regulators, banks, insurers, and financialmarkets (WBCSD 2).
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The WBCSD Internet Site shares examples ofcorporate
members'
multidimensional
sustainability best practices (Ibid.). Both Aventis and Procter& Gamble (P & G), two of the




s on-line case study collection also showcases "some of the best business actions for
sustainable development from all over the globe", including examples from Aventis, Novo-
Nordisk and P & G (Ibid.).
TheWBCSD's Internet site also lists
Aventis'
Chairman of the Board ofManagement as
aVice Chairman of theWBCSD's 2001 Executive Committee (Ibid.). ThisWBCSD Council
assigns "Working
Groups"








published in publicly availableWBCSD
reports33
(Ibid.). The WBCSD Sustainable Production
andConsumption report, for example, showcases P & G again, as well as Johnson & Johnson (J
& J) (Ibid.). P & G, J & J, andNovartis also participated in theWBCSD's 2000-2050 Global




Another element of theWBCSD is the Scenario Unit. These scenarios result in stories,
which integrate "divergent, yet plausible views, and long-term
perspectives"
that illuminate
(rather than predict) the future (Aventis Internet site). Aventis is currently heading the
WBCSD's Biotechnology Scenario Project (Ibid.).
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5.1.12 World Environment Center (WEC)
According to their Internet site34, theWEC:
. . .is an independent, not-for-profit, non-advocacy organization that
advances sustainable development and social responsibility, encourages
environmental leadership, and helps improve environmental, health, and
safety practices worldwide.
The WEC uses a three pronged approach to achieve its goals through the: 1) International
Environment Forum (EBF); 2) International Environment and Development Service (EBDS); and
3)WEC GoldMedal for International Corporate Environmental Achievement (Ibid.). Four of
the pharmaceutical companies reviewed provide funding for theWEC, five participate in the
WEC's DBF, and one, Procter & Gamble (P & G), was awarded the GoldMedal in 1992 (Table
5.10).
Table 5.10 Pharmaceutical Company Participation in theWorld Environment Center (WEC)
35
Pharmaceutical Company Participation
Aventis Soci&e Anonyme LEF
Badische Anilin- & Soda-Fabrik Aktiengesellschaft Funding
Baxter International Incorporated Funding
Bayer Aktiengesellschaft Funding
Bristol-Myers Squibb Company LEF
Eli Lilly and Company Funding
Public LintitedjCompany LEF
Johnson & Johnson LEF
Novartis International Aktiengesellschaft LEF
Procter& Gamble Company Gold Medal
The WEC's EEF provides participants with "meetings, workshops, exchange of
information and expertise, and aworldwide network of
contacts."
(Ibid.) On- and off-the-record
discussions at EEF events are between sponsor companies and policymakers (e.g., government
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ministers and the diplomatic corps), and address: sustainability, HS&E, resource management,
corporate social responsibility, and how these may add value (Ibid.).
An independent, expert jury ofvarious disciplines annually selects theWEC's Gold
Medal winner (Ibid.). The GoldMedal and its adherent public recognition of success is
presented to a corporation "with an outstanding creative, sustained, and well-implemented global
environmental
policy."
(Ibid.) The award, however, comes with a price. Winners are expected
to commit to "mamt^uning or
enhancing"
their environmental leadership (Ibid.).
5.1.13 World Resources institute (WRT)
According to their Internet site , theWRI is more ofa voluntary resource than a
voluntary initiative. TheWRI describes itselfas "an environmental tMik tank that goes beyond
research to find practical ways to protect the earth, and improve people's
lives."
(Ibid.) WRI's
goal is to meet "global challenges by using knowledge to catalyze public and private
action."
(Ibid.) Six of the pharmaceutical companies reviewed contribute to theWRI in order to join their
Corporate Council (Table 5.1 1). Partnermembers of the Council donate aminimum of $50,000,
and associatemembers of the Council donate approximately $25,000 (Ibid.). In return, theWRI
"helps Council members identify environmental trends relevant to their industry, leads
discussions on current issues, and provides cutting-edge information on business
ideas,"
including howmeeting theWRI's goalsmay contribute to integratingmultidimensional
sustainability, and adding value to business (Ibid.).
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Baxter international Incorporated Associate
Bristol-Myers Squib Company Associate
Johnson & Johnson Partner
Novartis International Aktiengesellschaft Partner
Novo-Nordisk Aksje Selskap Associate
Procter & Gamble Company Partner
The Sustainable Enterprise Program (SEP) is one way theWRI harnesses the power of its
members "to create profitable solutions to environment and development
challenges."
(Ibid.)
Some of the SEP's projects include Strategic-Parmers-Learning-About-Sustainability-Horizons
(SPLASH), Busmess-Envhonment-Learning-Leadership (BELL), and the Greenhouse Gas
(GHG) Protocol Initiative (Ibid.). Many of the publications associated with these projects are
only available toWRImembers. However, "TheNewMillennium and theNext Bottom Line",
an article published by theWRI as a "Special Advertising
Section"
in theMay 3, 1999 issue of
Business Week featured case studies on Baxter and Bristol-Myers Squibb (BMS).
5.2 Pharmaceutical Companies
A total of thirteen pharmaceutical companies with global presence were reviewed based
on their 2000 information (unless otherwise noted). All of the information gatheredwas publicly
available on internet sites, or through publications. Appendix 10 shows when these
pharmaceutical companies were founded, howmany employees they have today, and their
comparable financial information. According to the pharmaceutical companies reviewed, their
main goals are to save, improve, and extend lives by creating and delivering widely accessible
and innovative
medicines.38
Table 5.12 lists the companies'
currently (2000) applicable
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initiatives on the journey towards multidimensional sustainability (Figure 1 .3). The main
difference between the HS&E category and the sustainability category is that HS&E initiatives
do not fully address all of the components embedded in the concept of sustainability (Business
and Sustainable Development 5). Inmultidimensional sustainability all three arms of the TBL
are equally important, ofequal value, and their relationships are examined (Ibid.). Sustainability
also requires a participatory approach that is voluntary and beyond compliance, whereas HS&E


































Novo-NordiskAksje Selskap X X
Pharmacia Corporation X
Procter & Gamble Company X X
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5.2.1 Abbott Laboratories
According to their 1999 HS&E Report, ImprovingLivesAround the World, Abbott
Laboratories has a global HS&E Policy that includes applicable and relevant performance
measures:
As part ofAbbott's ongoing strategy to integrate HS&E performance
management, we developed one HS&E policy in 1999. The new policy
restates our intention to operate in amanner that is protective ofhuman
health and the environment. The policy also provides a definition of
HS&E performance that clearlymeans more than regulatory compliance.
It also stresses that this performance will be achieved through the
implementation ofmanagement systems. These systems will provide the
mechanisms by which performance will be achieved, measured, and
continuously improved (5).
This policy is supported by an HS&E Executive Council, which "provides the corporate
leadership and senior-level support necessary to achieve HS&E excellence
worldwide."
(Ibid. 6)
This council also "establishes Abbott's HS&E strategy and policy by setting clear guidelines for
HS&E
excellence."
(Ibid.) The Abbott HS&E Executive Council does this through providing
direction and support for companywide HS&E strategy, championing division performance
improvement, and integrating HS&E into business planning and decision making (Ibid.).
Abbott has been formally integrating HS&E into business since 1987, "with the
introduction ofa comprehensive and consistent assurance review process that has evolved over
the years to focus onmanagement
systems."
(Ibid. 9) In fact, thirty-five HS&E "audits were




Abbott is also "developing uniform performance measurements...[to] provide a basis to
objectively evaluate the HS&E performance ofour business units, and holdmanagement
accountable for progress toward our
goals."
(Ibid. 1) Indicators published inAbbott's annual
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HS&E Reports orUpdates include: injury and illness rates; annual sales, earnings, and earnings
per share; environmental capital and operating expenditures; toxics release inventories (TRI's);
energy conservation; OSHA recordable rates, lost workday case rates, and lost workdays
worldwide; and pharmaceutical products division sales fleet performance.
Abbott's Internet site lists several means by which the company further exercises its
commitment to the community and corporate citizenship (other than those already provided in
the voluntary initiatives sections). These include: 1) Sponsoring the Keystone Science School's
"Key
Issues"
teacher trainingworkshops in Keystone, CO; 2) Establishing the Abbott
Laboratories Fund, an Illinois non-profit, philanthropic corporation that contributes to health and
human service organizations, and also matches gifts employeesmake to hospitals, universities,
secondary and elementary schools, and public broadcasting; 3) Sponsoring the Chicago-area
"Care
Coach"
initiative, amobile medical unit equipped to deliver care to patients confined to
their homes; 4) Employee gifts and volunteerism in support of the UnitedWay, the American
Cancer Society, the American HeartAssociation, andmany other health and human service
organizations; 5) Donating a broad range ofhealth care products to help alleviate human
suffering around the world (e.g., distribution ofantiretroviral medications for the treatment of
HJV infection in Africa at no profit to Abbott); 6) Partneringwith theNational Science Teachers
Association (NSTA) for educational programs geared toward young audiences; 7) Sponsoring the
ChicagoMuseum ofScience and Industry's permanent museum exhibit "AIDS: The War
Within"; 8) Partnering with the Lake County (Illinois) Forest Preserve District; and 9)
Supporting Keep Chicago Beautiful, Inc.
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The Abbott HS&E Policy and commitments to the community and corporate citizenship
include elements of integration and continuous improvement. However, the concepts of the TBL
and integratedmultidimensional sustainability remain ahead inAbbott's future:
Our task to continuously improve ourHS&E performance becomes
increasingly complex as Abbott's business grows, and as the expectations
of the communities inwhich we operate increase. In the mid-1990s, the
concept of the "triple bottom
line"
approach to sustainable development
was introduced...At Abbott, we are studying what sustainable
developmentmeans for us, and more importantly, what practices are
important to integrate into our business. We engage in this study carefully,
because we believe that it would be a mistake to simply apply the
sustainability label to existing practices. Sustainable business practices




According to the Aventis Internet site39, Aventis is "publicly committed to the principles
of sustainable
development"
as part oftheirHS&E initiatives. The Aventis Internet site goes on
to state that the company actively works to prevent adverse impacts to the air, water, land, natural
resources, and human heath through their activities (Ibid.). In the Aventis 2000 HS&E Progress
Report, Our Challenge is Life, the company describes their corporate responsibilities as "meeting
the triple bottom line goals of satisfying economic, social, and environmental needs in order to




top management publicly claims they are
"convinced that good HS&E performance equals good business performance (Ibid. 1). The
Aventis HS&E Principles are "guided by the principles of sustainable
development,"
and are "to
integrate HS&E into our business strategies and processes to add value to
Aventis."
(Ibid. 4)
Indicators reflecting this success and published in
Aventis'
annual HS&E Reports include: lost
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time injury frequency rates; hazardous and non-hazardous waste; carbon dioxide emissions;
energy consumption; water consumption; and sales and operating profit.
The Aventis 2000 Annual Report also addresses sustainability, stating:
As part ofour commitment to the concept of sustainable development, we
manage HS&E issues strategically and proactively. The performance of
our HS&E programs ismeasured against the best practices of the
industries in which we are active. Our commitment to HS&E is an
integral part ofour business strategies and processes. The vision, tools,
and responsibilities for HS&E are defined at corporate level, and the
operating businesses set and meet their own specific objectives. HS&E
management has defined their key activities to contribute to sustainable
development, and these activities are laid down in a RoadMap that will be
revised annually. We also report on the performance ofour HS&E
activities each year. . .to operationalize the concept of sustainable
development where stakeholder involvement is a key element, Aventis has
started a stakeholder consultation process. . .The ultimate objective is to
achieve best practice corporate policy and reporting related to sustainable
development (71).
The Aventis 2000 HS&E Report further explains the Road Map ensures HS&E targets are
included in both short- and long-term business activities (1). Next, the Aventis integrated
Management System (AIMS) provides the framework to achieve continuous, sustainable
improvement (Figure 5.3), "At Aventis we view HS&E excellence as inseparable from good
business practice. We believe that HS&E must be integrated into the business to achieve
continuous
improvement."
(Ibid. 4) According to their Internet site, in order to successfully
achieve the ends ofoperationalizing sustainability and integrating stakeholder consultation
Aventis has additionally developed a "Sustainability
Forum"
focusing on business relevant
issues.
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Vison, Policy, Stragety/Road Map, Organization/Network,
Requirements, Guidelines/Standards
Supervison
Reporting, Risk Assessment, SelfAssessment, Auditing
Programs + Initiatives




TheAventis brochure, Facts & Figures, also discusses sust^tinability, stating:
Our aim is to ensure that business performance creates value for all
stakeholders while responding to society's evolving expectations. Our
major contribution to sustainable development is our core business:
offering products and services to satisfy unmetmedical needs (50).
TheAventis Internet site lists several means bywhich the company further exercises its
commitment to sustainability (other than those already provided in thevoluntary initiatives
sections). These include: 1) Corisidering the Institute ofSocial and Ethical Accountability's
(ISEA)AA 1000 standard; 2) Considering theCouncil on Economic
Priorities'
(CEP) SA 8000
standard; 3) Co-founding the SNP-Consortium, a non-profit entity to keep essential human
genome information pre-eompetitive, and freely available for everyone involved inmedical
research; 4) Collaborating with theGlobal Alliance for Vaccines and Immunization (GAVT) to
improve access to immunization on a global level; 5) Partnering with theWorld Health
Organization (WHO) to support activities in the field ofAfrican trypanosomiasis (sleeping
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sickness); 6) Organizing the Aventis Foundation, which promotes projects at the interface of
culture, science, business, politics, and society; 7) Establishing the "Foundation Aventis-Institut
de France", which initiates novel programs to transfer knowledge and resources to developing
countries; 8) the Aventis Life Counts Project, a partnering with theWorld Conservation
Monitoring Center (WCMC), theWorld Conservation Union (IUCN), and the UnitedNations
Environment Program (UNEP) for a popular account of the status ofglobal biodiversity; and 9)
Supporting the Rio Convention on Biological Diversity.
Aventis'
sustainability initiatives encompass multidimensionality and include elements of
HS&E, the TBL, business integration, value added, and continuous improvement:
We at Aventis consider sustainable development to be a business
challenge. The concept of sustainable development guides us in assessing,
benchmarking, and positioning our company. . .Aventis sees its
contribution to sustainable development in creating innovative solutions
for coping with the health and nutritional problems of a growing and
increasingly ageing population. We consider it ofprimary importance,
that these innovations be developed within a framework of
sustainability. . . We conduct research and produce goods formarkets that
are largely determined by specific cultural value systems and political
frameworks. We have to help shape these influences in a sustainable way
(2).
5.2.3 Badische Anilin- & Soda-Fabrik Aktiengesellschaft (BASF AG)
BASF publishes three reports annually in accordance with multidimensional
sustainability: Annual Report 2000 (economic arm); Environment, Safety, Health 2000
(environmental arm); and Social Responsibility 2000 (social arm). In each report BASF
publishes its Vision 2010 and Corporate Guidelines as Values and Principles (Table 5.13). The
Values and Principles set forth BASF's commitment to and define the nature
ofits activities
based on the principle and consequences of sustainable development:
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This mission statement describes the objectives that the group has set for
itselfon the path to sustainable development. . .Sustainable development is
equally linked to the economic success,
and the social responsibilities of
the group.
In addition to the Values and Principles, BASF is currently drawing up a Code of
Conduct similar to their current Compliance Program in effect in Germany (HS&E 10).
Table 5.13 Badische Anilin- & Soda-Fabrik Aktiengesellschaft's (BASF AG) Values and
Principles41
Sustainable profitable performance: Ongoing profitable performance in the sense of
Sustainable Development is the basic requirement for all our activities. We are committed to
the interests of our customers, shareholders, and employees, and assume a responsibility
toward society.
innovation in the service to our customers: We are committed to customer satisfaction. We
develop products and chemical processes, and provide services ofhigh scientific and
technical levels to foster good partnerships with our customers. . _ . _
Safety, health, environmental responsibility: We act in a responsible manner, and support the
ResponsibleCare initiatives. Economic considerations do not take priority over safety and
health issues, and environmental protection.
Intercultural competence: We foster intercultural diversity within the BASF group and work
together as a team. Intercultural competence is our advantage in global competition.
Mutual respect and open dialogue: We treat everyone fairly and with respect. We pursue an
open and trusting dialogue within our company, with our business partners, and relevant
groups in society. We encourage our employees to be creative, and to make full use oftheir
potential for the common success of the Company.
Integrity: We act in accordance with our words and values. We respect the laws and good
business practices of the countries in which we operate.
The BASF HS&E Report goes on to describe how the group has integrated
multidimensional sustainability throughout its operations. BASF has created a top level
corporate Sustainability Council to anchor its values and principles throughout the organization
(Ibid 4). Members of the BASF Sustainability Council include "onemember of the Board of
Executive Directors, and seven division
presidents."
(Ibid. 14) The Sustainability Council lays
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down global aims, and develops appropriate strategies through "a process ofdialogue with public
stakeholders, since the idea of sustainable development can be achieved only by involving
representatives from all areas of
society."
(Ibid.)
An international Steering Committee "develops tools and
measures"
to implement the
Sustainability Council's strategies (Ibid.). The BASF International Steering Committee is made
up often vice presidents from BASF, and includes representatives for Europe, Asia, and the
Americas, and for the three aspects of Sustainable Development economy, ecology, and
society."
(Ibid.) After the Steering Committee lays down the general framework, each BASF site
uses Project Teams to define their individualized organizational procedures and structures (Ibid.).
The Project Teams, according to the Social Report, are "made up of employees from
existing operating
units."
(16) These teams draw up concrete quantifiable measures, develop and
monitor environmental and social standards, expand BASF's sustainability reporting, and "liaise
with and report to the Steering
Committee."
(Ibid.) BASF keeps Project Team members "in their
operating units, which guarantees that all measures undertaken are geared to everyday reality at
BASF."
(Ibid.)
BASF coordinates its councils, committees, teams, et al. through its newly established
Sustainability Center in the BASF Central Communications Department (Ibid. 1 7). The
Sustainability Center also coordinates with external organizations (i.e., environmental groups) in
order to "maintain contacts with industry associations and
initiatives."
(Ibid.) BASF has also
established "Community Advisory Panels (CAP's) at many sites with the aim ofproviding







BASF conducts several types of audits to "ensure high plant standards worldwide",
including environment and safety audits (plant audits
and follow-up audits) (Social 22 and HS&E




(HS&E 45) Indicators examined in audits and reflected
in the BASF
reports are listed in Table 5.14.
BASF has amotto of "Avoid, Reduce,
Recycle"
that it applies "from the word
go
at the
development stage for processes, and the planning stage for new. . (HS&E 25) BASF
subjects all of its products "to a program of continuous improvement in line with customer needs
and sustainability. This aspect is also a key issue when new products are developed to replace
old
ones."
(Ibid. 37) It is clear that part ofBASF's strategy to steer itself toward sustainability is
to measure and report its progress, and to develop transparent and comprehensible evaluation
tools toward that end (Social 23 and HS&E 57).
One tool currently in use at BASF is Eco-Efficiency Analysis. Eco-Efficiency Analysis
looks at the complete lifecycle of a product from cradle to grave (from raw material extraction
to recycling or disposal), and "makes it possible to measure sustainability by jointly considering
the areas of economy and ecology". (Social 23; HS&E 38 and 57; Annual 51) (Figure 5.4) It is
important to point out that the Eco-EfficiencyAnalysis "includes user behavior as well as any
potential
hazards."
(HS&E 38) This tool remains under development, and will include social
criteria in the future (Social 23).
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Table 5.14 BadischeAnilin- & Soda-Fabrik
Aktiengesellschaft'
s (BASF AG) Sustainability
Indicators
Reports
Indicators Social HS&E Annual
Economic
Sales X X X
Income X X X
Research expenses X X X
Development expenses X X X
Dividend yield X





Returns on assets X
Returns on sales X
Social
Employees X X X





Training days per employee X
Employee benefits X
Anti-discrimination programs X
Elected employee representatives X
Workforce diversity (gender) X
Involvement in political discussions X




Environmental protection costs X
Emissions to air X
Water balance X
Emissions to water X
Production and otherwastes generation X
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Figure 5.4 Badische Anilin- & Soda-Fabrik
Aktiengesellschaft'
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Another evaluation tool developed at BASF is theTotal Cost ofOwnership tool (HS&E
35). Purchase prices in general do not reflect true costs because they do not consider hidden
costs (Ibid.). This tool adds production costs, storage costs, safe use costs with regard toHS&E,
and disposal costs for the sum cost ofownership (Ibid.). With BASF's Total Cost ofOwnership
tool total costs can be determined and compared (Ibid.).
BASF's Internet
site43
and annual reports list several means bywhich the company
further exercises its commitment to susteinability (other than those already provided in the
voluntary initiatives sections). These include: 1)Working with the Institute ofOrganizational
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Communication (IFOK) to identify key areas, and check numerous indicators and lists ofkey
data to see whether they actually provide useful information (e.g., Sustainable AssetManagement
[SAM] Group Sustainability Assessment Questionnaire, and the International Labor
Organization's SA 8000 standard); 2) Launching the "Developing an Instrument to Incorporate
the Social Sustainability Principle into Product Development and
Evaluation"
research project
with support from partners including the institute ofApplied Ecology (Eco-Institute), Karlsruhe
University, and the Wuppertal institute; 3) Sponsoring youth science competitions such as the
BASF Young ScienceWriters Awards, the Chemistry Olympics, and the For Inspiration and
Recognition of Science and Technology (FIRST) Robotic Competition; 4) Arranging open days
at BASF sites; 5) Contributing to joint projects, scholarships, and funds, such as the BASF Sino-
German Research and Development Fund; 6) Launching the Grow Project in Brazil, aimed at
improving the chances of 14 to 18 year olds from poor families; 7) Hosting concerts, exhibits,
and literary evenings in BASF's Feierabendhaus in Ludwigshafen, Germany, and BASF's
Kulturhaus in Schwarzheide, Germany; 8) Launching the Suvinil Color, Architecture, and
Memory (SCAM) project in Brazil to maintain and restore important buildings and monuments
throughout that country; 9) Supporting the St.
Francis'
Care Center in Johannesburg, South
Africa, a hospice that cares for children and adults suffering from AIDS; 10) Jointly founding the
Job Creation initiative to combat problems in the employment market; 1 1) the BASF
Innovationsfonds GmbH to back business start-ups; 12) Founding the Ausbildungsplatzinitiative
in Ludwigshafen, Germany to support traineeships in structurally weaker parts of the region; 13)
Donating land and buildings to the Asheville-Buncombe Community College in Enka, NC for
expansion, and sponsoring their business start-up center aimed
at encouraging the growth ofnew
jobs in the region; 14) Participated in founding the Remembrance, Responsibility, and the Future
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initiative as a sign of reconciliation, and in recognition of the historical responsibility ofGerman
industry to former concentration camp inmates who were forced to work; 15) introducing
Emergency Response Intervention Cards (ERI Cards), which provide a standardized,
pan-
European information system for accidents involving hazardous goods; and 16) Participating in
setting up the TransportAccident information and Emergency Response System (TUIS) in
Germany, international Chemical Environment Program (ICE) inWestern Europe, Chemtrec in
North America, and two National Response Centers (NRC's) in Asia to better enable all relevant
emergency response information to be supplied quickly to those providing on-the-spot support at
accidents.
BASF sustainability initiatives encompass multidimensionality and include elements of
HS&E, the TBL, business integration, value added, and continuous improvement:
In the medium and long term, it can be seen that companies that also
consider social responsibility and environmental sustainability post better
results than those that simply base their activities on economic
criteria...The sustainable success of the company, and increasing its value
are always central to the decisions we make. .
.Ongoing
profitable
performance in the sense ofSustainable Development is the basic
requirement for all of our activities (Social 4 and 13; HS&E 12).
5.2.4 Baxter International incorporated
The Baxter Internet
site44
testifies that their HS&E initiatives "undertaken over the last
seven years contributed significantly to Baxter's economic vigor, producing $75 million in
income, savings, and cost
avoidance"
with $12 million of that savings occurring in 2000. The
Baxter HS&E Policy contains seven commitments consistent with their business interests, ethics,
and shared values (Table 5.15) (Ibid.). In addition to integrating sustainability for its value added
benefit, Baxter states that they:
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. . .commit to continuous improvement in HS&E performance. . .set goals,
measure progress, and communicate results. Compliance with this policy
is the responsibility of every employee (Ibid.).
Baxter has procedures in place "to collect, compile, and
validate"
their HS&E data under Good
Environmental, Health, and Safety Reporting Principles (GERP) (Ibid.) In fact, Baxter facilities
were inspected by government agencies one hundred and seventy five times in 2000, without
incurring any environmental fines, and had twenty seven facility programs audited by outside
auditors during 2000 (Ibid.). Internally, at least halfofBaxter's facilities have completed
"seventy-five percent, or more ofBaxter's HS&EManagement Systems (BEHSt)
Standard"
with
one-hundred percent BEHSt expected by 2002 (43).
Table 5.15 Baxter International Incorporated's Environmental, Health, and Safety (HS&E)
Policy45
Sustainable development: We will strive to conserve resources, and minimize or eliminate
adverse HS&E effects and risks thatmay be associated with our products, services, and
operations.
Employees: We will provide a safe and healthy workplace, striving to prevent injuries and
illnesses, promoting healthy lifestyles, and encouraging respect for the environment. We will
ensure that our employees have the awareness, skills, and knowledge to carry out this policy.
Compliance: We will meet all applicable HS&E laws and Baxter HS&E requirements,
including our own HS&Emanagement standards.
Business integration: We will integrate HS&E considerations into our business activities.
Customers: We will work with our customers to help them address their HS&E needs.
Suppliers and contractors: We will work with our suppliers and contractors to enhance
HS&E performance.
Community and government: We will participate in community and government HS&E
initiatives.





. . .to collect together in a single report, annually, the total of the financial
costs and benefits that could be attributed not only to the HS&E program
itselfbut to any HS&E beneficial activities across the corporation. Its aim
was to demonstrate that, contrary to the preconception ofmany, HS&E
need not be only a burden on business performance but could make a
positive contribution...The emphasis is deliberately on the value generated
for the business. . .The principle behind the EFS is that HS&E costs are to
be treated in the same way as any other costs incurred by the business: to
be minimized so far as possible, and where possible to generate maximum
financial benefits (Bennett and James 294-295).
Starting in 1996, Baxtermade this statement available to the public "in the 'Business
Integration'
section of their HS&E Performance
Report."
(Ibid.) The benefits attributed to HS&E are
categorized as: 1) income (actual monies received in report year); 2) savings (reduction in actual
cost between report year and prior year); and 3) cost avoidance (additional costs other than the
report's year's savings, that were not incurred but would have been incurred if the action had not
taken place) (Ibid. 302).
Currently, Baxter's annual Sustainability Report starts out with a "Report
Card"
listing
the year's highlights and areas ofdevelopmental opportunity (2). Several ofBaxter's strengths
center around the company's Shared Values: Respect, Responsiveness, and Results (Table 5.16)
(Ibid.). The Shared Values are implemented through Baxter's Global Business Practice
Standards and guide values based decisionmaking (Ibid.) indicators published in Baxter's
annual Sustainability reports are listed in Table 5.17.
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Table 5.16 Baxter International Incorporated's Shared Values
46
Respect
Integrity We build long-term, trusting relationships with our customers, our
shareholders, our suppliers, and each other, by being honest, open and fair, and
by keeping our promises. We live up to the highest professional standards.
Our conduct is always ethical and legal.
Respect for
individuals
We treat every individual with dignity and respect, openly sharing information,
providing feedback, and listening to each other. Our environment is one of
continuous learning in which all employees, regardless of cultural background,
gender, level, or position can develop to their full potential. We value the
unique contributions of all individuals, recognizing the diversity of our
workforce as a competitive advantage.
Responsiveness
Quality We constantly strive to understand and exceed the requirements ofour
customers. Our commitment to quality builds customer trust and loyalty,
which leads to outstanding results for our shareholders. We provide
world-
class products and services, and enhance customer satisfaction everyday.
Empowerment At Baxter, individuals and teams have the ability to make decisions and take
actions. Decisions are made as close to the customer as possible, so that we
can act quickly to assure total customer satisfaction. We are accountable for
our decisions and actions. Each ofus accepts responsibility formeeting the
needs ofour customers, our shareholders, and our fellow employees.
Teamwork We work openly and supportively in teams, aiming towards common goals.
We form teams with our customers and suppliers to respond quickly to
changing customer needs. We have fun working with each other, and we take
pride in our joint accomplishments.
Innovation Innovation is the key to creating new sources ofvalue for our customers and
shareholders. We must quickly transform new technologies and new ideas into
products and services that exceed customer expectations, and improve our own
effectiveness. We do this by valuing and rewarding creativity, diverse thinking
styles, and intelligent risk-taking. We act to maximize potential success, rather
than to minimize potential failure.
Results
Creating value We keep our commitments by establishing efficient and effective processes
that consistently produce excellent returns
for our shareholders, and which
assure total customer satisfaction. We continuously hold one another
accountable for living the shared values.
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Costs for occupational injuries
Costs for occupational illnesses
Workers'
compensation

















Baxter's Internet site and Sustainability Report list several means bywhich the company
further exercises its commitment to sustainability (other than those already provided in the
voluntary initiatives sections). These include: 1) Endorsing the Coalition for Environmentally
Responsible Economies (CERES) Principles; 2)Membership in the Business Environmental
Leadership Council (BELC) of the Pew Center on Global Climate Change; 3) Participating in the
Y-ME campaign against breast cancer; 4) Volunteering as camp counselors at the Barretstown
Gang Camp in County Kildare, Ireland, where seriously ill children learn and play together in a
nurturing environment; 5) Sponsoring teams in the For inspiration and Recognition ofScience
and Technology (FIRST) Robotic Competition; 6) Supporting employee volunteer efforts
through Baxter's Dollars for Doers program; 7) Matching funds for employee donations to
qualifying health and educational organizations through The Baxter Allegiance Foundation; and
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research to developproducts that are not only useful but also safe and environmentally
compatible, or even contribute to the innovative resolution ofenvironmental
problems."
(Ibid.)
This process starts "in the planning stages ofa process or a
plant"
whereBayer simulates "all
possible risks and consequences that could result from amishap, even if they are extremely
unlikely."
(Ibid.)








In 1999, Bayer introduced internal HS&E audits "tomonitor the functioning ofour HSE
management
systems"
under the program nameBayer Assessment and Improvement Tool
(BAIT) (Ibid. 6=7). TheBAIT program requires every group
site to conduct biannual selfcaudits,
and for outside specialists to have audited at least twenty^five locations once by the year 2004
(Ibid. 7). Bayer uses a Site Information System (BAYSIS) to compile, process, record, apply,
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8) Piloting the Greenhouse Gas Protocol (GHG Protocol),
an international standard for
businesses to measure and report on greenhouse gases.
Baxter sustainability initiatives encompass multidimensionality
and include elements of
HS&E, the TBL, business integration, value added, and continuous improvement:
Being good product stewards requires taking responsibility for the impact
our products have on the environment and society. We continuously look
forways to improve our products for our customers, to minimize the
impact they have on the environment, and to be responsible stewards of
our products throughout their life cycle while keeping them cost-
competitive. . .Environmental review ofproducts is not just a one-step
process. Environmental requirements are considered for a product's entire
life cycle. . .In doing so there are significant business benefits to be gained
(31).
5.2.5 Bayer Aktiengesellschaft (AG)
Both Bayer's 2001 Sustainable Development Report and Internet
site47
state the group has
been committed to the concept of sustainability in the form of "social
responsibility"
for over one
hundred years (2). This
"foresightedness"
was exemplified in Bayer's 1986 incorporation of
binding worldwide policy guidelines including:
. . .comprehensive environmental protection, maximum safety, high
product quality, and optimum commercial efficiency are factors of equal
importance for achieving our corporate objectives. . .Sustainable
development is synonymous with sustainable success (Ibid.).
This early awareness has enabled Bayer to better develop and integrate in-process and product-
integrated environmental protection and safety aspects where economy and ecology are equally
important objectives (Ibid. 96). The Bayer internet site explains the company's belief that,
"What isn't produced doesn't need to be disposed
of."
Bayer considers cradle-to-grave product
stewardship a self-imposed obligation (Figure 5.5) stating "we see it as an important task ofour
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and report its data according to over one hundred and seventy "virtually
uniform"
indicators
(Ibid. 62). Bayer recognizes that "reporting plays a central role in monitoring and
verifying."




s (AG) Sustainability indicators
Adsorbable organic halogen compounds
(AOX)
Aromatic carbons (BTXE)
Chemical oxygen demand (COD)













Occupational diseases at production sites
Operating expenses for environmental
protection
Particulates




Use of sustainable raw materials
Volatile inorganic compounds (VIC's)
Volatile organic compounds (VOCs)
Wastewater volumes
Water consumption
The Bayer Sustainability Report also explains how the company integrates four
fundamental sustainability concepts into its global governing procedures: 1) building safety into
processes starting with the design phase; 2) hiring and continually training "first-class thinkers
and practicians"; 3) continuous site monitoring by experts and specialists for compliance with
both external and internal regulations (Bayer's 100 year old Technical Inspection Department
works "outside of the company's authority and is solely responsible to the legislature"); and 4)
Implementing and rehearsing emergency response plans at every site (Ibid. 41). This is in line
with the core statement in the Bayer Guidelines for Product Stewardship, "The marketing of
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products will be restricted and/or their production curtailed, regardless of economic interests, if
this is necessary to avert a potential health or environmental
hazard."
(Ibid. 28) All production
process at Bayer must49:
be constantly reviewed and, where possible, improved to minimize raw
material and energy inputs, emissions, and waste generation;
be designed so that they generate waste materials that are reusable,
recyclable, or at least capable ofenvironmentally safe disposal; and
give preference to in-process waste reduction methods over end-of-
process treatment, or disposal.
Another integrated assessment tool Bayer uses is Eco-Check. Eco-Check, also called the
Bayer Excellence Diamond, is designed "to be absolutely
certain"
Bayer products, production
processes, and future innovations meet six quality criteria ofproduct excellence (Figure 5.6)
(Ibid. 30-31 and 38; Annual 51 and 54). Each of the six areas are tested in several parameters
(e.g., acute and chronic ecotoxicity, bioaccumulation, biodegradability) and categorized on a





"recommendations for improvement can be submitted for every area. This is a considerable
advantage because it enables [Bayer] to optimize the product across-the-board in terms of
sustainable
development."
(Ibid.) Eco-Check is also in-line with the Bayer Board of
Management's risk management system with which the company endeavors "to identify risks at









This thesis defined success as increasing and sustainingwealth, or "adding business
value". Business drivers were defined the internal or external initiatives (e.g., markets), or
opportunities companies take to add that value (i.e., profit), or create advantage. What drivers
companies choose to respond to and to what degree depend on the
companies'
strategies and
markets, as well as their products. As previously discussed, historically HS&E initiatives and
more recently sust_tinability initiatives were viewed as regulatory or compliance driven burdens
or liabilities. Fully integrating sustainability means binding sustainability initiatives to company
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The several reasons behind gathering data from indicators were also previously discussed,
but can be summed up as collecting the data needed to make decisions, including:
assessing conditions and trends;
comparing across places and situations;
assessing conditions and trends in relation to goals and targets;
providing early warning information;
anticipating future conditions and trends (Gallopin 15);
and explaining actions to stakeholders (Zadek 27).





Management need to control significant costs 23
Government regulations 17









Other (internal tracking; requested by Board ofDirectors; determination ofvalue




releases; 2) regulatory compliance; 3) environmental spending; 4) water use; 5) greenhouse
gases; 6) energy use; 7) chemical inputs; and 8) chemical use efficiency (Ibid.). All ofthese
indicators are included in those collected (Appendix 18) from the pharmaceutical industry. The
survey noted that the most developed indicators were those with mandatory reporting
requirements (Ibid.), which is also in line with the results in Appendix 18. According to the
WRI/Tellus institute survey the business decisions most influenced by indicators were: 1)
regulatory compliance; 2) strategic planning; 3) benchmarking; 4) investment; and 5) other core
business decisions (e.g., purchasing, product design, research and development, acquisitions and
divestitures, and employee compensation) (Ibid. 17).
In any case, immeasurable goals carry no weight within companies (Ditz and
Ranganathan 11). Measuring sustainability helps companies track goals, drive performance, and
demonstrate the value of efforts in two main ways, by: 1) reducing impacts, costs, material usage,
and losses; and 2) designing more efficient processes (increasing more efficient use of resources,
profitability, yield, and market share) (Measuring Environmental Performance ES 1-2; Ditz and
Ranganathan 11). On the other hand, being in the dark about sustainability performance (except
for mandatory reporting requirements) makes companies "vulnerable to changing regulations,
stakeholder expectations, and customer
demand."
(Ditz and Ranganathan 30) To successfully
integrate sustainability, companies "need to know where they are starting from; where it is they
want to go; and when or whether they have diverged from their planned path between the two
points."
(Rodenburg 77) Finally, fully integrated decisions are collective decisions made after
consulting a wide variety of stakeholder (e.g., technical, production, quality, finance,
information, management, contract, etc.) (Bennett and James 250).
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performance measured) (Ibid. 25). However, where data collection is concerned, the more is not
the merrier, because:
. .
.collecting, evaluating, and reportingmetrics requires time, personnel,
and money, and the more metrics that are used, the greater the resource
requirements. .
.Furthermore, collecting too manymetrics can become
confusing, and frustrate staff and managers who may already be stretched
thin because ofother responsibilities. Reporting too manymetrics can
also overwhelm and confuse target audiences (Ibid. 27-28).
Several of the pharmaceutical companies reviewed have tools, management systems, and
organizational structures for collecting and integrating multidimensional sustainability data.
These, as well as common sustainability value drivers and competitive advantage will be further
discussed.
6.2.3 DecisionMaking
Examining indicators again begs the question,Why measure (Table 6.4)? The answer is
simple, "The biggest challenge in business management is to systematically gather and analyze
information on which to make optimum
decisions."
(Hindle andWhite 29 and 1 ; Sexton, et al.
57; Gladwin, et al. 897; Simonovic, et al. 231; Harte and Lonergan 101; Farrell and Hart 2)
(Figure 6.5 and Appendix 19)
The World Resources Institute (WRI) and Tellus Institute conducted a joint survey of
corporate environmental professionals "representing companies with annual revenues over one
billion U.S.
dollars"
in 1996 (Ditz and Ranganathan 8). The purpose of this survey was to
determine what indicators were being most commonly used to make business decisions in a
variety of industries (Ibid. 8 and 17). Indicators were defined "as information used on a
continuing basis to measure. . (Ibid. 8) The top eight indicators were: 1) chemical
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Collecting and reporting data is facilitated, and costs minimized when existing data
collection systems are used (Ibid. 24). Therefore companies should use "data that are already
being collected for other business purposes, where
possible."
(Ibid.) Data collection processes,
or when and how data will be collected and reported, must be clearly defined (Ibid. 26).
Information is not useful unless it gets to the right people "in time formeaningful action to be
taken."
(Ibid. 28) Data collection should also be integrated by defining performance standards
and expectations, and identifyingwhom is accountable (e.g., linking compensationwith the
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6). Leading indicators, on the other hand, are both qualitative and quantitative measures of




3 and 6) Leading indicators are particularly "difficult to quantify and evaluate", so it is
tricky to build a business case for their value and use (Ibid.). The term "condition
indicators"
was coined by the Draft international Standards Organization's (ISO) ISO 14031 standard,
"Environmental Performance
Evaluation"
(Ibid. 1 and 7). Condition indicators measure the
direct effects of activities on people, planet, and profits, such as "global average
temperature."




these data can be time consuming and expensive, since the
required data often are not routinely collected, and may need to be
collected overmany years in some cases. Also, making a correlation
between an organization's operations and an effect can be difficult, since
there are many variables that can be contributing to the observed effect
(Measuring Environmental Performance 7-8).
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(Shell; Elkington). The relationship between leading and lagging indicators is visually
represented in Figure 6.4. All of the indicators collected (Appendix 18) are from the
pharmaceutical industry, so they should be generally applicable to that industry. As a reminder,
indicators are meant to be used in combinations of"and also", not as "either
or"
(Measuring
Environmental Performance 6; WBCSD 7), and there are no one-size-fits-all indicators:
Each company has its own particular products and services, organization,
financial structure, legal and regulatory requirements, customer demands,
data collection andmanagement systems, and. . .impacts (Measuring
Environmental Performance ES 2 and 19).
The characteristics of"good
indicators"
were previously discussed, but theirmost desirable
qualities include being:
clearly and completelymeasurable or observable;






acceptable, neutral, relevant, and appropriate (Gallopin 25; Farrell and
Hart 4; Donnelly 3; Wallage 5-7; Report on the Summit on Corporate
Environmental and Sustainability Reporting 4; Paehlke 7).
The most common indicators are lagging indicators (Measuring Environmental
Performance ES 1 and 3). These are quantitative measures ofpast performance, such as outputs
in "pounds ofpollutants emitted or
discharged."
(Ibid.) In spite ofbeing the most commonly
reported indicators, lagging indicators generally fail to address root causes (Ibid. ES 1, 3-4, and
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Company Champions
Pharmacia Corporation HS&E Executive Committee, Global HS&E Council, company
presidents, vice presidents (VP's), corporate officers, site executives,
counsel, Global Compliance Office, Corporate Auditors
Procter& Gamble
Company
Corporate Sustainable Development department, Product Safety and
Regulatory Affairs (PS&RA) department, Environmental Science
department, Worldwide Manufacturing Operations HS&E Systems,
Board ofDirectors Public Policy Committee
6.2 Measuring and Integrating Sustainability Indicators, Data Collection, DecisionMaking,
and Driving Forces
TheWorld Business Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD) takes the
previously discussed adage "What gets measured gets
done,"
one step further saying, "We do not
protect what we do not
value."
(11) As mentioned in the literature review, indicators "must be
responsive to industry, and company-specific cultures and
concerns."
(Measuring Environmental
Performance v) Proper valuation andmonetization ofall three arms ofthe multidimensional
TBL helps ensure people, planet, and profits are ofequal value and concern (Ibid.; Shell;
Elkington). Themethods of sustainability cost accounting practices were not reviewed, but
samples from a Global EnvironmentalManagement Initiative (GEMI) survey facilitated by
Bristol-Myers Squibb (BMS) are included in Appendix 16, and from GEMTs Environment:
Value to Business are included in Appendix 17.
6.2.1 Indicators
The pharmaceutical company indicators collected (Appendix 18) are divided into six
main categories according to indicator type: 1) lagging indicators; 2) leading indicators; and 3)
condition indicators; and according to data type measured: 4) people; 5) planet; and 6) profits
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Table 6.3 Examples of Sustainability integration Champions in Pharmaceutical Companies
Company Champions







Sustainability Council, International Steering Committee, Site Project
Teams, Central Communications Department Sustainability Center,
and CommunityAdvisory Panels (CAP's)
Baxter International
Incorporated
Chairman of theBoard and ChiefExecutiveOfficer (CEO)
Bayer
Aktiengesellschaft
Board ofManagement, Technical Inspection Department
Bristol-Myers Squibb
Company
SeniorVice President (VP), Corporate Environmental Affairs;
Operating Committee; HS&E Steering Committee; Chairman of the
Board; ChiefExecutive Officer (CEO); Institutional Biosafety
Committee; EuropeanWorking Committee, other standing functional
committees; Division Presidents; Compliance Assurance Services
(CAS)
Eli Lilly and Company Chairman of the BoardT President, and ChiefExecutive Officer
(CEO); Executive staff; Governance Council, chaired by the Vice
President (VP) ofQuality; Corporate Environmental Committee;




Board of seniormanagement, local business unit executives, General
Council, Research and Development (R&D) team, Technical
Inspection department, Corporate Executive Team (CET), Corporate
HS&E (CEHS) team, HS&E Audit team, HS&E Program
Management team, HS&E RegulatoryAdvocacy and Strategy team,
Environmental Product Stewardship team, Occupational Product
Stewardship team
Johnson & Johnson Corporate officers; Board ofDirectors; environmental, health and
wellness, and safety professionals; Emerging Issues Task Force;
Public Policy Advisory Committee; HS&EWorldwide Technical
Resources (TR) Group; HS&E Worldwide Benefits andHealth
Resources (B&HR) Group; HS&EWorldwide Safety and industrial
Hygiene (S&IH) Group; HS&EWorldwide Health andWellness
(H&W) Group; other worldwide HS&E groups
Novartis International
Aktiengesellschaft
Foundation for Sustainable Development, Corporate Steering
Committee, corporate HS&E sectors, site HS&E officers, HS&E




Boards ofDirectors; Environmental Committee; Bioethics Committee,
Sodal Responsibility Committee; Health Policy Committee's
Executive Vice President (VP), and ChiefOperating Officer (COO);
ChiefExecutive Officers (CEO's); Novo GroupAcademy
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Table 6.2 Roles in integrating Sustainability
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Maintain and shape the public
image of the company
Shareholder value
Employee satisfaction
Marketing Understand who the customers
are, what they want, what they
respond to, and what they buy








OperationsManagers Make products/deliver services
Ensure continuity ofoperations
Maximize internal efficiency





















rates and lost work days)
Energy usage
Waste cost and burdens
ProcurementManagers Negotiate with suppliers for
lower prices, higher quality
Assure a reliable source for
inputs




Bring innovation and new












any... strategymust demonstrate a real commitment on the part of the whole
organization."
(181)
Table 6.2 lists a selection of generic sustainability roles within companies.
Establishing a sustainability vision and, ideally, bringing everyone in the company on
board, are very general goals in the long-term process of integrating sustainability. Integrating
sustainability grows increasingly complex yet specific from this point forward (Figure 6.3):
Complex interlinked problems such as those associated with sustainable
development require integrated approaches and solutions. There is a need
to move beyond the usual, more or less exhaustive, lists of individual
indicators to integrated or interlined sets of indicators (Gallopin 18).
Most of the pharmaceutical companies reviewed have core groups or coalitions that
support or champion the integration ofmultidimensional sustainability (Table 6.3). These roles,
as well as tools, management systems, and organizational structures for integrating
multidimensional sustainability, will be further discussed in the section on managing integrated
sustainability that follows.
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Table 6.1 Examples ofTopManagement Sustainability Endorsement in Pharmaceutical
Companies
Company Sustainability Endorsement
Abbott Laboratories ChiefExecutive Officer (CEO) and Chairman of the Board; and
ChiefOperating Officer (COO) and President
Aventis
Soci&e"
Anonyme Two members of theManagement Board
Badische Anilin- & Soda-
Fabrik Aktiengesellschaft
Chairman of the Board ofExecutive Directors
Baxter International
Incorporated




Chairman of the Board; and ChiefExecutive Officer (CEO)




ChiefExecutive Officer (CEO); Senior Vice President and
General Counsel; Vice President (VP), Corporate HS&E; and
Vice President, Employee Health Management
Johnson & Johnson Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive Officer (CEO); and




Chairman of the Board, and ChiefExecutive Officer (CEO)
Novo-Nordisk Aksje Selskap ChiefExecutive Officer (CEO); and Chairman of the Board, and
former President and ChiefExecutive Officer (CEO)
Pharmacia Corporation Chairman of the Board, and ChiefExecutive Officer (CEO)
Procter & Gamble Company President, and ChiefExecutive Officer (CEO); and Chairman of
the Board
Many other individuals and departments also have roles to play
in integrating
sustainability (Simon and Simon 28).
For example, business
units'
support is also necessary
(Measuring Environmental Performance 27). Involving
the business units "in defining the
metrics, to which they will be held
accountable"
may help to get their buy in (Ibid.). Gaining
company wide support not only
helps to integrate sustainability throughout the company, it also
increases involvement, alignment, and motivation (Value to
the Top Line 60-61; Simon and
Simon 28; Sexton, et al. 257). Welford
summarizes this well by stating, "as a starting point,
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6.1 .2 Buying In and Aligning Laying the Foundation for Integrated Sustainability
As previously discussed, no sustainability initiative will be successful without top
management support (Measuring Environmental Performance 26; Hartig, et al. 35-36; Hansen
27). However, getting management to buy in is notoriously difficult "because [sustainability]
describes a state in the future that has never been experienced, rather than a specific process or
methodology for how to get
there."
(Preston 3) Selling top management and key decisionmakers
on sustainability is imperative because management commitment ensures adequate resources will
be dedicated to future required tasks (Ibid.; Measuring Environmental Performance 26; Value to
Business 41). All of the pharmaceutical companies reviewed had clear and decisive top
management support for integrating sustainability as reflected in signed statements in their
sustainability reports (Table 6.1). This is above average when compared to the 1998 study by the
United Nations Environment Program (UNEP) and SustainAbility Limited, titled The CEO
Agenda. The study was sponsored in part by Bayer, Bristol-Myers Squibb (BMS), andNovo
Nordisk (18). Badische Anilin- & Soda-Fabrik (BASF), Baxter, Bayer, BMS, Eli Lilly,
GlaxoWellcome, Novartis, and Novo Nordisk all participated in the survey (19). The CEO
Agenda surveyed one hundred companies, and found that ChiefExecutive Officers (CEO's),
Chairmen of the Board, or Presidents signed only seventy four percent of the reports surveyed
(5). Other top managers (e.g., Vice Presidents [VP's]) signed another fifteen percent of the
reports surveyed, and eleven percent were unsigned (Ibid.).
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of sustainability drinking. Two examples ofpharmaceutical company vision statements are in
Tables 5.31 (Johnson & Johnson) and 5.43 (Pharmacia).




uml< . and trends; identify











Gain commitment, alignment, and momentum







(leadership position with strategic positioning,
and proactive, first-mover advantages;
contributing positive solutions to
sustainability challenges;
creatingmarket opportunities; enhancing brand image)
Product stewardship:
All levels ofproduct, process, and facility design, development, launch,
delivery, and support (market and customer expectations, reducing footprints;
dematerialization)
Eco-efficiency:
Riskmanagement, pollution control and prevention focus
(low-risk, high-yield cost benefits, e.g., waste reduction and energy efficient light bulbs)
HS&E department:
Regulatory and compliance focus
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change is necessary", and be willing to change (WBCSD 7; Sexton,
et al. 254; Dexter, et al. 84).




how the concept, with its implicit threats and opportunities,
relates to their core strengths and objectives. Doing so takes sustainable
development out of the realm ofphilosophy, and into that ofrewarding
actions (Hedstrom, et al. 6).
To define their sustainability visions (Table 5.41, Novo-Nordisk, for example),
companies
explore how sustainability relates to their businesses, scrutinize customer, environmental,
and
social impacts, look at trends, and identify strengths and weaknesses (Ibid. 9-10; Value to the
Top Line 60). Meadows, et al. describe visioning as:
. . imagining, at first generally, and thenwith increasing specificity, what
you really want,. . .and not what you have learned to be willing
to settle for.
Visioningmeans taking off all the constraints ofassumed
"feasibility,"
of
disbelief and past disappointments, and letting yourmind dwell upon its
most noble, uplifting, treasured dreams (224).
Simply put, a company's sustainability vision is a values based statement, or "picture of the
future", defming the company's direction "from the shop floor to
boardroom."
(Hedstrom, et al.
10; WBCSD 7; Sexton, et al. 257) Integrating sustainability broadens
companies'
traditional
visions, encompassing the three arms of the multidimensional triple bottom line (TBL) people,
planet, and profits (Shell; Elkington; WBCSD 7). A sustainability vision is the basis for future
sustainability initiatives, strategies, goals, and objectives (Hedstrom, et al. 10; Value to the Top
Line 60-61).
To get a firm handle on the sustainability concept after defining a sustainability vision,
companies develop strategies to "bridge the gap betweenwhere they are, and where they want to
be."
(Hedstrom, et al. 8). Figures 6.1 and 6.2 visually demonstrate the first steps in the process
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6.0 Analysis and Discussion
This section continues comparing and contrasting pharmaceutical company sustainability
initiatives in order to determine: 1) howmultidimensional sustainability is being integrated; 2)
what value is added by integrating multidimensional sustainability; and 3) what measurement
indicators validate sustainability as a significant measure ofbusiness success. To review,
compare, and contrast is a type ofbenchmarking. Benchmarking is defined as the process of
comparing a company's performance against other similar
companies'
performance, best-in-class
companies, or industry averages "in order to inspire improvement in the organization's
performance."
(Measuring Environmental Performance ES 1 and 8)
6.1 Integrating Sustainability
Integrating sustainability is a long-term process driven by bothmarket drivers and
competitive pressures (Figures 1.1 and 1.2), and a company's vision. The reasoning behind
integrating sustainability in the pharmaceutical industrywas previously discussed. However, to
recap, "full integration. . .into the normal business operation of a company is essential to ensure
that the management system functions as a coherent
entity."
(Tinsley 186) EKOS International,




sustainability integration progress. The
integration process has several steps that are
described in the following sections.
6.1.1 VisioningArticulating the Concept of Integrated Sustainability
None of the pharmaceutical companies reviewed woke up one day thinking "we are going
to embrace sustainability
today,"
and jumped in feet first. Companies first have to "realize that
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Best Practice vs IndustryAverage for Selected Criteria




|HV 1 1 I I '"i
0% 25% 50%
Environmental reporting
75% 100% 0% 25%
Environmental management
Bristol-Myers Squibb





50% 75% 100% 0%
Social Policy
1
25% 50% 75% 100%
Bristol-Myers Squibb
Industry Average
50% 75% 1C0% 0%
i
25% 50% 75% 100%
*
Criteria selected based on relevance and irr portance to all industry groups
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Baxter International incorporated 1 1
Bristol-Myers Squibb Company 1 1
GlaxoSntithKline 2 1
Johnson & Johnson 2 2
Novartis International AG 2 2
Novo-Nordisk AS 2 1
Procter& Gamble Company 1 1






Economic Performance Environmental Performance Social Performance
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5.2. 14. 1 . 1 The SrotainableAssetManagement (SAM) Sustamabitity
Rating
The SAM rating is closely linked to theDJSGI. Both are tools used by investors and
companies as a sustainability indicator. SAM rated seven of thepharmaceutical companies
reviewed (Table 5.48), compared several ofriietopphannaeeutical
companies'
performance
(Novo, GlaxoSntithKline, Bristoi-Mysers Squibb) (Figure 5.18), and compared the entire
pharmaceutical industry's performance to an average ofall
industries'
performance (Figure 5. 19).
According to the SAM Internet site112, fifty ofthe largest pharmaceutical companies listed in the
Dow Jones Global Indexes (DJGI's)were invited to participate. Eightmade the cutwithBristol
Myers Squibb (BMS) emerging "as the industry's corporate sust^rinability leader followed by
GlaxoSntithKline (GSK), and
Novo-Nordisk."
(Ibid.) SAM also provides a selection of
pharmaceutical industry best practices (Figure 5.20) that include: 1)Novo andBMS's
sustainability reports; 2)BMS's Product LifeCycle (PLC) analysis; 3) Johnson& Johnson's (J &
J) Credo; 4)GSK's employee flexiWe=time and tde^working opportunities; 5)GSK andBMS's
HS&Emanagement systems; 6)Novo's definition ofcorporategovernance, and clear corporate
target setting; 7)GSK's integrated risk and crisis management system; and 8)GSK, Novartis,
Novo, and BMS's laboratory and test animal use and treatment (Ibid.).
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Figure 5.16 Dow Jones SustainabiUtyWorld Index (DJSGI) /Dow Jones Global Index (DJGI)
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Figure 5.17 Dow Jones Sustainability Group Index (DJSGI), Pharmaceuticals and Biotechnology
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Figure 5.15 Dow Jones SustainabilityWorld Index (DJSGI) /Dow Jones Global Index (DJGI)






5.2. 14 One Last Sustainability Review ofPharmaceutical Companies
5.2. 14. 1 Dow Jones Sustainability Group Index
(DJSGI)106
TheDJSGIwas launched by theDown Jones Indexes, and SustainableAsset
Management (SAM) Sustainability Group in September 1999 (Knoepfel 7). According to the
DJSGI Internet site
, sustainable "companies have superior performances, and favorable
risk/return profiles because sustainability is a catalyst for enlightened and disciplined
management, a crucial success
factor."
In fact, the index was designed to benefit both "private
and institutional
investors."
(Ibid.) Additionally, this "independent, reliable, and investable
sustainability
index"




(Ibid.) TheDJSGI has consistently
"outperformed"
theDow Jones Global Index
(DJGI) (2000 companies of seventy three industries, globally diversified) since 1993 (Figures
5.14 through 5.16) (Ibid.; Knoepfel 7; WBCSD 2).
In theDJSGI's Pharmaceutical and Biotechnology Index (PBT) companies are evaluated
based on several long-term criteria: 1) integratingmultidimensional sustainability in their
business strategies; 2) investing in efficient, effective, and economic technologies and systems;
3) setting the highest standards ofcorporate governance, 4)meeting
shareholders'
demands; and
5) encouraging dialog with, responsiveness to, and well being ofthe communities inwhich the
companies operate (Ibid.). Of thephannaceutical companies reviewed, seven are currently listed
on the index's Internet site (Figure 5.17) (Ibid.).
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Smiles 2010 program inAmerica; 41) Partnering with Save the Children Australia in a program
called Better Start designed to address the needs ofAustralia's most vulnerable children; 42)
Piloting the Child-Friendly School Systems (CFSS) program with the UN's Children's Fund
(formerlyUNICEF) in the Philippines; 43) Initiating the OpenMinds EducatingAll ofOur
Children community development program inMalaysia and Singapore for the benefit ofchildren
withmental and physical disabilities; 44) Sponsoring an annual expedition ofChilean women
climbers to demonstrate that Chilean women can achieve whatever they put theirminds to; 45)
Developing an environmental education program called The Guardians ofthe Planet,
implemented jointlywith theMexicanMinistry ofEducation andMinistry ofEnvironment in
Mexico City, Mexico; and 46) Developing and supporting social plans in Italy namedMissione
Bonita (Goodwill Mission) to improve the quality of life in children in the village ofDalcha
Ethiopia andAngola's Luanda and Benguela regions.
P & G's sustainability initiatives encompass multidimensionality and include elements of
HS&E, the TBL, business integration, value added, and continuous improvement:
From the beginning, P & G's embrace ofSustainable Development has
been based on our vision that we can grow the business, shareholder, and
stakeholder value ofP & G...Sustainability is an important way for us to
leverage the power of innovation and global markets for the benefit of
everyone. . . We have only just started down our road to sustainable
development, but already we can see how P & G benefits when we
improve the lives of the world's consumers, now and for generations to
come (Report 3-4).
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decisionmakers of the EnvironmentalManagement Bureau (EMP) in the Philippines; 26)
Providing twomillion Yuan (approximately $240,000) to sponsor the Building a Great Wall of
Health in theNew Century program with the ChineseMinistry ofHealth (MOH); 27) Launching
the Always Schools Program in Egypt to build schools in rural areas; 28) Pitching in with other
private companies including Coca-Cola to help feed approximately 1,000 children in the city of
Lima, Peru; 29) Developing awater treatment program in conjunction with the Department of
Water Affairs and Department ofHealth; 30) Joining the UN's Children's Fund (formerly
UNICEF) Strategic Alliance to Combat ChildMalnutrition; 31) Joining OperationalModels and
Information Tools for Industrial Applications ofEco-Toxicological Impact Assessments
(OMNITOX), an EU research project under the Competitive and Sustainable Growth Program to
identify research needs; 32) Donating Rs. 42 lakhs (approximately $90,000) to Swayam Shikshan
Prayog (SSP), a prominentMumbai-basedNGO in India to develop women's groups; 33)
Developing the Hands-On pregnancy Education Program in South Africawith the SouthAfrican
Department ofHealth (DoH); 34) Supporting the Speaking ofWomen's Health Foundation, a
nonprofit organization dedicated to educating women to make informed decisions about their
health, well-being, and safety; 35) Creating the Secret to Self-Esteem Program with The
Partnership forWomen's Health at ColumbiaUniversity to help young girls become strong
women by building self-esteem; 36) Sponsoring a three-year program to help save theWater
Vole, an endangered species, in the northeast United Kingdom (UK); 37) Participating in the
WorldHealth Organization's (WHO) Go, Give, and Grow program that helps employees develop
expertise in areas such as research, marketing, andmanagement; 38) Donating JPY 20 million
(approximately $160,000) to Japan's Green Fund for forest improvement; 39) Sponsoring the
Ministry ofEducation's Oral Health School Education program; 40) Designing the Crest Health
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with volunteer opportunities; 1 1) Promoting the Internet Nonprofit
Center's Nonprofit
Locator10'
database, which provides information on nearly every
charitable organization in the U.S.; 12)
Supporting JuniorAchievement, a program that
educates and inspires young people to value free
enterprise; 13) Promoting theNonprofit Resources Catalog105,
an Internet directory of sites run
by and for nonprofits; 14) Supporting the Peace Corps; 15) Establishing
P & G Contribution and
Community Relations (C&CR) to coordinate company wide
responses to disasters and other
emergency situationswith the
AmericanRed Cross andAmerica's Second Harvest in the U.S.
and with the International Federation ofRed Cross and Red Crescent Societies outside the U.S.;
16) Providing financial support to the Red Cross Disaster Fund through
UnitedWay
contributions; 17) Regularly donating products to America's Second Harvest's inventory; 18)
Donating patent packages to universities and research institutions through the Technology
Donation Program; 19) Partneringwith theUN's Children's Fund (formerly UNICEF) to combat
tuberculosis; 20) Donatingmore than RMB 12 million (approximately $1.45 million) to Project
Hope, a national organization that builds schools in rural Chinese communities; 21) Joining with
the Conservatoire du Littoral to form the Foundation d'Enteprise P & G France pour la
Protection du Littoral (Foundation for Seashore Protection) to protect the environment ofcoastal
areas in France over the long term; 22) Sponsoring a coastal clean-up drive inArgentina led by
Recrear, a local environmental nongovernmental organization (NGO), and the U.S. Center for
Marine Conservation; 23) Joining Corporate Social Responsibility Europe (CSR) to develop
tools and capacity-building programs ofbest practice, and undertake projects on specific issues,
such as diversity in partnershipwithmember companies and European Union (EU) institutions;
24) Creating the Venezuelan Chapter ofthe Business Council for Sustainable Development with
the Venezuelan State Oil Company; 25) Sponsoring a technical training course for government
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such as wastewater treatment, and landfill disposal are costs included in the ratio (Ibid.) HS&E
Programs included are: 1) pollution prevention; 2) designmanufacturingwaste out; 3) insurance
savings; 4) HS&E resources; and 5) regulatory reviews (Ibid.) P & G also uses the ratio to track
improvements:
When HS&E started comparing three years ago, the ratio ofvalue to cost
was slightly less than 2 to 1 . Now it's slightlymore. HS&E can improve
the ratio both by reducing costs, and by increasing value. Tracking the
ratios demonstrates to corporate leaders how HS&E programs contribute
to the bottom line (Ibid.).
P & G's Internet site and aforementioned publications list several means by which the
company further exercises its commitment to sustainability (other than those already provided in
the voluntary initiatives sections). These include: 1) Endorsing the Global Sullivan Principles of
Corporate Social Responsibility; 2) Supporting efforts to deal with the issue ofclimate change
under theUnited Nations (UN) Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC); 3)
Supporting the U.S. Federal Trade Commission's EnvironmentalMarketing Guides and similar
global programs that regulate environmental claims; 4) Ensuring tree pulp P & G purchases is
produced using Elemental Chlorine Free (ECF), or Totally Chlorine Free (TCF) purification
processes; 5) Supporting the Big Brothers Big Sisters (BBBS) program that provides adult
companionship, guidance, and role models for youth; 6) Supporting the Cincinnati Youth
Collaborative'smission to increase the percentage of students completing high school in Ohio; 7)
Promoting Connect for Kids101, an Internet site with awealth ofhow-to information for parents
and kids; 8) Supporting Help One Student to Succeed (HOSTS), a structuredmentoring program
that pairs students who need help in reading or mathwith amentor; 9) Promoting IdeaLIST102, an
Internet site directory ofnonprofitwebsites and tools for nonprofits, anActionWithout Borders
project; 10) Promoting Impact Online103, an Internet site that connects
prospective volunteers
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P & G's Product Safety and Regulatory Affairs (PS&RA) department addresses
environmental concerns about products and packaging (Report 23). This specialized
department
also ensures products and packaging are "safe for consumers, safe for the environment,
and in
compliance with laws and regulations where they are
sold."
(Report 23)
P & G'sWorldwide HS&E Systems atManufactoiring Operations is not exactly another
department (Report 23). Rather, HS&E at P & G consists of several thousand employees in a
"global community of
resources"
that is responsible for, and spends all ormuch of its time
ensuring that:
...manufactoring
facilities worldwide are operated safely and legally; that
process hazards are minimized or eliminated; that health risks are
identified, managed, or eliminated; and that all waste from sites is reduced
asmuch as possible (Ibid.).
At P & G policies are "translated into action by standards ofperformance (Mandatory
What's), standard operating procedures (MandatoryHow To's), and current best approaches
(Voluntary System Guidance), and reinforced bymandatory annual internal
audits."
(Values 9)
These translations are not available to the public, but are regularly reassessed to promote
"continuous evaluation ofthe system to improve
performance."
(Ibid.) Audit scores are
compared to "a set ofcritical measures to assess how effectively sites are implementing the
global
standard."
(Ibid.) The measurements are both endorsed by P & Gmanagement, and
reported to seniormanagement and to the Board of
Directors'
Public Policy Committee (Ibid.).
Some ofP & G's sustainability indicators, as published in their Sustainability Report, are listed
in Appendix 15.
A tool P & G uses to show that HS&E programs "more than doubly pay for
themselves"
is the Value : Cost ratio (Value to Business 36). Salaries, labor, insurance, and site operations
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As described by the P & G internet site, the company's Corporate Sustainable
Development (CSD) department holds the responsibility for: 1) defining P & G's overall
sustainability policy; 2) identifying emerging sustainability issues; 3) managing corporate
sustainability reporting; 4) building external relations; and 5) assisting P & G's business units in
incorporating sustainable development into their businesses. The CSD has it's own vision, in
addition to the corporate vision, which:
. . is to help P & G become a sustainable corporation by delivering unique
solutions to improve lives, protect the environment, and build shareholder
value with the support ofour consumers, employees, communities,
shareholders, governments, and thought leaders (Ibid.)
P & G's Environmental Science Department (ESD) is another unique corporate
organization. P & G's ESD's central focus is to reduce uncertainty through "the development of
newmethods for evaluating the environmental safety of consumer
products."
(Ibid.) This is just
one of the ways P & G builds environmental safety into its products worldwide (Ibid.). P & G is
recognized as a leader in the Life Cycle Analysis (LCA) field where "no single procedure or
approach can alone satisfy all needs; an integrated approach is essential. . .LCA can help point the
direction for change and serve as a ruler for
progress."
(Schmidheiny 290) According to the P &
G Internet site, the ESD research projects, for example, build knowledge about the final form or
fate, and potential for effects, ofboth current and potential "substances in the terrestrial, aquatic,
and atmospheric compartments in the
environment."
ESD research is an integral part of the P &
G decisionmaking process (Ibid.).
P & G also has an Experimental Stream Facility (ESF) that allows scientists to study "a
realistic model of the ecosystem in a controlled laboratory
environment."
(Ibid.) Tests done at P
& G's ESF "help validate extrapolationsmade from other
studies."
(Ibid.)




We are all leaders in our area
ofresponsibility, with a deep
commitment to deliver
leadership results. We have a
clear vision ofwhere we are
going. We focus our resources
to achieve leadership objectives
and strategies. We develop the




We always try to
do the right thing. We are honest and
straightforward with each other. We
operate within the letter and spirit ofthe
law. We uphold the values and principles
ofP & G in every action and decision.
We are data-based and intellectually
honest in advocating proposals,
P & G People:
We attract and recruit the finest people in
the world. We build our organization from
within, promoting and rewarding people
without regard to any difference unrelated to
performance. We act on the conviction that
themen andwomen ofP & Gwill





business needs, improve our systems
^
and help others improve
then-
effectiveness. We all act like owners,
'
treating the Company's assets as our





We respect our P & G
colleagues, customers,
consumers and treat them
as wewant to be treated.
We have confidence in each
Passion forWinning:
We are determined to be
the best at doingwhat matters
most. We have a healthy dis
satisfaction with the status quo. j
We have a compelling desire





intentions. We believe that
people work bestwhen there is a
foundation oftrust.
Table 5.47 Procter & Gamble Company's (P& G) Responsibility to Society
100
To our employees, we provide safe working conditions, an environment based on respect for the
individuahty and capability ofeach employee, the opportunity and encouragement to contribute
their ideas and develop their careers as far as possible, andwages and benefits that enable them
and their families to live in a sustained and healthful manner.
To our consumers, we provide high quality products that offer superior value, are safe, and
improve the quality of life. Some ofour products are known by different names around the
world, but they are leaders in their categories.
To our communities, we provide a source of stable employment at competitive wages, and,
through our business success, a foundation thatwill encourage support industries to develop and
prosper. Our profits generate significant tax revenues that support numerous functions in the
community. In addition, corporate contributions and volunteer efforts ofour employees support
schools, charities, and other community activities. Further, our facilities are managed with the
utmost concern for the environment.
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Sustainable Development, or sustainability, integrates economic progress,
social development, and environmental concerns with the objective of
ensuring a quality of life for future generations at least as good as today's.
It is becoming an increasingly important public policy issue, and also a
significant business opportunity (Values 16).
Accordingly, P & G's sustainable development guidelines for business conduct are based on P &
G's Statement ofPurpose (Table 5.46), Core Values (Figure 5.13), and Principles (Appendix 14)
(Values 1 ; Vendors 1). The P & G Internet site and publications also explain that the company
ensures it "contributes to sustainable development both through 'what we do', and 'howwe do
it'."
(Values 16) The P & G Internet site also explains that sustainability provides P & G:
with a holistic approach to address themoral and ethical values ofour
consumers and other key stakeholders, alongwith their simultaneous
desire for a higher, and more rewarding quality of life.
P & G considers its HS&E policies "one ofthe three legs of
sustainability."
(Values 9) HS&E
policies are derived from P & G's Core Values, Principles, and legal and regulatory requirements
(Ibid.) One of the HS&E policies is the Environmental Quality Policy. This policy seeks "to
achieve clean, safe, incident-free operation at all of [P & G's] worldwide
sites."
(Values 9) P &
Gmakes an additional statement in regards to its responsibility to society, another leg of
sustainability, on its Internet site (Table 5.47).
Table 5.46 Procter & Gamble Company's (P & G) Statement of
Purpose98
We will provide products and services of superior quality and value that improve the lives of the
world's consumers.
As a result, consumers will reward us with leadership sales, profit, and value creation, allowing
our people, our shareholders, arid the cornrKunities in which we live and work to prosper.
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calledHazardAlert to notify potentially affected parties, immediately eliminate any danger, and
advise "other Pharmacia locations to look for, and to correct any similar
conditions."
(Ibid. 14)
Pharmacia's Internet site and HS&E Report do not listmeans by which the company
further exercises its commitment to sustainability, other than those already provided in the
voluntary initiatives sections. The Internet site does, however provide a charitable grant
pre-
application, and states that:
. . .Pharmacia focuses its charitable giving in the areas ofhealthcare,
education, and local civic needs in communities where employees and
their families live and work...Pharmacia contributes substantial quantities
ofmedication for disaster relief. The Company also partners with several
pre-selected international reliefagencies. . .The grants we make are
considered social investments. Theymust result in ameasurable positive
change.
Pharmacia's sustainability initiatives do encompass multidimensionality and include
elements ofHS&E, the TBL (with a weak social arm), business integration, value added, and
continuous improvement:
Pharmaciawants to do its part to enhance the quality of life for everyone,
now and for the generations to come. Though great care is necessary,
economic prosperity and environmental protection are notmutually
exclusive. The environment can be protected, and even improved, as
business continues to grow (HS&E 13).
5.2.13 Procter& Gamble Company (P & G)
P & G publishes three documents, P&G 2001 SustainabilityReport, Our Values and
Code ofConduct, andSustainability Guidelinesfor VendorRelations, in addition to the
information available on its Internet site97, that firmly establishes the company's commitment to
sustainabiUty:
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This level focuses on compliance with regulations and internal standards, and
how site management can ensure continuous improvement.
II. Star This level focuses on implementing world-class management systems to
ensure compliance, and to improve performance beyond basic expectations.
This level explains strategies to improve environmental safety and health
leadership at all organizational levels and functions.
m. Reliable Star This level focuses on enhancing the reliability and resource efficiency ofStar






This level is the highest corporate designation, and focuses on creating a
culture that encourages a personal sense of responsibility by each employee
for their fellowworkers, and a commitment to continually improve the
effectiveness of theHS&E Management System.
Table 5.45 Pharmacia Corporation's Sustainability Indicators




















Unintended releases (SARA 313)
Recycling
Similar to facilities reviews, processes and products at Pharmacia undergo HS&E reviews
"from conception through
completion"
focusing on areas such as pollution prevention, hazards,
ergonomics, packaging, and resource management (Ibid. 10 and 12-14). This product and
process stewardship protects both people and
"financial investments in the
projects."
(Ibid. 10
and 13) In a case where potential hazards are discovered, Pharmacia uses
a communications tool
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company presidents, vice presidents, corporate officers, site executives, and counsel from a
variety of functional areas includingVice President (VP) Global Engineering, Maintenance and
Utilities, and HS&E (Ibid.) The Pharmacia global HS&E Council is chaired by amember ofthe
HS&E Executive Committee, and is membered by representatives ofa variety of functions (e.g.,
manufactaring, research and development, administration, law, public relations). Pharmacia's
global HS&E Council holdsmonthlymeetings with three goals to: 1) "implement initiatives to
improve performance"; 2) "ensure that successful practices are shared company wide"; and 3)
"evaluate progress, establish programs, and provide guidance to assist facilitymanagement in
meeting corporate
goals."
(Ibid.) Each Pharmacia site is required "to implement an HS&E
Management
system."
(Ibid. 9) Listed in Table 5.44 are the
systems'
"four levels ofperformance
to guide facilities in continuous
improvement."
(Ibid.) Every Pharmacia site mustmeet Level I
requirements, at aminimum, and "submit action plans to achieve at least one level beyond their
current
level."
(Ibid.) Another tool Pharmacia uses is its Global Standards ofBusiness Integrity
inAction, which are "an employee code of
conduct."
(Ibid.) This document is not available to
the public, but "is intended to help employees build trust, work together as a team, protect
shareholder value, avoid conflicts of interest, and uphold the company's
reputation."
(Ibid.) The
Pharmacia Global Compliance Office enforces these standards, including an anonymous
employee Compliance Action Line (Ibid.).
In addition to facility self-assessment programs, Pharmacia also has a team ofCorporate
Auditors that schedule regular, rotating audits "keying first on the highest-production
pharmaceutical and associated business facilities." (HS&E 10) Pharmacia
facilities'
emergency
planning and preparedness is also regularly audited (HS&E 15). Other indicators published in
Pharmacia's annual HS&E Report are listed in Table 5.45.
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Table 5.42 Pharmacia Corporation's Environment, Safety, and Health (HS&E)
Policy94
As a company that is committed to improving health and wellness around the world,
Pharmacia follows these principles:
We value the safety and health ofour employees, contractors, and the public, and the
protection of the environment.
We strive to ensure that every Pharmacia locationmeets, or exceeds the requirements of local
laws and regulations, and the company's own requirements aimed at protecting people,
property, and the environment.
We continuously improve executional excellence in ESH systems and processes which:
mmimize pollution and use ofhazardous chemicals during ongoing operations, enhance
worker health and safety on and off the job, generate sustainable new processes and products,
and support capital project review and construction.
We foster openness, cooperation, and dialogue with employees, business partners, authorities,
and the communities in which we operate, we incorporate their input in making business
decisions, and we measure and report our ESH performances. We pay attention to the world
around us, respect diverse cultures and opinions, and learn from our experiences. We
recognize that our success depends ultimately on building trust with all ofour stakeholders
and partners around the world.
Table 5.43 Pharmacia Corporation's Environment, Safety, and Health (HS&E)
Vision95
We strive to be leaders in the industry in the ongoing HS&E performance ofour business
operations, and to be recognized for our commitment to improving health and wellness around
the world.
Our culture encourages employees to hold fast to safety, health, and environmental sustainability
in everything we do, to protect the environment, and to enhance the quality of life in the
communities where we do business. By our actions, we strive above all to build trust.
We strive to employ innovative and cost-effective environmental, safety, and health solutions and
management systems that accomplish financial and ESH goals, thus contributing to the
sustainable, long-term growth ofPharmacia.
We build relationships by fostering appropriate communications about our ESH performance,
priorities, and challenges with partners, who include customers, patients, our neighbors, and the
global communities.
Pharmacia's worldwide HS&E operations are governed by a "comprehensive
management system and a series of
standards."
(HS&E 2) The Pharmacia HS&E Executive
Committee oversees all HS&E programs (Ibid. 7). Committee members include several
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and to spot opportunities and potential problems. We do not pretend to
have all the answers. The global sustainable development agenda is
constantly evolving, and so are our attempts to put our values into action at
local, national, and international levels. But we are committed to this
journey, and all that it can teach us (E&S 7).
5.2.12 Pharmacia Corporation
The Pharmacia 2001 Environment, Safety, andHealth Report, Respect Each Other
Respect the Earth, starts with a commitment to health and wellness that encompasses both what
the company does, and the company does it by integrating "the best of tradition with the latest
innovation."
(HS&E 2) Pharmacia's HS&E Policy (Table 5.42) publicly commits the company
"to protecting the environment, and ensuring the safety and health ofour employees and
others."
(Ibid. 8) The Pharmacia HS&E Vision (Table 5.43), on the other hand, "discusses cultural and
organizational goals that will assist in fulfilling the
policy."
(Ibid. 8) An especially important
aspect ofPharmacia'sVision is that it "includes a commitment to consider sustainability in every
business
decision."
(Ibid. 13) Pharmacia also has HS&E Standards (not available to the public)
"maintained on a company intranetWeb
site"
that extend the Policy and Vision "setting
requirements for all employees to
follow."
(Ibid. 8) Together Pharmacia'sHS&E Policy, Vision,
and Standards:
...steer the company's HS&E programs in a comprehensive and consistent
manner. . .to create a competitive advantage bymaximizing operational
effectiveness, andminimizing waste and its accompanying liabilities
(Ibid.)
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school children about gene technology; 4) Awarding grants to support Danish research projects
on biological diversitywith theWorldWide Fund for Nature Denmark (WWF Denmark); 5)
Expanding a program with theWWF Denmark with the addition of a biodiversity fund to help
young Chinese researchers and environmental organizations investigate less well-known
threatened species and ecosystems; 6) Collaborating with the Danish AnimalWelfare Society to
improve the welfare of experimental animals; 7) Collaboratingwith the Center for Bioethics and
Risk Assessment at the Danish Royal Veterinary and Agricultural University in Denmark on
projects focusing on public perception of the use ofgene technology and transgenic animals, and
ethical aspects and welfare of experimental animals; 8) Supporting the United Nations (UN)
Universal Declaration ofHuman Rights; 9) Promoting the St. Vincent Declaration on improving
the outcome ofdiabetes treatment in Italy; 10) Collaborating on regional initiatives for the
improvement ofdiabetes care, such as Declarations of the Americas (DOTA) and theWestern
Pacific Declaration (WPD); 11) Partnering with Oxford University and the BritishNational
Health Service to establish the Oxford Center for Diabetes in the United Kingdom (UK); 12)
Initiating the global survey called Diabetes Attitudes, Wishes, andNeeds (DAWN) to uncover
the behavioral, social, and psychological aspects ofdiabetes inmore than 10 countries; and 13)
Undertaking a fact-finding exercise in three developing world countries in order to develop a
"sustainable health care model", helping people with diabetes in poor countries gain access to
diabetes care.
Novo's sustainability initiatives encompass multidimensionality and include elements of
HS&E, the TBL, business integration, value added, and continuous improvement:
In this era ofglobalization, companies are judgedmore than ever by
then-
values. Viewing our business performance against the Triple Bottom Line
helps us to manage business risks, to stay tuned to the concerns of society,
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Figure 5.12 Novo-NordiskAksje Selskap's (AS) Environmental Impact
Data193
















Novo's internet site and Environmental and Social Report list severalmeans bywinch the
company further exercises its commitment to sustainability (other than those already provided in
the voluntary initiatives sections). These include: 1) Partneringwith the InstituteofSocial and
Ethical AccountAbility (ISEA) to strengthen the social resrionsibility and ethical behavior ofthe
business community and norpprofit organizations; 2) Partneringwith theCopenhagen Center
(TCC), an autonomous, international institution initiated by theDanish Government, focusing on
social cohesion; 3) Engaging theDanish Society for theConservation ofNature (DN) in a joint
project on developing educationalmaterial with the objective of initiating a debate among older
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Assessment for Tracking Community Health (CATCH) methodology (Ibid.). CATCH
significantly improves data control, and empowers decision makers with a systematic framework
that provides a clearmethodology for organizing and interpreting the data (Ibid.). According to
the Novo Internet site, the data that the group collects measures corporate indicators, including
eco-productivity indices (EPI) (Appendix 13). Novo also measures production's net turnover
against environmental impact (Figure 5.12) (E&S 11). The Novo Group's Environment and
Sustainability Report further states the group continuously develops internal tools and procedures
to chart its progress, and "to maintain an overview of the impact ofour activities on the
environment. These tools help us form strategies, guide activities, measure performance, and
promote the integration of environmental considerations into decision
making."
(44) Novo tools
currently include the previouslymentioned management systems, monitoring, and the systematic
collection ofdata, as well as life-cycle assessment (LCA) (Ibid.)
Another tool Novo uses is a "risk
portfolio"
program that integrates "awareness ofHS&E
risks into corporate decision
making."
(Value to Business 44) In this processNovo's HS&E staff
. . .work directlywith site business managers, fostering
communication about important environmental issues and their relevance
to business goals. . .The risk portfolio serves as both a measurement and
internal communication tool providing business managers at all levels
with an overview of risks, as well as an objective basis for discussing and
setting goals and allocating resources
for risk reduction (Ibid.).
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the future, a "newNovo Group Academy will inspire top
management in the group to better
understand and address societal
trends."
(Ibid. 24)
AtNovo, organizational audits are performed to assess top
management's performance
with regard to one of two themes: Linking Business and Organization, and
Succession
Management (Annual 25). Linking Business and Organization "determines
the extent to which
organizational development has been adequate and has contributed to achieving short-term goals
and preparing for optimal performance in the long
term."
(Ibid.) In otherwords, this
organizational audit assesses whether top management has "a clear plan for the future
development of each of the group companies, closely linked to business
needs."
(Ibid.)
SuccessionManagement auditing assesses top management with regard to three elements: 1) "the
extent to which qualified people have been identified and developed to assume key positions in
the business"; 2) "the steps taken to attract and retain both young talents, and established
high-
oeHbrmers"92; and 3) the steps taken to "ensure a balanced representation ofgender at all
levels."
( d.) The overarching purpose ofSuccessionManagement audits is to measure "the success of
the proactive efforts to ensure sufficient leadership and specialist competencies and
capacities."
(Ibid.)
AtNovo, the facilitation process means regular evaluations are undertaken "to provide
insight into the performance ofNovo group
companies."
(Annual 25) Each ChiefExecutive
Officer (CEO) agrees to the facilitation master plan and a quarter of the employee population
generally participates (Ibid.). Following several successes, facilitationwas expanded, and may
now "include additional consultancy
services."
(Ibid.)
Data collected from both audits and facilitations "are collected and processed centrally on
a regular
basis."
(E&S 4) The data warehouse solutionNovo uses is the Comprehensive
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Table 5.40 Novo-Nordisk Aksje Selskap's (AS)
Fundamentals90
Each unit must share and use better practices.
Each unit must have a clear definition ofwhere accountabilities and decision powers reside.
Each unit must have an action plan to ensure improvement of its business performance and
working climate.
Every team and employee must have updated business and competency targets, and receive
timely feedback on performance against these targets.
Each unitmust have an action plan to ensure the development of teams and individuals based on
business requirements and employee input.
Everymanager must establish and maintain procedures in the unit for living up to relevant laws,
regulations, and group commitments.
Each unit and every employee must know how they create value for their customers.
Everymanager requiring reporting from others must explain the actual use of the reports, and the
added value.
Everymanager must continuously make it easier for the employees to liberate energy for
customer related issues.
Everymanager and unit must actively support cross-unit projects and working relationships of
relevance to the business.
Table 5.41 Novo-Nordisk Aksje Selskap's (AS)
Methodology91
Companies in the Novo group will use five specific follow-up methods to provide ongoing
systematic and validated documentation of their performance regarding the group criteria and thet, \
NovoWay ofManagement:
Financial follow-up and reporting




Each Novo Group company has environment, bioethics, and social responsibility
committees headed bymembers of senior management (Annual 22). These committees "define
policies, strategies, and targets for social and environmental
performance."
(Ibid.) Additionally,
the Executive Vice President (VP) and ChiefOperating Officer (COO) heads a Health Policy








We will work to continuously improve our financial performance by setting
high objectives for growth and value creation, and deliver competitive
performance in these areas. We will maintain an open dialogue with our
stakeholders, and comply with international reporting standards.
Environmental
responsibility
We will work to continuously improve our environmental performance by
setting high objectives, and integrating environmental and bioethical
considerations into our daily business. We will maintain an open dialogue with
our stakeholders, and report annually on our environmental performance.
Social
responsibility
We will work to continuously improve our social performance by setting high
objectives, and integrating social, human rights, and health and safety
considerations into our daily business. We will maintain an open dialogue with
our stakeholders, and report annually on our social performance.
Table 5.39 Novo-Nordisk Aksje Selskap's (AS)
Values89
Accountable Each ofus shall be accountable to the company, ourselves, and society for
the quality ofour efforts, for contributing to our goals, and for developing our
culture and shared values.





We shall conduct our business in a socially and environmentally responsible
way, and contribute to die enrichment of the conununities in which we operate.






Our business practices shall be open and honest to protect the integrity of the
Novo group companies and ofeach employee.
We must foresee change and use it to our advantage. Innovation is key to our
business, and therefore we will encourage a learning culture for the continuous
development and improved employability ofour people.
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Table 5.37 Novo-Nordisk Aksje Selskap's (AS)
Criteria186
The group must demonstrate willingness, ability, and resolve to meet the followingjixoiteriaA
Make a significant difference in improving the way people live and work.
Be perceived as the inno-vator (sic) in technology, in products, in services and/or in market
approach.
Have activities, practices, and deliverables perceived as economically viable,
environmentally sound, and socially fair.
Be among the best in its business, and a challenging place to work.
Live the Novo values and business conduct principles as defined in the Novo Way of
Management.
Deliver competitive financial performance.
Figure 5.11 Novo-Nordisk Aksje Selskap's (AS) Way ofManagement
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Values
Accountable, Ambitious, Responsible, Engaged with
Stakeholders, Open & Honest, Ready for Change
Commitments
Financial, Environmental, and Social Responsibility
The Ten Fundamentals












5.2.1 1 Novo-Nordisk Aksje Selskap (AS)
BothNovo's Annual Report 2000, and 2000 Environmental and Social (E&S) Report,
Values in a Global Context, state the group embarked on their "journey towards sustainable
development"
over a decade ago (E&S 1). The Novo Internet
site85
and E&S Report describe the
TBL as the core value of the Novo Group Charter (E&S 1 and 22). At Novo "the essence of the
TBL is that all life is
interrelated."
(Ibid.) Novo defines living the TBL as their companies
seeking "to balance societal needs with their own business
objectives."
(E&S 1 and 24) The
Novo Group Charter consists of"Criteria and the Novo Way of
Management,"
and includes
environmental and social reporting, target setting, and external verification as key (Annual 22
and E&S 1). Additionally, Novo's Charter keeps the organization and management "in line with
market developments and business needs", assesses "compliance with the Charter's
requirements", and ensures continuous improvements through organizational audits (Annual 22).
The Criteria are listed in Table 5.37 and commit "the Boards ofDirectors to oversee continuous
improvement of financial, environmental, and social
performance."
(Annual 22; E&S 12) The
NovoWay ofManagement (Figure 5.1 1) describes the group's four core elements: 1)
commitments; 2) values; 3) fundamentals; and 4) methodology (Ibid.). The group's
Commitments are listed in Table 5.38. All companies in the group "share a set of common
values, and are committed to documenting their social, environmental, and economic
responsibility."
(Ibid.) The common values mentioned are listed in Table 5.39. The final two
core elements, fundamentals and methodology, are given in Tables 5.40 and 5.41 respectively.
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development both internally and
externally"
for over twenty one years (HS&E 13). A sampling
ofotherways the group exercises its commitment to sustainability (other than those already
provided in the voluntary initiatives sections) are published on the Novartis internet site, and in
the annual Operational Review and HS&E Report. These include: 1) Joining the Global Alliance
for Leprosy Elimination, which seeks to rid the world of the disease by 2005; 2) Collaborating
with Secretaria de Estado de Obras Publicas (SEOP), an organization run by Franciscanmonks in
the slums ofBrazil to give children daily hotmeals, construct kindergartens and community
centers, and provide sturdy dwellings and clean drinking water; 3) Collaborating with Sarvodaya
Shramadana, a grass-roots movement that unifies developmental work with Buddhist ideals in
Sri Lanka to support leadership development training, preschool education, and environmental
protection; 4) Sponsoring an annual event at the Istanbul Foundation for Culture and Arts,
Turkey for the last 20 years; 5) Collaborating with the International Association forMaternal and
Neonatal Health (1AMANEH) to promote mother and child health care in Sikasso, Mali; and 6)
Initiating the "Basle Food for
Thought"
institution, a public lecture series held in the Church of
St. Elizabeth in Basle, Germany, aimed at introducing an open-minded audience to current
debates in the fields of science and politics, and providing intellectual challenge for those
wishing to broaden their views.
Novartis sustainability initiatives encompass multidimensionality and include elements
of
HS&E, the TBL, business integration, value added, and continuous improvement:
If sustainable development is to be achieved, we believe there is not just a
need to steadily reduce environmental impact, but equally important are
the respect for human rights worldwide, and a concerted effort to combat
sickness and poverty. . .we are, in no small measure, promoting the
attainment of these goals (Review 9).
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According to the Novartis Internet site, all decisions made throughout the group are
evaluated for "the consequences ofboth action and inaction from many different
perspectives."
If the decision is made to pursue an innovation, Novartis follows what the group calls the
"Precautionary Principle". For example, integrated benefit/risk assessments are made for every
process and product as they are developed, with clear decision points marking "the transition
between
stages."
(Ibid.) If, in any case, an action or inaction puts "people or the environment in
jeopardy", the innovation is not pursued (Ibid.). When society questions the impact ofan
innovation, Novartis engages in dialogue with stakeholders "about the benefits and risks of these
innovations."
(Ibid.) Products are monitored even after they reach the market (Ibid.). All of this
is part of
Novartis'
holistic view of its
groups'
operations, as explained in the Operational
Review 2000:
We embrace the idea of"Corporate Citizenship". Today, concern for
HS&E is no longer sufficient to achieve sustainable development for our
planet. Novartis accepts the responsibility of taking a broader, holistic
view of its role in society...Commitment to sustainable development
begins as initial concepts take form in the laboratory, and the first
experiments are performed. It continues as a potential product clears
safety, clinical, and regulatory hurdles before going into the planning
phase for full-scale production. Manufacturing is one of the most obvious
areas where [Novartis] can have an immediate impact on our environment
by reducing emissions, recycling waste, and using energy efficiently. But
sustainability also covers broader areas such as Product Stewardship,
which means that responsibility for [Novartis'] products does not end once
they are sold (20 and 22).
As restated on theNovartis internet site, the group considers cradle-to-grave product stewardship
a condition of sustainable operations stating, "our care for our products does not end with the
transfer of
ownership."
The Novartis Foundation for Sustainable Development has "sponsored projects in health,
social development, and emergency
aid,"
and provided "tools and know-how on sustainable
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Table 5.35 Novartis International
Aktiengesellschaft'








Each employee is entitled to fair, courteous, and respectful treatment by his
or her supervisors, subordinates, and peers. . .
Business transactions must be conducted with the best interests ofNovartis
in mind. . .
Bribes, business
entertainment, gifts
No employee shall make any payment, or kickback, or offer improper
financial advantage to an official of a government, or a
government-
controlled entity for the purpose ofobtaining business or other services, as
set out in the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD) Convention on Combating Bribery ofForeign Public Officials. ..
Insider trading . . .Employees must refrain from disclosing inside information to anyone,
including friends and family. . .
Antitrust Compliance: Novartis and its employees shall respect the principles and
rules of fair competition, and shall not violate applicable antitrust
laws...
Agreements to be Verified











Good business practice dictates the careful use and protection ofNovartis
business assets...
Control . . .Non-compliance with the Code ofConduct by employees may result in
disciplinary action, including dismissals...
Table 5.36 Novartis International
Aktiengesellschaft'
s (AG) Health, Safety, and Environmental
(HS&E) Protection
Policy84
Health, safety, and environmental protection are part of our commitment to conduct our activities
in harmony with society and nature, and without compromising the health and safety ofour
stakeholders. We expect all our employees to implement the Novartis HS&E Policy.
We integrate HS&E Protection into our business strategies to add value to the enterprise, to
manage risk, and to enhance the reputation ofNovartis. . .
We want to be a leader in HS&E Protection bymanaging these disciplines actively,
consistently, and efficiently. . .
We care about the expectations and concerns ofour stakeholders . . .
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recognizes that "despite all precautionarymeasures, any undertaking involves a residual
risk."
The NEM system is "set up to handle all emergency situations that could negatively affect
people, the environment, company property
(sic)."
NEM teams train regularlywith emphasis on
reporting, managing communications, and cooperating with authorities (Ibid.). Another
multidimensional sustainability tool related to emergenciesNovartis uses is TapRoot "for root
cause accident
investigation."
(HS&E 15) ThroughoutNovartis, HS&E is defined as an integral




Recognizing that "involvement and decision making at all levels ofour company help us
improve the way we work", Novartis has also introduced a
"bottom-up"
Fast Action for Results
(FAR) approach to change (Review 19). Through the FAR program, focus groups consisting ofa
management sponsor and "associates from different departments and functions analyze stubborn
problems"
and draw up action plans. Through these action plans "on-the-spot decisions are made
thatmust be implemented within ninety
days."
(Ibid.) Through the FAR programNovartis better








Figure 5.10 Novartis International Aktiengesellschaft's (AG) Environmental impact
Dafa:










Novartis has several management programs related to sustainability. TheNovartis Code
ofConduct (Table 5.35) "sets up binding standards for dealing fairly with employees,
commercial partners, government authorities, and the
public."
(HS&E 12) TheNovartis HS&E
Policy (Table 5.36) expresses the group's "comntitment to conducting our activities with respect
for the health and safety ofour stakeholders, and theprotection ofour
environment."
(Ibid.)
According to theNovartis Internet site, the compulsory, worldwideNovartis Emergency
Management (NEM) system is another management program related to sustainability. Novartis
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Table 5.34 Novartis International
Aktiengesellschaft'

























Volatile organic compounds (VOC)
halogenated






















According to the Novartis Internet site, to accurately process date gathered by group
management, a custom-made "software tool known as doCOUNT HS&E (documentation and
acCOUNTing)"
has been developed. The doCOUNT tool "develops, collects, interprets,
documents, and stores a complete data set", and then collates the date to produce a sector or site
report (Ibid.). DoCOUNT is able to distinguish between prioritized sector date and "optional
date thatmight not be relevant to that particular sector or
site."
(Ibid.) At any level doCOUNT




review, and oversight are carried out by a corporate HS&E organization (Ibid.). Corporate
HS&E sectors liaise with each site's HS&E officers (Ibid.). Sector heads also conduct annual
sector reviews (Table 5.33) (Ibid.). Other sustainability indicators, as published in
Novartis'
annual HS&E Report and Operational Review, are listed in Table 5.34. Each group's sites sets
their own "HS&E targets, aiming for superior performance in predefined leadership
areas."




Table 5.33 Novartis International
Aktiengesellschaft'




Date on emissions, waste, accidents, etc. are collected arid published every year to
monitor performance and set targets for upcoming years.
Targets Set for forthcoming years to focus our priorities on continuous improvement in
specific areas, and to review progress on previous targets.
Leadership
Areas
Our HS&E Policy states that we want to be a leader inHS&E, but as it is not
possible to lead in all areas, each Sector focuses on one leadership area that is
particularly relevant to its specific business activities. In otiier areas, its goal is to
be at least fully compliantwith internal and external standards.
Audits Conducted at sites to ensure that HS&E performance and risk control are




HelpManagement identifymajor risks/issues, and identify priorities for reduction
and control.
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Figure 5 9 Novartis international
Aktiengesellschaft'



















Novartis has initiatedmultiplemanagement processes to ensureHS&E targets are
included in both long= and short-term business performance objectives (HS&E 3). AtNovartis
"management takes the lead in raising awareness about
'sustainability'
and in initiating
improvements in ourmanufacturing operations, products and
services."
(Review 21)
Achievement ofHS&E targets is linkedwith topmanagement's incentive schemes (HS&E 3).
TheNovartis Corporate Steering Committee sets group^wide policies, and is chaired by a
member of the ExecutiveCommittee responsible for HS&E issues (Ibid. 14). hnpiementation,
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Foundation's Tylenol Sports Challenge; 23) Supporting the American HeartAssociation's
AmericanHeartWalk; 24) Supporting the Juvenile Diabetes Association's Juvenile Diabetes
Walk; 24) Sponsoring theMultiple Sclerosis Foundation'sMS 150; 25) Supporting the Diabetes
Foundation's Walk to Cure Diabetes; 26) Sponsoring the American DiabetesAssociation's Tour
de Cure; and 27) Supporting the Arthritis Foundation's Jingle Bell run.
J & J sustainability initiatives encompass multidimensionality and include elements of
HS&E, the TBL, business integration, value added, and continuous improvement. J & J has been
recognized bymany organizations on its Internet site for demonstrating "leadership by
integrating environmental, social, and economic considerations into their own policies and
practices, thus advancing... long-term prosperity, environmental health, and quality of
life."77
5.2.10 Novartis International Aktiengesellschaft (AG)
According to theNovartis internet site78, Operational Review 2000, and Health, Safety,
Environment Report 2000, the group's "goal is to develop innovative medicines, and so improve
lives."
(Review 11) One of the meansNovartis uses to achieve this goal is operating sustainably
(Ibid.). Novartis publishes its annual HS&E Report and Operational Review simultaneously
"because our business activities and our societal and environmental performance are integrally
connected."
(HS&E 3) Both reports have also been expanded to cover "issues relating to
sustainable development and its three principles ofeconomic, social, and environmental
progress."
(Ibid.) Novartis has also made an attempt at benchmarking the group's HS&E
performance against other pharmaceutical companies (Figure 5.9) where "points outside the




Participating in the Corporate Health Consortium, University of
TexasMedical Branch at
Galveston to develop innovative and practical programs for health
promotion and injury
reduction; 5) Participating in the Healthy People
2010Partners inHealth initiative sponsored
by the U.S. Department ofHealth and Human Services; 6) Joining the
Inter-American Safety
Council dedicated to creating accident prevention/loss control
awareness among Spanish and
Portuguese speaking people of the world; 7) Joining the U.S./European Union (EU) Conference
on Health and Safety atWork to gain insight into how different approaches can be used to
eliminate hazards in the workplace; 8) Supporting theNational Audubon Society to conserve and
restore natural ecosystems; 9) Supporting the National andNew Jersey Safety Councils to protect
life and promote health; 10) Supporting the Waste-management Education and Research
Consortium (WERC), a Consortium for Environmental and TechnologyDevelopment; 1 1)
Supporting theWorld Wildlife Fund to preserve nature and biological diversity; 12) Donating
more than 1 million Yuan (approximately $120,000) and books to Shaanxi Province, China to
establish schools and sponsor teachers after severe floods; 13) Supporting collaborative research
on the behavior and ecology ofwild giant pandas in China; 14) Establishing a professional,
confidential Employee Assistance Program (EAP); 15) Sponsoring the SAFE KIDS Campaign, a
worldwide network ofprograms aimed at preventing childhood accidents and injuries; 16)
Supporting the Prevent Blindness America organization; 17) Establishing the J & J Contributions
Program thatworks with non-profit organizations worldwide to donate cash and products; 18)
Sponsoring theWalk for AJDS inMilpitas, CA; 19) Supporting Race for the Cure, Lee Denim
Day, and the Susan G. Komen Foundation for breast cancer; 20) Sponsoring the March ofDimes
WalkAmerica and Basketball Tournament; 21) Sponsoring the American Cancer Society's
Making Strides Against Breast Cancer and Relay for Life; 22) Supporting the Cystic Fibrosis
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sustainability (i.e., pharmaceuticals in the environment) (Ibid. 9). Another tool J & J uses to
monitor success is the biannual Credo Challenge (Ibid.). Every J & J employee may participate
in this survey to "bring forward
employees'
opinions on how well they as individuals, their
management, their company, and the corporation as a whole are fulfilling the responsibilities of
Our
Credo."
(Ibid.) The J & J Credo has been a guiding philosophy for the company as penned
by RobertW. Johnson in 1943 (Collins and Porras 58). Johnson stated:
Service to customers [italics his] comes first. . .service to employees and
management second, and. . . service to stockholders last. . .When these
things have been done, the stockholders should receive a fair return (Ibid.).








Cumulative CO?, emission avoidance
Hazardous waste generation
Solidwaste disposal




Lost workday case rate
Severity rate
Serious injury/illness rates
Domestic short term disability program
Fleet rates/accidents
Fires
J & J'sWorldwide Contributions Program Report alone lists twenty-five pages ofways
the company further exercises its commitment to sustainability (other than those already provided
in the voluntary initiatives
sections).76
A sampling from the J & J internet site and Sustainability
Report include: 1) Sponsoring the Keystone Science School's "Key
Issues"
teacher training
workshops in Keystone, CO; 2) Supporting the American College ofOccupational and
EnvironmentalMedicine; 3) Working with the AmericanNational Standards Institute; 4)
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HS&E and sustainaMity successes aremeasured againstNext Generation
Goals'
indicators, J & J's worldwideHS&E standards, local laws and regulations, and additional
indicators as published in J & J's annual SustainabilityReports (Table 5.32) (Ibid. 8). J & J
employees also participate in over six different "majormedical surveillanceprograms", including
blood borne pathogens, respiratory protection, ergonomic evaluations, hearing protection,
emergency response personnel, and poweredmotorized equipment personnel (Ibid. 18). J & J
also has an "Emerging Issues Task
Force"
that examines topics related toHS&E and
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confidential interactive online Health Profile (Ibid. 16-17). A similar program called
LifeWorks provides information on balancing work, family, and personal life, and includes




The J & J HS&E and sustainability programs apply not only to the company, but to
external manufacturers and suppliers as well (Ibid.). J & J has been considering HS&E and
sustainability elements during all contractual agreements since 1999 (Ibid. 8-9).
J & J's HS&E management system is based on "Next Generation
Goals"
(Figure 5.8)
designed to drive continuous improvement in environmental performance, and promote full
integration ofenvironmental managementwith business
decisions."
(HS&E 7) The J & J Next
Generation Goals consist of fourmanagement performance indicators, and four operational
performance indicators. Date collected through the implementation of theNext Generation
Goals is intended to provide J & J "operating companies with date they can use to designmore
efficient processes, decrease material usage and environmental impacts, and increase yield and
profitability."
(Ibid) J & J has also been using aManagement Awareness and Action Review
System (MAARS) since 1998:
. . .to encourage facilities to identify, and proactivelymanage
environmental, health, and safety issues. Each facility conducts a
self-
assessment annually, and develops aManagement Action Plan (MAP)
based upon the self-assessment results. Corporate staffreview the plans
and conduct full facility joint assessments once every three years (Ibid. 8).
MAP's are business tools, or roadmaps to Process Excellence in place at every J & J facility
(Ibid. 23).
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(Ibid. 8). The Board ofDirectors has a Public PolicyAdvisory Committee consisting of three
boardmembers, and the Vice President (VP), Administration (Ibid. 5). The committee "oversees
the company's policies, programs, and practices on public
health issues regarding the
environment, and the health and safety of
employees."
(Ibid.) Environmental, health and
wellness, and safety professionals implement all J & J HS&E and sustainability
programs
worldwide (Ibid.). The company also has several HS&E Groups, including "Technical
Resources"
(TR), "Worldwide Benefits and Health
Resources"
(B&HR), "Worldwide Health and
Wellness"
(H&W), and "Worldwide Safety and industrial
Hygiene"
(S&EH) that support J & J's
global operations by providing "leadership, support, and consulting
services."
(Ibid. 5 and 8)
TheWorldwide S&IH Group, for example, created an intranet called the Digital Dashboard to
capture "real-time safety performance
information"
from J & J operations worldwide (lbid.8).
TheWorldwide H&W Group also utilizes an intranet "to capture live data, and prepare
management action plans around the
globe."
(Ibid. 8) These twoWorldwide H&W and S&IH
Groups partner on an ergonomic improvements strategy called JOBFIT preventing
musculoskeletal disorders among J & J workers (Ibid. 16). The initiative "focuses on
employees'
JOB and FJTness abilities, and is targeted towardmany different segments ofworkers". (Ibid.)
JOBFIT involvement includes opportunities "to participate in personalized conditioning and
stress
management."
(Ibid.) TheWorldwide S&IH Group also launched the ERGO: Worldwide
Ergonomics Initiative to "fit the job to the
person,"
and help increase ergonomics awareness in
all J & J facilities (Ibid. 20 and 25). TheWorldwide H&W and B&HR Groups launched
TotalHealth, an employee health-related resource, together (Ibid. 16). TotalHealth includes a
voluntary and confidential twenty-four-hour, seven days aweek, call-in HealthLine staffed by
registered nurses, anAudioHealthLibrary with pre-recorded general health information, and a
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Table 5.30 Johnson & Johnson's (J & J)
Credo73
We believe our first responsibility is to the doctors, nurses and patients, to mothers and fathers,
and all otherswho use our products and services. In meeting their needs everything we do must
be ofhigh quality. We must constantly strive to reduce our costs in order to maintain reasonable
prices.
Customers'
orders must be serviced promptly and accurately. Our suppliers and
distributors must have an opportunity to make a fair profit.
We are responsible to our employees, the men and women who work with us throughout the
world. Everyone must be considered as an individual. We must respect their dignity and
recognize theirmerit. Theymust have a sense of security in their jobs. Compensationmust be
fair and adequate, and working conditions clean, orderly, and safe. We must be mindful ofways
to help our employees fulfill their family responsibilities. Employees must feel free to make
suggestions and complaints. There must be equal opportunity for employment, development, and
advancement for those qualified. We must provide competent management, and their actions
must be just and ethical.
We are responsible to the communities inwhich we live and work, and to the world community
as well. We must be good citizens support good works and charities, and bear our fair share of
taxes. We must encourage civic improvements, and better health and education. We must
maintain in good order the propertywe are privileged to use, protecting the environment and
natural resources.
Our final responsibility is to our stockholders. Business must make a sound profit. We must
experiment with new ideas. Researchmust be carried on, innovative programs developed, and
mistakes paid for. New equipmentmust be purchased, new facilities provided, and new products
launched. Reservesmust be created to provide for adverse times. Whenwe operate according to
these principles, the stockholders should realize a fair return.




We are committed to environmental leadership, instilling the highest
environmental values in all employees, utilizing the best




We are committed to optimizing the health, well being, and
productivity ofJ & J employees.
Safety and industrial
hygiene strategic vision
We are committed to making J & J the world leader in health and
safety by creating an injury-free workplace.
J & J's commitment to HS&E excellence "begins at the highest levels of the
corporation". (HS&E 5) Corporate offices establish standards ofpractice for J & J operations
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. . .provides a common set ofvalues, and serves as a constant reminder of
the Company's responsibilities to its customers, employees, communities,
and shareowners. The Company believes that these basic principles, along
with its overall mission of improving the quality of life for people
everywhere, will enable J & J to continue to be among the leaders in the
health care industry (Annual 25).
The J & J Credo also carries over into the company's environmental commitment. The J & J
Internet site gives this commitment as one of"environmental excellence, instilling high
environmental values in all employees, utilizing the best environmental practices in all products
and processes, and contributing to global sustainable
development." l
J & J has established four
strategic imperatives to articulate its sustainability vision, guide business activities, and drive
progress toward HS&E and sustainable development goals:
Innovation: Encouraging people to question the waywe do things and
aggressively seek newmethods, products and processes.
Process Excellence: Employing Six
Sigma72
tools to improve quality
in all ofour business functions, and incorporate a team approach to
data collection, analysis and problem solving.
The Internet: Connectingwith customers, and within the organization
to improve efficiency and quality.
Flawless Execution: Demanding high performance from each business
unit and, by extension, each individual (Ibid.; HS&E Sustainability 1
and 3).
From amultidimensional sustainability perspective, the J & J Credo is supported by three
environmental, health and wellness, and safety policies (Table 5.3 1) (HS&E 4). Social policies
arementioned, but are not available to the public (Ibid.).
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retirees to qualifying educational institutions, health and human service organizations, and arts
and cultural organizations; 6) Supporting theNatural HistoryMuseum and National Museum of
Science and Industry in the United Kingdom (UK); 7) Supporting the Philadelphia, PAMuseum
ofArt in the U.S.; 8) Working with the United Nations (UN's) agencies and other pharmaceutical
companies to accelerate access to HTV and AIDS treatment and care in developing countries such
as Senegal, Uganda, and Rwanda, and on preferential pricing programs; 9) Offering substantial
discounts on vaccines to the developing world, governments, charities, and agencies for public
health programs; and 10)Making donations to support scientific education andmedical research,
healthcare charities, the environment, and the arts throughUK based projects.
The GSK HS&E Policy, and commitments to the community and corporate citizenship
include elements of integration and continuous improvement. However, there are only small
indications that concepts of the TBL and integratedmultidimensional sustainability are ahead in
GSK's future.
5.2.9 Johnson& Johnson (J & J)
J & J publishes three reports annually in accordance with multidimensional sustainability:
2001 Annual Report (economic arm); Environment, Health, and Safety 2000 Sustainability
Report (environmental arm); andWorldwide Contributions Program Annual Report 2000 (social
arm). In each report J & J publishes its fifty-year-old Credo (Table 5.30). According to the J & J
Internet site70, the Credo accomplishes several goals, it: 1) guides J & J's daily business
decisions; 2) reflects the company's values and responsibilities to the communities inwhich they
live and work; 3) reflects the company's commitment to protecting the environment; and 4):
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Table 5.29 GlaxoSniithKline (GSK) Public Limited Company's (PLC) Environmental, Health,
and Safety (HS&E)
Policy68
Reflecting its commitment to global leadership and excellence inHS&E, GSK requires all
operations to:
Protect the health and safety ofour fellow employees, contractors, visitors, and others
affected by our operations.
Operate our business in an environmentally and socially responsible manner.
Commit to continuous improvement ofHS&E performance.
Comply with legal requirements and GSK global HS&E standards.
Make HS&E, and loss prevention integral to all GSK business processes, planning, and
decision making.
Establish business practices, and HS&E, and loss prevention strategies that optimally utilize
resources and prevent pollution to ensure the long-term sustainability ofGSK and the global
environments.
Adopt a comprehensive approach to product stewardship, which includes key suppliers and
contract manufacturers.
Interact and cooperate actively with key stakeholders in resolving issues and improving
performance.
________
GSK's Internet site alone lists one hundred and ninety six examples by country ofways
the company further exercises its commitment to sustainability (other than those already provided
in the voluntary initiatives
sections).69
A sampling from the GSK Internet site, HS&E Review,
and Annual Report include: 1) Partnering in the Global Alliance to Eliminate Lymphatic
Filariasis, one of the world'smost disfiguring and disabling mosquito-borne diseases; 2)
Workingwith the global Roll BackMalariamovement to develop a newmalaria community
partnership program; 3) Establishing the PartnersWith Education program of support for the
development ofyoung people's knowledge, understanding, technical, and personal skills with a
particular focus on science; 4) Donating essential products for humanitarian reliefefforts at the
request ofgovernments and major charitable organizations; 5) Establishing aMatching Gifts
program throughwhich the GSK Foundationmatches personal contributions ofemployees and
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(Ibid.). GSK also has a "department of
specialists"
called Corporate Environment, Health, and
Safety (CEHS) to support HS&E initiatives (Review 8). The teams in the CEHS department
report to GSK's General Counsel (Ibid.). Additionally, an "HS&E Information and
Communication"
team collects and analyzes information from all operations, and uses "it to
identify opportunities for future improvement, to ensure our stakeholders understand GSK's
commitment to HS&E, and to report our
progress."
(Ibid.) An "HS&E RegulatoryAdvocacy and
Strategy"
team works "with government, legislative, and regulatory bodies to develop regulations
alignedwith [GSK] HS&E
goals"
and to coordinate issue identification and strategy
development toward achieving GSK HS&E objectives (Ibid.). An "Environmental Product
Stewardship"
team champions sustainable development, and works with Research and
Development "to developmanufacturing processes that minimize emissions and utilize resources
efficiently."
(Ibid.) An "Occupational Product
Stewardship"
team identifies and communicates
"occupational risks and hazards of compounds", and recommends operational precautionary
measures (Ibid.). This team also works with the GSK Research and Development department "to
identify alternatives thatwill lead to safer working
conditions."
(Ibid.) An "HS&E Program
Management"
team develops programs and ensures "standard HS&E approaches are adopted".




team reviews operations, and identifies "areas for improvementwith
respect to legal requirements, company standards, and management
systems."
(Ibid.) GSK audits
not only cover the company, but also "key contract manufacturers and suppliers". (Ibid.) The
HS&E Audit team also participates in process planning and "due diligence for acquisition and
divestiture ofGSK
properties."
(Ibid.) Throughout GSK these teams and systems set, measure,
and report continuous improvement targets (Ibid.).
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Table 5.27 GlaxoSntithKline (GSK) Public Limited Company's (PLC) Environmental, Health,
and Safety (HS&E)
Strategies'67
The environmental, health, and safety strategies that will help us attain our long-term
sustainability goals are:
Ensure that our emissions do not have any adverse impacts on either public, or environmental
health.
WoTkwith Research and Development to develop chemical processes with greater
eco-
efficiency in the consumption ofnatural resources and generation of
waste thereby improving
our production efficiency.
Work with Research and Development to evaluate the compounds used inmanufacturing,
and select those that have reduced potential for adverse health and safety impacts.
Change our raw material consumption from non-renewable resources to renewable resources.
Balance the utilization ofrenewable rawmaterials with the discharge ofwaste that can be
recycled into the environment so that we extract no more than we return.
Ensure that health and safety are integral to all business processes.
Review and correct the physical facilities to ensure thatwe prevent exposure, or dangerous
circumstances.
Work in partnership with fellow employees so that we all understand the potential health and
safety risksofour jobs.
Table 5.28 GlaxoSntithKline (GSK) Public Limited Company's (PLC) Sustainability Indicators










Lost time injury rate








According to the GSK Internet site, the Corporate Executive Team (CET) has overall
responsibility "for ensuring the health and safety of [GSK] employees and the protection of the
environment and the communities inwhich [they]
operate."
(Ibid.) Under the CET, local
business unit executives are responsible for implementation of the HS&E Policy (Table 5.29)
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in the HS&E Review, signed by their ChiefExecutive Officer (CEO), states he "will personally
continue to champion HS&E with the senior management team emphasizing that HS&E are
equal in importance with other business
issues."64
(3) In addition, the GSK Senior Vice
President (VP) and General Counsel states he has been a:
...sponsor ofHS&E at the Board ofDirectors, arranging for periodic
presentations of results, and discussions ofprograms and concerns. In
GSK, we will continue to go beyond compliance by addressing HS&E at
the highest level in away that reflects our knowledge ofour business
(Tbid.).65
At GSK HS&E management is supported by "a framework ofpolicy, standards, guidance,
consultation, business processes, audits, and
awards."
(Ibid.) HS&E Goals (Table 5.26),
Strategies (Table 5.27), systems, metrics, standards, and goals are results-oriented, and both
internal and external reports are generated (Ibid.). Indicators published inGSK's annual HS&E
Reviews and on the GSK Internet site are listed in Table 5.28.




Create a culture that avoids workplace injuries and illnesses.
Avoid any adverse incidents in the community or workplace.
Use renewable resources in the manufacture ofour products.
Produce only emissions that can be naturally recycled.
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Basketball Championships, development ofthe International School, relocating theNCAA);
and
12) Furthering the Answers for Restoring the Bank of the
River (ARBOR) project with the
Center for Earth and Environmental Science (CEES) at IndianaUniversity/Purdue University at
Indianapolis.
The Lilly HS&E Policy and commitments to people and the planet
include elements of
integration and continuous improvement. However, the concepts of the TBL and integrated
multidimensional sustainability remain ahead in Lilly's future, as described by the company's
Internet site:
Sustainable development is a term that now appears in almost all public
reports such as this one. Unfortunately, definitions of sustainable
development varywidely. We believe our immediate challenge is to
define this term for our unique business rather than adopt someone else's
definition. Therefore, senior management has asked for an analysis of
ways sustainable development could, and should have an impact on our
business strategy. . .Wewould expect to be able to discuss our definition of
the term 'sustainable
development'
in our next report.
5.2.8 GlaxoSntilhKline (GSK) Public Limited Company (PLC)
According to the GSK Internet site63, HS&E Review, and Annual Report the company
aspires to sustainability by systematically managing "HS&E concerns by integrating them into all
aspects of its
business,"
and strives "to continuously improve GSK's HS&E performance as an
integral part ofthe
business."
(Annual 1 1 and Review 2) The GSK HS&E Vision focuses on two
elements: 1) managing HS&E to achieve sustainable competitive business advantage; and 2)
integrating HS&E into the business (Internet site; Review iii and 4).
The GSK integration strategy includes obtaining seniormanagement approval and
involvement from the planning phase forward (Ibid.). A statement on die GSK Internet site and
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The Lilly Internet site asserts that philanthropy and community service have been
traditions at Lilly formore than a century, "and a natural extension ofourmission to improve
quality of life...we have build (sic) on the commitment ofthe founding Lilly family to good
corporate
stewardship."
The Lilly Internet site also lists several means bywhich the company
exercises its commitment to people and the planet (other than those already provided in the
voluntary initiatives sections). These include: 1) Recognizing excellence and courage in the
mental health community through theWelcome Back Awards; 2) Helping individuals with
bipolar disorder, schizophrenia, and related schizophrenia-spectrum disorders acquire the
educational and vocational skills they need to reintegrate into society through the Lilly
Reintegration Scholarship Program; 3) Establishing aVolunteer Recognition Program in order to
encourage and recognize the essential contribution ofvolunteer service; 4) Pairing with the Now
For The Future Program in Concord, Indiana to provide tutors andmentors for young people; 5)
Assisting the Crisis and Suicide Intervention Service program in Indianapolis, Indiana; 6)
Donating pharmaceutical products to patients in need throughout the world through both patient
assistance programs and disaster assistance, and international relief; 7) Organizing the Eli Lilly
and Company Foundation to support nonprofit organizations in 1968, which is funded annually
by the company based upon an average ofconsolidated income before taxes over the previous
three years; 8) Joining the Hazardous Materials Advisory Council for global harmonization
systems for dangerous goods transportation; 9) Joining the Pharmaceutical Research
Manufacturers Association to study pharmaceuticals in the environment; 10) Establishing an
employee directedMatching Gifts Program, and UnitedWay initiative to assistmany nonprofit
institutions; 1 1) Supporting projects that distinguish Indianapolis on a national and international
basis (e.g., PanAmerican Games, National Collegiate Athletic Association's (NCAA) Final Four
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Table 5.23 Eli Lilly and Company's Core
Values'60
Respect
Respect for people that includes our concern for the interests ofall people worldwide who
touch or are touched by our company: customers, employees, shareholders, partners, and
communities.
Integrity




Excellence that is reflected in our continuous search for new ways to improve the performance of
our business to become the best at what we do.
Table 5.24 Eli Lilly and Company's
Neighbors'
Feedback Questionnaire (on a scale from one to
ten; 1
=
poor and 10 =
excellent)61
Question Answer
How do you rate our communications with you? 94% respondedwith a rating of
seven or higher
How do you rate our response to your concerns? 94% responded with a rating of
seven or higher
How do you rate the way inwhich we are trying to deal with
odors?
96% responded with a rating of
seven or higher
How do you rate your confidence in Eli Lilly and Company
as a responsible neighbor?
98% respondedwith a rating of
seven or higher
Table 5.25 The American Chemistry Council Employee Survey at Eli Lilly and
Company'62
Question Answer
Do you think Eli Lilly and Company is concerned about the health and safety of
people living in the communities where it has plants?
93% Yes
Do you believe Eli Lilly and Companymakes products thatmake people's lives
better, healthier, and safer?
94% Yes
Are you favorable or very favorable towards Eli Lilly and Company? 88% Yes




Table 5.22 Eli Lilly and Company's Environmental,Health, and Safety (HS&E) Policy and
59
Principles
As a health care company, Lilly is committed to the present and future well being ofpeople, and
the environment in which we live. This commitment is guided by the following principles:
Encourage and expect each employee to be environmentally responsible, and to safely
conductwork practices in accordance with policies and procedures. Management will create
an environment for this to occur. These practices are considered an essential performance
measure for all employees. Contract employees working on Lilly premises, and external
entities engaged in the production ofour products will also be held accountable for this
expectation
Make environmental, health, and safety considerations a priority throughout the development
ofnew products, and manufacturing processes. Build HS&E considerations into all phases of
the business including product and technology discovery and development; facility design,
operation, andmaintenance; and product delivery. Design, construct, and operate our
facilities in a manner that protects human health, and minimizes the impact ofour operations
on the environment.
Provide ongoing education and training for Lilly employees to be prepared to deal with day-
to-day responsibilities safely, competently, and with respect for the environment. This also
includes emergency response preparedness.
Complywith or exceed all applicable laws and regulations. Where existing laws and
regulations are not adequate, we will adopt our own standards consistent with this policy.
Strive for an injury free workforce, andminimize environmental impact through
implementation ofprograms in our facilities, and the surrounding communities that reduce
risks to employees, neighbors, the public at large, and the environment.
Encourage and promote waste ntinimization, the sustainable use ofnatural resources,
recycling, energy efficiency, resource conservation, and resource recovery.
Engage in dialogue with our stakeholders regarding our commitment to the environment, and
to the health and safety ofLilly employees, contractors, shareholders, vendors, customers,
visitors, and the communities in which we operate.
Actively participate with government agencies, and other appropriate groups to ensure that
the development and implementation ofenvironmental, health and safety policies, laws,
regulations, and practices promote the present and future well being ofpeople and the
environment, and are based on sound scientific judgment.
Have amanagement system in place that will ensure that the environmental, employee health
and safety, and process safety programs at all operations are managed consistently,
andmeet
expectations.
Regularly assess and report to management and the board ofdirectors on the status of
compliance with these principles.
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Indicators published in Lilly's HS&E Reports orUpdates include: audits performed, HS&E
program costs, employee and contractor health and safety performance (serious injury/illness
cases, lost time cases, lostworkdays, fleet safety), water usage, energy usage, spills and releases,
waste generation, Toxic Release Inventories (TRI's), fines, complaints, and solvents, global
warming, acidification potential, and methylene chloride emissions.
According to their Internet site, Lilly has several planningmodel tools in the trial stage
"to assist scientists and engineers identify (sic) opportunities, and track improvements that reduce
the HS&E impact ofnew chemical
processes."
Lilly already has an Employee Health Services
program that "has been externally recognized as being a best practice in terms ofpromoting total
employee
wellness."
This program provides employees, retirees, and dependents with medical,
psychological, and other health related services "around the
world."
(Ibid.)
Another successful program at Lilly concerns external stakeholder dialogue. Lilly facility
community liaison coordinators keep "lines ofcommunication open, respond to concerns ofour
neighbors."
(Ibid.) A June 2001 survey ofover one hundred residents in the community
surrounding Lilly's Speke facility in the United Kingdom is summarized in Table 5.24. Lilly has
also participated in the annual American Chemistry Council Employee Survey (Table 5.25) "for
the past five
years."
(Ibid.) This survey determines
employees'
"attitudes and opinions about
HS&E, and related
issues."
(Ibid.) Lilly also periodically conducts a global Voice ofthe
Employee (VOE) survey from which "managers at every level are accountable for action plans to




designed to ensure compliance, and which support integration ofHS&E
considerations into our business processes. BMS is committed to the
protection ofhuman health and prevention ofpollution. We strive to
identify and eliminate negative HS&E impacts associated with our
facilities, activities, services, and products throughout their life cycle. We
commit to continual improvement ofour HS&E management systems and
performance, andwill strive to achieve industry leadership. We establish
HS&E objectives and targets, conduct regularmanagement systems and
performance evaluations, and periodically report on our performance to
our employees, our customers, and the public. . .We will share information
and openly communicate about ourHS&Emanagement systems and
performance, and the impacts ofour activities, services, and products.
5.2.7 Eli Lilly and Company
According to their Internet site , Lilly has a global HS&E Policy (Table 5.22) that
includes applicable and relevant performance measures. Lilly's Policy Committee, consisting of
the ChiefExecutive Officer (CEO), and executive staff, has recently "approved changes to the
company policy addressing
HS&E."
(Ibid.) The Governance Council, Corporate Environmental
Committee, and Corporate Health and Safety Committee, all report to senior management
through the Policy Committee (Ibid.). The Lilly site self-assessment program and auditing
programs were also recently revamped in order to improve governance processes (Ibid.). This




(Ibid.) Lilly has a three-prong set ofcore values that guide its operations
(Table 5.23). Lilly acknowledges the company's:
. .
.responsibility
to be a good corporate citizen ofthe communities in
which we operate, and to help preserve the environment for the
generations to come. The commitment to good corporate citizenship
reflects the fundamental concern of the company, and its foundation for
the well being ofpeople, and the quality of life. It is away to share Lilly's
success, to invest in the future, and to give back to society. It is an integral
part of the company'smission (Ibid.).
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enhance human life to actively fulfill the BMS mission, and providingmore than $93 million to
215 institutions in 22 countries for unrestricted research in cancer, cardiovascular andmetabolic
diseases, neurosciences, orthopaedics, nutrition, and infectious diseases; 22) Establishing an
Unrestricted Biomedical Research Grants Program, which provides no-strings-attached support
for biomedical research in leading research institutions; 23) Establishing aWomen's Health
Education Program, which supports novel approaches to educating women about their health and
well-being; 24) Establishing aMath and Science Education Program, which seeks to improve the
quality ofeducation, and encourages members ofunder-represented groups to pursue careers in
academic medicine; 25) Launching the BetterHealth forWomen: A Global Health Program to
generate initiatives thatwill help enhance women's health through novel, interdisciplinary
strategies that improve education, prevention, diagnosis, treatment, and access to care forwomen
worldwide; 26) Providingmedicine without charge to those most in need in the U.S. who cannot
access BMS medicines because they do not have drug coverage and cannot afford them; 27)
Instituting an on-site nutrition education and cholesterol screening program in Mexico to reduce
the high endemic rate ofheart disease in the local population; 28) Complyingwith international
treaties on species and habitat protection, including the Convention on International Trade in
Endangered Species ofWild Fauna and Flora (CITES); and 29) Endorsing theWorld Health
Organization's (WHO) International Code ofMarketing ofBreast-Milk Substitutes.
BMS sustainability initiatives encompassmultidimensionality and include elements of
HS&E, the TBL, business integration, value added, and continuous improvement. As
summarized in the BMS HS&E Policy57:
We strive to conduct our activities in an environmentally sustainable
manner, taking into consideration the complex and interconnected
relationship ofour ecosystem. . .We maintain management systems
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Women's Business Enterprise National Council Board ofDirectors; 8) Sitting on theNational
Minority SupplierDevelopment Council Board ofDirectors; 9) Co-chairing theNational
Association ofPurchasing Agents SupplierDiversity Pharmaceutical Forum; 10) Joining the
Minority Economic Development Council Corporate Advisory Board; 1 1) Participating in the
Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA) National Environmental Achievement Track
Program; 12) Participating in the EPA and Department ofEnergy (DOE) Labs 21 Program for
improving laboratory energy and water efficiency, encouraging the use of renewable energy
sources, and promoting environmental stewardship; 13) Participating in theNew Jersey Silver
Track program, which offers incentives and public recognition to facilities able to demonstrate
andmeasure improved environmental performance; 14) Participating in the EPA and DOE
Climate Wise Program to limit U.S. emissions ofgreenhouse gases by taking cost-effective
measures to increase energy efficiency, and prevent pollution; 15) Donating surplus laboratory
chemicals in Cimanggis, Indonesia for use by local educational institutions instead ofdiscarding
them as waste; 16) Participating in the Cartridge that Saves program that benefits thousands of
needy children in Brazil while minintizing the
environmental impact ofcartridge disposal; 17)
Presenting a paper on an innovative non-catalytic system for removingNOx emissions at the
International SolidWaste AssociationWorld Congress 2000 Proceedings in Paris, France; 18)
Partnering with the Pharmaceutical Research andManufacturers ofAmerica to examine
pharmaceuticals in the environment; 19) Participating in the American institute ofChemical
Engineers Foundation's Task Group studying industry's best strategic thinking on how to
develop processes and products that rninimize potential safety and
environmental problems; 20)
Co-sponsoring the preservation ofbiologically diverse land
on the outskirts ofBrazil's Pantanal
National Park; 21) Establishing Bristol-Myers Squibb
Foundation programs that extend and
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Directors (Ibid. 13). In addition, "Division presidents are held accountable for implementation of
the BMS Pledge and HS&E policy within their
division,"
and has representation on the HS&E
Steering Committee (Ibid.). The HS&E Steering Committeemeets four times a year (Ibid.). In
Europe, HS&E professionals from each facility participate in the EuropeanWorking Committee
"that addresses HS&E issues specific to the
region."
(Ibid.) Companywide BMS has over one





that address HS&E issues (Ibid.) For example, BMS
Institutional Biosafety Committees ensure "research projects that utilize recombinant






and SustainabilityReport list several means by which the company
further exercises its commitment to sustainability (other than those already provided in the
voluntary initiatives sections). These include: 1) Establishing the philanthropic Secure the
Future initiative to fund research, training, and community outreach in southernAfrica; 2)
Making BMS's two AIDS medicines available in African countries below cost under the
ACCESS partnership programwith international agencies; 3) Preserving biologically diverse
land at least equal in area to the amount of land occupied by BMS'smanufacturing operations
worldwide; 4) Joining the International Safety Council, an organization that provides training,
expertise, products, and services related to all areas ofHS&E; 5) Joining the HS&E Group of the
Organization Resources Counselors, a forum for corporate managers withHS&E responsibilities
to examine issues, and to help shape policies; 6) Joining Resources for the Future, a nonprofit
and nonpartisan organization that conducts independent research rooted primarily in economics
and other social sciences on environmental, and natural resource issues; 7) Sitting on the
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Level 4 performance innovates to continually improve products and
processes, and to enhance efficiencies and competitive advantage.
Currently all BMS operations are above level two for all of the Codes (Ibid. 28). There are also
many components ofBMS management systems not available to the public, some ofwhich
include: the eighteen Quality Codes ofPractice; a Best Practices Database (includes PLC
results); HS&E Guidance "which provides employees with information to support compliance
with the
Codes"
(Ibid. 14 andNesbitt-Rutkowski 104); Employee training and awareness
programs; Management System Self-Assessments; a corporate evaluation program that
"evaluates BMS manufacturing, research and development, and distribution facilities worldwide
every twenty-four to fortymonths, based on the site's HS&E risk
profile"
(Sustainability 14); an
Operating Results Database; an internet based Bio-hazardous Agent Registrationmanagement
system; Emergency Preparedness Guidelines (including spill prevention and response plans); and
feedbackmechanisms (Ibid.). The BMS procurement staff (buyers and purchasing managers),
for example, attend quarterly "CostNot
Price"
workshops hosted by the HS&E staff (New Paths
34). The workshops started after BMS found:
. . .thatmany price-focused purchasing decisions ultimately harmed the
bottom line, due to quality or environmental problems such as increased
reject and scrap rates, reduced production efficiencies, and higherwaste
disposal costs (Ibid.).




and developing "strategies formaking sustainable, low-cost purchasing
decisions."
(Ibid.)
The BMS Senior Vice President (VP), Corporate and Environmental Affairs is a member
of the Operating Committee, and reports jointly to the Chairman of the Board and Chief
Executive Officer (CEO). This keeps sustainability issues highly visible to the Board of
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All BMS divisions have extensivemanagement systems in place iniplanenting theBMS
HS&E Codes ofPracticebased on the International Chamber ofCommerce's (ECC) Business
Charter for SustainableDevelopment (SD) (Sustainability 6) (Appendix 12). BMS monitors
companywide Code performance on a scale ofone to four55:
Level 1 performance involves achieving compliancewith laws,
regulations, and company policies.
Level 2 performance relies onmanagement systems, rather than
individuals, to maintain continued compliance, and to evaluate
products and processes.
Level 3 performance integrates HS&E responsibilities across all
functions and levels within the businesses.
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stands for "Managing Environmental Resources Guidance and Evaluation", and is a
computer-based system "that provides real-time comparative analysis ofalternative packaging
choices"
(Ibid). Furthermore, BMS periodicallymonitors key supplier performance "through a
range of tools including surveys, reference checks, publicly available information, and site
visits."
(Ibid. 35)
Another sustainability tool BMS uses is amulti-stage Product Life Cycle (PLC) program
(Figure 5.7):
...a cross-functional, multi-disciplinary review utilized by product team
members to continuously improve the HS&E performance ofa product
and associated processes throughout each phase of the product's life...the
boundaries ofPLC are defined as the material entering the gate (cradle) to
what is left of the product used up (grave) (Nesbitt-Rutkowski 101-102).
The HS&E staff trains representatives from each business function (e.g., manufacturing,
marketing, etc.) (Value to Business 16). The teams then review a group ofrelated
products to identify opportunities to create value (Ibid). The BMS PLC process takes
approximately four to six months and includes participation from: 1) research and
development; 2) marketing; 3) manufacturing; 4) packaging; 5) sales, distribution, and
transportation; 6) consumer use; and 7) final disposal (Nesbitt-Rutkowski 102). Each
review costs approximately $25,000 and generates an average of$200,000 in savings
(Value to Business 16).
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Fuel consumption (diesel, gasoline, propane,
fuel oil, coal and natural gas)




Greenhouse gas (CO2) emissions
Non-hazardous waste recycled (plastic,
cardboard, paper, and aluminum)
Non-hazardous waste disposed
Hazardous waste disposed (plastic,
cardboard, paper, aluniinum,
off-
specification or out-of-date product,
chemicals not regulated as hazardous waste,
general trash, andmedical waste)
SARA 313 transfers for off-site energy
recovery/disposal
Air emissions (particulate matter, carbon
monoxide, nitrogen oxides and sulfur
oxides)
SARA 3 1 3 air releases
SARA 313 water releases
SARA 313 wastewater transfers
Biologically diverse land preservation
Notices ofviolation
Fines
One ofthe companywide implementation tools BMS uses is the Process Greenness
Scorecard (Ibid. 12). This electronic tool has sixteen parameters (i.e., process hazards and
number of listed reagents), and "provides scientists and engineers with a relative score for the
HS&E impacts ofnew and modified
processes."
(Ibid.) The higher the score, the more
sustainable the process (Ibid.) The use ofthis tool is mandatory under companywide standard
operating procedures (Ibid.). Processes are just one of the areas where BMS takes sustainability
into consideration. For example, the BMS Packaging Guidelines also:
...consider source reduction, availability ofrecycledmaterials,
recyclability/reusability, renewable resources, hazard reduction, process
waste reduction, handling and disposal, environmental technology, energy
efficiency, and [the]
suppliers'
environmental commitment (Ibid. 15).
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Table 5.20 Bristol-Myers Squibb Company's (BMS)
Pledge52
Our company's mission is to extend and enhance human life by providing the highest-quality
health and personal care products.
To our customers
We pledge excellence in everything we make andmarket, providing you with the safest, most
effective, and highest-quality products. We promise to improve our products through innovation,
diligent research and development, and an unyielding commitment to be the very best.
To our colleagues
We pledge personal respect, fair compensation, and honest and equitable treatment. To all who
qualify for advancement, we will make every effort to provide opportunity. We affirm our
commitment to foster a globally diverse workforce, and a company wide culture that encourages
excellence, leadership, innovation, and a balance between our personal and professional lives.
We acknowledge our obligation to provide able and human leadership, and a clean and safe work
environment.
To our suppliers and partners
We pledge courteous, efficient, and ethical behavior and practices; respect for your interests; and
an open door. We pledge to build and uphold the trust and goodwill that are the foundation of
successful business relationships.
To our shareholders
We pledge dedication to increasing shareholder value ofyour company based upon continued
profitable growth, strong finances, high productivity, and intensive research and development,
leading to competitive superiority.
To the communities where we live and work, the countries where we do business, and the world
we serve
We pledge conscientious citizenship, a helping hand forworthwhile causes, and constructive
action that supports a clean and healthy environment. We pledge BMS to the highest standard of
moral and ethical behavior, and to policies and practices that fully embody the responsibility,
integrity, and decency required of free enterprise if it is to merit and maintain the confidence of
our society.
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make sure it keeps in touchwith the general public. . .Our goals are to
steadily increase corporate value, and
generate a high value added for the
benefit ofour stockholders, our employees, and the community in every
country in whichwe operate. We believe that
our technical and
commercial expertise involves a responsibility to work for the common
good, and contribute to sustainable development (Ibid. 101 and
Bayer
Internet site).
5.2.6 Bristol-Myers Squibb Company (BMS)
According to their 2001 Sustainability Progress Report, On the Path Toward
Sustainability, BMS has publicly launched a three arm "Sustainability 2010
initiative"
(Appendix
1 1) in linewith the BMS Pledge (Table 5.20) (3). The ten year Sustainability 2010 Initiative
"incorporates a broad set of comprehensive
goals"
to be used as incremental steps in three areas:
1) Continuous improvement; 2) Leadership expectations; and 3) HS&E stewardship (Ibid. 3 and
8-10). To ensure the success of its Sustainability 2010 goals, BMS has identified four critical
criteria: 1) topmanagement commitment and support; 2) company wide access to
implementation tools and centers ofexcellence; 3) measurement and recognition ofprogress; and
4) effective internal and external communication (Ibid. 10).
The BMS Sustainability Report itself is "printed on paper made ofone hundred percent
post-consumer waste fiber, processed chlorine free, using vegetable-based
inks."
(Ibid. 1) To
keep published Sustainability Reports briefand HS&E focused, BMS pushes most of its
integrated economic, social, and environmental performance information onto the Internet to
provide a greater depth and breadth of information in amore manageable form (Ibid 3).
Indicators published in BMS's Sustainability Reports are listed in Table 5.21.
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medical equipment, planting trees, restoring local buildings, and organizing regular social events
to present the company's activities in health care, the environment, and safety; 27) Supporting
the Pulse Polio Irnmunization (PPI) program in India, initiated by theWHO and the Rotary Club;
28) Sponsoring the Bayer International Regeneration and Development Scheme (BIRDS) in
Australia to protectmigratory birds; 29) Staging the Forum on Environmental Protection in
Warsaw (Poland) focusing on the development ofenvironmentally friendly industrial production;
30) Supporting the "Green
Certificate"
program for schools in Poland, sponsored by the Polish
Ministers for the Environment and Education; 31) Participating in tree planting in Bangkok,
Thailandwith the Bangkok Municipal Authority (BMA); 32) Hosting Open House events to
enable local inhabitants to find outmore about Bayer's sites; and 33) Rurining the "Expertise
with
Responsibility"
corporate advertising campaign demonstrating Bayer's responsible use of its
expertise.




Nitrous oxide (di-nitrogenmonoxide N2O)
Partially halogenated hydrofluorocarbons (HFC's)
Perflurocargons (PFC's)
Sulfur hexafluoride (SF6)
Bayer sustainability initiatives encompass multidimensionality
and include elements of
HS&E, the TBL, business integration, value added, and continuous
improvement:
Working for the benefit ofmankind and contributing to sustainable
development is a corporate responsibility for global players like Bayer.
Since no company can survive in the long term unless it is trusted and
accepted by society, Bayer has long organized a wide range of events to
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employees drive around the local area to talk to residents and give them information about the
company; 15) Constituency in the FTSE4Good Europe 50 Index (Financial Times and London
Stock Exchange), which includes the 50 best European companies according to the FTSE ethics
criteria (human rights, social standards, and environmental protection); 16) Joining in 13
ventures with Chinese partners including aweekly one-hour radio program "Healthy Living
Brought to you by
Bayer"
broadcast by ChinaNational Radio (CNR), and a nationwide network
of local radio stations to provide information on health, hygiene, nutrition, and the environment;
17) Founding membership in the "econsense Forum for SustainableDevelopment", an industry
''think tank"; 18) Launching the Bayer DiversityAdvisory Council (BDAC) to further
cooperation and understanding among different cultures in the company; 19) Jointly supporting a
campaign organized by the German Chemical
Employers'
Federation, and theMining, Chemical,
and Energy
Workers'
Union to fight racism in Germany; 20) Implementing the AgroVida
tjaining program in Brazil, Mexico, Columbia, Argentina, Chile, and Guatemalawith the Society
for Technical Cooperation to help farmers optimize cultivationmethods to improve the quality
and yields of their products; 21) Setting up Quality, Environment, and Safety Policy Far East
(QESFE) product stewards to consultwith the local authorities responsible for chemical control
regulations; 22) Launching the Bayer Buddy Program, an initiative in Canada to provide support
to children newly diagnosedwith diabetes; 23) Participating in Thailand's "Young Environment
Envoy"
project during which studentswork to propagate awareness ofenvironmental principles;
24) Committing Bayer to reducing the six greenhouse gases defined in the Kyoto Protocol (Table
5.19); 25) Joiningwith the French company Tredi to form Tribel, a modern waste treatment
facility available to Brazilian companies; 26) SupportingVOICE, an organization in India
dedicated to helping street children including carrying out school and training programs, donating
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Launching the "Making ScienceMake
Sense"
initiative to promote science literacy among
children in the U.S.; 3) Cooperating with the Abrinq Foundation for Children's Rights to combat
child labor in Brazil; 4) Initiating the
"Agrovida"
project in South America to help improve
working conditions by giving instruction to farmers and farm workers; 5) Supporting theWorld
Health Organization (WHO) by providing free medicines to fight sleeping sickness in Africa
over a five-year period; 6) Supporting the "Jardim
Redentor"
community action group with
Federacao das Associacoes de Belford Roxo RJ (FEMAB), an association of around 170
community action groups in Belford Roxo, Brazil by helping supply school dinners in the "Nossa
Sopa"
campaign, by donating computers and coloring books, by providing financing to establish
workshops to keep children off the streets, and by helping young people gain better professional
qualifications in the "Bairo
Sublime"
district; 7) Establishing a large sports facility in Belford
Roxo, Brazil with soccer training sessions for disadvantaged children; 8) Providing entertaining
shows, plays, and circus performances at a variety ofvenues with a focus on hygiene, preventive
health care, and protecting the environment through the "Bayer vai a
communidade"
social
program; 9) Supporting the Sponsorship Program for State Schools organized by the Papolote
Museo del Nino inMexico City, Mexico that gives socially disadvantaged children the chance to
experience science, technology, and art in a fun way; 10) Setting up the LIBRA Project (LIBRA
is Latin for balance), a global initiative to fight resistance to antibiotics; 1 1) Supporting the
establishment of a nationwide blood-donor database in Argentina in conjunctionwith other
foundations and the Argentinean HealthMinistry; 12) Supporting the German Chemical
Olympics; 13) Supporting and hosting "Jugend forscht",
an annual research competition for
young people in the German
Federal State ofNorth Rhine-Westphalia; 14) Launching
"Infomobils"
at sites in Leverkusen, Dormage, and Krefeld-Uerdingen, Germany, which
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Figure 5.6 BayerAMengesellschafTs (AG) Eco-Check
Assessment Tool
50
Bayer's Internet site and Sustainability Report list several means bywhich the company
further exercises its commitment to sustainabiKty (other than those already provided in the
voluntary initiatives sections). These include: 1) Submitting awhitepaper on chemical policy to
the European Chemical Industry Association on changes to European chemical legislation, which
was presented at the councilmeeting ofEuropean Union (EU) environmentalministers; 2)
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wide business goals and including people, planet, profits in company wide decisionmaking, and
other thought processes. Several of the pharmaceutical companies reviewed in this thesis aligned
sustainability initiatives with business goals to, for example, control costs, enhance yields,
increase efficiencies, mitigate risks, and create strategic crpportunities. In this manner, integrated
multidimensional sustainability initiatives aremeasured, valued, audited, controlled, etc. just like
traditional business drivers are. Since, as previouslymentioned in the literature, "business
drivers are the fundamental reasons for being in
business"
(Taplin 7) it makes sense that
integratingmultidimensional sustainability is an increasingly "investatrle
concept"
for these
companies (GreenMoney Journal 1).
6.3 Managing Integrated Sustainability Strategies and Structures
As stated by Gallopin sustainability is a systemic concept that "embracesmany issues and
dimensions."
(21) A framework is therefore required to organize sustainability initiatives (Ibid.).
In the pharmaceutical companies reviewed, tools, management systems, and organizational
structures generally provide that structure (Table 6.5). These companies have recognized that
traditionally linear or compartmentalized management approaches are insufficient for company
wide integration of sustainability (Schmidheiny 91). Instead, frameworks "are evolving toward










Sustainability tools, management systems, and organizational structures
Audits





Audits, Eco-EfficiencyAnalysis tool, Total Cost ofOwnership tool
Baxter International
Incorporated




Product and process stewardship, Eco-Check assessment tool (Bayer
Excellence Diamond), Bayer Assessment and Improvement Tool




Process Greenness Scorecard, Managing Environmental Resources
Guidance and Evaluation (MERGE) tool, packaging guidelines, Code
performance levels, best practices data base, operating results data base,
bio-hazardous agent registration, emergency preparedness guidelines,
"cost not
price"
workshops, Product Lifecycle Reviews (PLC's)
Eli Lilly and Company Audits, community liaison program, planning model tools, Employee
Health Services program, Voice of the Employee (VOE) survey,






Johnson & Johnson Digital dashboard, JOBFIT, TotalHealth, LifeWorks,Management
Awareness and Action Review System (MAARS), ERGO: Worldwide
Ergonomics Initiative, Next Generation Goals, AudioHealth Library,
HealthLine, Management Action Plans (MAP's), Credo challenge,
Emerging Issues Task Force
Novartis International
Aktiengesellschaft
Benchmarking, sector reviews (includes auditing), doCOUNT
(documentation and accounting) HS&E tool, Novartis Emergency
Management (NEM) system, TapRoot investigations, Fast Actions
for Results (FAR) approach, Eco-Indicator 95 method, product and
process stewardship, Precautionary Principle
Novo-Nordisk Aksje
Selskap
Audits, Comprehensive Assessment for Tracking Community Health
(CATCH) methodology, Eco-Productivity Indices (EPFs), Life Cycle
Assessments (LCA's), FacilitationMaster Plans, Risk Portfolio




Sustainability tools, management systems^Mj^rgamzational structures
Pharmacia Corporation Audits, Hazard Alert tool, product and process stewardship,
performance requirement levels, Compliance Action Line, Global
Standards ofBusiness Integrity in Action
Procter & Gamble
Company
Audits, Experimental Stream Facility (ESF), value : cost ratio, pollution
prevention programs, design manufacturing waste out programs
The sustainability management and integration frameworks reviewed all had at least the
following elements in common: 1) clear sustainabilitymanagement thinking, planning, and
implementation (e.g., objective setting, actions to be taken by whom and by when, committing
resources, etc.); 2) measuring, monitoring, and reporting sustainabilitymanagement performance
(e.g., auditing, close linkages between performance and incentives, transparency, etc.); and 3)
stakeholder participation (e.g., involvement in decision making, prioritization, etc.).
6.4 Maintaining Integrated Sustainability Continuous Improvement
Since companies are complex collections ofvarying systems, they are frequently subject
to change (Gallopin 30). Sustainability goals, frameworks, and indicators must therefore be
equally responsive and adaptable
(Gallopin 30). This change over time is often called continuous
improvement, and is considered the main stay of the previously discussed
Plan-Do-Check-Act
cycle (Figure 5.2). Continuous improvement is the process of improving systems to achieve
enhancements in overall performance. The goal of continuous improvement in this case is to
move toward sustainability in a measured and
consistent manner. The pharmaceutical companies
reviewed have several systems in place to ensure continuous improvement including: 1) ensuring
commitment to sustainability; 2) tying sustainability incentives to performance; 3) conducting
management reviews of sustainability initiatives, strategies, goals, and objectives; 4) verifying
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sustainability performance
measures (e.g., auditing); 5) conducting employee sustainability
training and awareness; and 6) positively reinforcing sustainability
and sustainable actions
through rewards and recognition. Some examples of continuous improvement processes in the
pharmaceutical companies reviewed (and previously discussed) are:
Aventis'
Integrated Management System (AIMS) (Figure 5.3)
Bayer's Eco-Check assessment tool (Figure 5.6)
Bristol-Myers Squibb's (BMS) Sustainability 2010 initiative goals (Appendix 1 1) and
HS&E Codes ofPractice (Appendix 12)
GlaxoSmithKline'
s (GSK) HS&E Policy (Table 5.29)
Johnson & Johnson's (J & J)Next Generation Goals (Figure 5.8)
Novartis'
Sector Reviews (Table 5.33)
Pharmacia's HS&E Management System Levels ofPerformance (Table 5.44)
6.5 Involving Stakeholders Reporting, Transparency, and Dialogue
Transparency is considered directly related to stakeholder confidence. Accordingly, all of
the pharmaceutical companies reviewed report HS&E and/or sustainability performance (Tables
2.1 and 5.12). These reports have two goals: 1) to disclose performance, "warts and all", to both
internal and external, traditional and emerging stakeholders at all levels (e.g., top management,
employees, authorities, customers, public, etc.); and 2) to invite stakeholder reaction and
feedback:
By receiving information. . . [stakeholders] are able to evaluate whether a
business is operating in a sustainable manner, its degree of improvement
over time, and how its performance compares with others (Gladwin 49;
Schmidheiny 94; and Elkington 164).
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When asked to embrace stakeholder involvement beyond reaction and feedback, the knee




(Pollution Prevention Alliance 1) The answer is
that:
. . . we are connected more closely, and in more ways than we had
previously realized, both to our fellow human beings, and to the
environment ofwhich we are a part. . .The extent of our inter
connectedness has changed the speed with which knowledge is transferred
and problems are perceived but not the speed with which these problems
are solved (Harman 31-32).
The World Business Council on Sustainable Development (WBCSD) describes outdated
business decision making as innovating "in black boxes, springing results upon consumers. . .The
world is now too transparent for this to be a viable
tactic."
(10) Today, the results ofbusiness
decisions may "come packed with moral, ethical, environmental, and social
controversy,"
so it
becomes necessary to conduct innovation "in goldfish
bowls."
(Ibid.) Every view must be
consulted collectively "because we will not have the whole picture without
it."
(Frenier 240)
To involve stakeholders, companies first need to look at who their stakeholders are, and
involve "all parties that are affected by an issue, particularly those historically left out ofdecision
making."
(EDF 1) This stakeholder dialog not only stimulates innovation, but also "decreases
uncertainty, misunderstanding, risk, and liability; increases public acceptance of corporate
activity; and increases predictability of
regulators."
(WBCSD 8 and 10) Ultimately stakeholder
dialog "can lead to more effective and enduring
solutions."
(EDF 1) Some examples of
commitments to stakeholder dialogue in the pharmaceutical companies reviewed (and previously
discussed) are:




Feedback Questionnaire and other surveys (Tables 5.24 and
5.24)
GlaxoSmithKline's (GSK) HS&E Policy (Table 5.29)
Novartis'
HS&E Policy (Table 5.36)
Novo's Commitments (Table 5.38)
Novo's Values (Table 5.39)
Pharmacia's HS&E Policy (Table 5.42)
6.5.1 Confidentiality
As just discussed, there are many business value added advantages of transparency.
However, there are instances "where commercial confidentialitymust be
preserved."
(WBCSD
10) This includes proprietary interests such as "performance information, particularlymaterials,
energy, and chemical use at the product or process level for fear ofdisclosing trade secrets to
competitors."
(Ditz and Ranganathan 21) There is less confidentiality concern at the facility or
corporate levels ofdisclosure (Ibid.). Generally speaking "the time lags between actual
performance and public disclosure are long enough that the information is not very valuable to
competitors."
(Ibid.) The pharmaceutical companies reviewed are good examples of the careful
balances between the disclosure of information, the protection of interests, and relations with
stakeholders.
6.6 Business Value Added By Integrating Sustainability
After reviewing the voluntary initiatives and pharmaceutical
companies'
sustainability
initiatives, many common ways of integrating sustainability to add value became apparent
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(reviewed in chapter six, sections one through five). This answered the secondary research
question, How is multidimensional sustainability being integrated in the pharmaceutical
industry? The primary research question, What value does integratingmultidimensional
sustainability add in the pharmaceutical industry? Can be answered with a brief list of actions
once committed to and acted upon that provide companies with significant business value
added and accompanying competitive advantages (Gladwin 42; Arnold and Day 19-20).
Multidimensional sustainability adds value in the pharmaceutical industry by:
Addressing habitat, biodiversity, and other ecological issues (e.g., land development,
facility siting, resource stewardship, protection, preservation, and restoration, etc.)
Addressing social and community issues (e.g., quality of life, water and sanitation,
shelter, education, cultural heritage, diversity, neighbor relations, transportation, etc.)
Attracting and retaining high-caliber employees and customers (e.g., increasing
satisfaction, loyalty, morale, etc.)
Building and strengthening relationships with stakeholders (e.g., dialogue,
partnerships, participation, etc.)
Enhancing reputation, differentiation, good will, loyalty, official/unofficial license
(right) to operate, public/brand image, etc.
Improving strategic planning, prioritization, and decisionmaking
Increasing appeal and access (e.g., to investors, consumers, banks, financial markets,
capital, credit, etc.)
Increasing competitiveness and advantage (e.g., streamlining product and process
development, reducing time to market, etc.)
Increasing efficiency (e.g., processes and products), productivity (e.g., labor), and
performance (e.g., yield, quality, durability, recyclability, reusability, etc.)
Increasing innovation and new business opportunities (e.g.,
standard setting, patent
acquisition, proprietary learning curve, preempting competition, etc.)




Increasing resiliency, preparedness, and
responsiveness (e.g., to change, emergencies,
shocks, etc.)
Reducing or controlling consumption and
resource use (and their associated costs)
(e.g., economization, dematerialization, conservation, substitution, modification,
recovery, exchange, etc.)
Reducing or controlling disruptions or shutdowns
(and their associated costs) (e.g.,
from accidents, incidents, injuries, non-compliances)
Reducing or controlling risks and liabilities (and their
associated costs) (e.g., releases,
taxes, special assessments,
workers'
compensation, fines, legal fees, insurance,
overhead, violations, litigation, etc.)
Reducing or controlling operating, maintenance, and
distribution costs
Reducing or controlling waste (and its associated costs) (e.g., transport, disposal)
The importance of these findings will be further discussed in section seven.
6.7 Emerging Sustainability Issues in the Pharmaceutical Industry




common to the pharmaceutical
companies reviewed. This general consensus implies these challenges are industry wide, and
will therefore be mentioned in this section.
6.7.1 The Atmosphere Climate Change (GlobalWarming), Ozone Depletion, and Acid Rain
Greenhouse gas emissions and deforestation significantly affect climate and ecosystems,
threaten increased skin cancer, and damage crops and forests (Gladwin 10). Global warming or
the greenhouse effect "is produced by the trapping ofheat in the lower
atmosphere."
(Gilpon
237) (Figures 6.6 and 6.7) The main greenhouse gas emissions are carbon dioxide (CO2),
methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O), partially halogenated hydrofluorocarbons (HFC's),
perfluorocarbons (PFC's), and sulfur hexafluoride (SF6) (Ibid. 237, 241, 243; Kyoto Protocol).
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Acidification ofrain is associatedwith fossil fuel combustion (Gilpin 201). The twomain
emissions that contribute to the acidity ofrain are sulphur and nitrogen oxides (Ibid.). All of the
pharmaceutical companies reviewed reported their efforts at reducing one or more of these
emissions.
Figure 6.6 Global Temperature Changes
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Global Temperature Changes (1361-1996)
Year
Source: (PGC (IMS), updated.
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6.7.2 Pharmaceuticals in the Environment
Oncepharmaceuticals have been administered to humans or animals they do not simply
disappear. Some are absorbed andmetabolized entirely, others are excreted either as breakdown
products or virtually unchanged. Processes in the environment further break down some
v
pharmaceuticals to varying extents. There are recent reports ofvery low levels (e.g., parts per
trillion to parts per billion) of certain human and veterinary pharmaceutical products detectable in
waters around theworld. An estimated thirty to sixty common pharmaceuticals "can be
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measured in a typical water
sample."
(Montague 1; Raloff3; Buxton 1) Scientific research
(some sponsored or supported by the pharmaceutical industry) is investigating the potential
sources, risks, and consequences (e.g., to public health, the aquatic environment, etc.) associated
with these substances (Appendix 20).
6.7.3 Biotechnology
The pharmaceutical industry generally believes there is significant potential for the
development ofpharmaceutical compounds involving geneticallymodified organisms. All of the
pharmaceutical companies reviewed, if involved in these technologies, made a statement
regarding their company's commitment to their safe handling and disposal, and the company's
responsibilities to the public.
6.7.4 Animal Testing
The law requires animal testing for virtually all products in the pharmaceutical industry
before they can be approved for human use. All ofthe pharmaceutical companies reviewed
exhaust all non-animal (e.g., in vitro cell cultures, non-invasive imaging, computermodeling,
etc.) testingmethods before using animal testingmethods ifan unacceptable level ofdoubt
remains concerning the product's safety and efficacy. As few test animals as possible are used
and treated humanely.
6.7.5 Biodiversity
Biodiversity is another umbrella term that describes the collective "variety and variability




(Gilpin 207) It is estimated that deforestation,
habitat loss, and
ecosystem destruction lead to over "one hundred species ofanimals and plants [being] pushed to
extinction"
every day (Gladwin 13 and 15). The
pharmaceutical industry uses many of the
world's biological resources (e.g., wild plants, organisms, etc.) every day, since
"science is




. . .eleven percent of the top one hundred and fifty prescription drugs were
originally derived from living organisms. Nine of the top ten
prescription
drugs are based on natural plant products. . .one quarter ofpharmaceuticals
dispensed in the United States contains active ingredients derived from
plant products (Ibid. 51 and 69).
Themajority of the pharmaceutical companies reviewed
made statements regarding their
commitments to mamtaining biodiversity.
6.8 One Last Issue Surrounding the Pharmaceutical Industry
There are both established regulatory and voluntary guidelines surrounding how
pharmaceutical companies market products either directly to the public or to medical providers.
The threemain agencies involved are: 1) the U.S. Food and DrugAdministration's (FDA) Center
forDrug Evaluation and Research's (CDER) Office ofMedical Policy, Division ofDrug
Marketing, Advertising, and Commumcations; 2) the AmericanMedical Association's (AMA)
Council on Ethical and JudicialAffairs; and 3) the Pharmaceutical Research andManufacturers
ofAmerica (PhRMA). These issues are rampant in themedia For example, the American
Broadcasting Company's (ABC) Primetime aired "How Pharmaceutical Companies Use
Enticements to
'Educate' Physicians"
on February 21, 2002; and USA Today published "Sales
Pitch: Drug Firms Use Perks to Push
Pills"
onMay 16, 2001. The pharmaceutical companies
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information, and their freedoms ofchoice.
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7.0 Conclusion: A Business Case
7.1 TheMost ImportantResults
Two important assumptions surrounding sustainability weremade clear in this thesis by
reviewing both voluntary sustainability initiatives and sustainability initiatives throughout the
pharmaceutical industry. The first assumption garnered by this thesis is that sustainability
initiatives are being integrated in spite of the lack ofany single definition for sustainability.
Voluntary sustainability initiatives reviewed provide participating companies and the public with
a variety ofresources to both catalyze action toward and capitalize on integrating
multidimensional sustainabilitywithout a homogenous definition of sustainability. These
available resources include voluntary sustainability initiatives that: recommend guidelines and
principles; provide training and educational opportunities; arrange forums for discussion and
sharing ofpractical information (e.g., best practices); promote transparency (e.g., standardized
reporting), open communication, and dialogue; and conduct research, benchmarking, and
consulting services. To summarize the chapter five findings: 1) "the goals and core requirements
of sustainable development are generally understood"; and 2) integrating sustainability is the
morally and ethically correct action to take (Gladwin 39; Arnold and Day 2). Bell andMorse
summarize this first assumption nicely:
Manywould argue that it is important to define what sustainability is, or
might be, before any actions can be taken towards setting up more
sustainable. . .practices. We do not necessarily subscribe to the need to
define sustainability in order to practice it, but the exercise ofdefinitions is




The second assumption garnered from this thesis is that even though the evidence as a
whole neither supports nor rejects the concept that integrating multidimensional sustainability
leads to improved triple bottom line (TBL) performance, companies are moving ahead with
sustainable initiatives by committing to, and acting on sustainabilitywith immediacy. The
success ofpharmaceutical
companies'
integration ofmultidimensional sustainability initiatives
was shown to be dependent on four factors: 1) topmanagement support and guidance; 2) buy in
by both internal and external stakeholders at all levels; 3) solid frameworks and management
systems to support sustainability initiatives; and 4) continuous improvement. Pharmaceutical
companies'
sustainability integration initiatives reviewed had several common elements (Table
7.1).
Table 7. 1 Common Elements ofSustainability Integration Initiatives
People Councils; committees; panels; task forces; teams; stewardship, technical, steering,
and other groups; assigned responsibilities
Guidance Visions, charters, codes, values, policies, procedures, principles, etc.; goals, targets,
and objectives; timelines
Monitoring Audits; performance levels/standards; metrics, indexes, indices, indicators, etc.;
ratios
Tools Management systems; reports; surveys and questionnaires; databases
To summarize the chapter five findings: 1) insufficient research has been done to prove or
disprove a relationship between integrating sustainability, and driving business value; and 2)
taking action is providing companies with significant business value added, and competitive
business opportunity and advantage (Arnold and Day 2).
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7.2 Uniqueness
This thesis was unique in that it examined integratingmultidimensional sustainability
from the perspective ofthe pharmaceutical industry. This thesis benchmarked sustainability
issues (e.g., the TBL, continuous improvement, HS&E, etc.) in both voluntary initiatives and
pharmaceutical companies.
7.3 Meeting the Thesis Objectives
The goal of this thesis was to build a business case for adopting the concept of
sustainability, and integratingmultidimensional sustainability as a business value added driver in
the pharmaceutical industry. First, the concepts of sustainability were reviewed. Itwas
determined that the competing/multiple objectives viewwas in this case best adopted, as
opposed to the critical limits/biogeophysical view. Business requires flexibility to perform in
accordance with specific
companies'
particular and changeable needs. In otherwords, in order to
add business value for all stakeholders, the interconnectedness of the three arms of the TBLmust
be recognized and allowed for. The competing/multiple objectives view enables industry to
make concessions or trade-offs, whereas the critical limits/biogeophysical view does not.
Second, the reasons for, and methods ofmeasuring and reporting sustainability were
reviewed. Itwas determined thatmeasuring and reporting sustainability helps companies add
business value in two mainways, by: 1) tracking where the company's performance is versus
where itwants to be, and where the competition is; and 2) demonstrating stewardship through




Third, the reasons for, and methods of integratingmultidimensional sustainabilitywere
reviewed. Itwas determined that successful integration requires top management support and
guidance, buy in by stakeholders at all levels vWthin the organization, solid frameworks and
management systems to support sustainability initiatives, and continuous improvement.
7.3.1 The Business Case (Recommendations and Implications)
It was important to write this thesis to show that integratingmultidimensional
sustainability is paramount to successful companies in the pharmaceutical industry today. As
discussed in chapter one, the goal ofevery business (not only in the pharmaceutical industry) is
to be successful. The definition of success was stated as increasing and sustainingwealth, or
"adding business value". The results do reconcile with existing theories, are substantiated by
benchmarking voluntary initiatives and successful pharmaceutical
companies'
sustainability
initiatives, and show that integratingmultidimensional sustainability is a business driver that
adds value.
The resultant process of integratingmultidimensional sustainability had surprisingly few
steps: 1) visioning (articulating the sustainability concept); 2) creating action (seeking buy in and
alignment); 3) planning (developing both objectives and supporting frameworks, and assigning
responsibilities); 4) involving and empowering stakeholders; 5) measuring andmonitoring
(establishing the processes and baseline); 6) implementing and reporting; and 7) reviewing
(continuous improvement). The resultant list ofhow integratingmultidimensional sustainability
adds value was also surprisingly concise: 1) Addressing habitat, biodiversity, and other
i
ecological issues; 2) Addressing social and commumty issues; 3) Attracting and retaining
high-
caliber employees and customers; 4) Building and strengthening relationships with stakeholders;
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5) Enhancing image and reputation, etc.; 6) Improving strategic planning, prioritization,
and
decisionmaking; 7) Increasing fiscal appeal and access; 8) Increasing competitiveness and
advantage; 9) Increasing efficiency, productivity, and performance; 10) Increasing
innovation and
new business opportunities; 1 1) Increasing profitability; 12) Increasing resiliency, preparedness,
and responsiveness; 13) Reducing or controlling consumption and resource use (and
then-
associated costs); 14) Reducing or controlling disruptions or shutdowns (and their associated
costs); 15) Reducing or controlling risks and liabilities (and their associated costs); 16) Reducing
or controlling other operational costs; and 17) Reducing or controlling waste (and its associated
costs). This thesis recommends pharmaceutical companies integratemultidimensional
sustainability, using for example some ofthe best practices discussed herein, in order to
mamtain, and accelerate their success.
7.4 Opportunities for Further Research
Several questions were raised during this thesis that could lead to additional research.
Four areas ofparticular interest include: 1) Developing leading and condition indicators for
measuring and reporting sustainability (in any industry); 2) Addressing emerging sustainability
issues in the pharmaceutical industry (e.g., pharmaceuticals in the environment, biodiversity,
etc.); 3) Investigating the effect of stakeholder opinion on pharmaceutical companies (e.g.,
confidentiality, marketing, etc.); 4)Monetizing sustainability and/or the TBL (e.g. successful
methods of sustainability cost accounting).
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Appendix 1. Multidimensional SustainabilityDefinitions
Author(s) Multidimensional sustainability is. . .
Allaby, M. Economic development that can continue indefinitely because it is
based on the exploitation of renewable resources, and causes
insufficient environmental damage formis to pose an eventual limit.
Allen, R. Development that is likely to achieve lasting satisfaction ofhuman
needs, and improvement of the quality ofhuman life.
Australian
Government
Using, conserving, and enhancing the community's resources so that
ecological processes, onwhich life depends, are maintained, and the
total quality of life, now and in the future, can be increased.
Barbier, E. 1 . [As applied to the ThirdWorld.] Reducing the absolute poverty of
theworld's poor through providing lasting and secure livelihoods that
minimize resource depletion, environmental degradation, cultural
disruption, and social instability.
2. The optimal level of interaction between three systems the




An ability tomaintain some activity in the face of stress or shock.
Barbier, E., Pearce, D.
and
Markandya, A.
1 . A situation in which the development vector increases
monotonieally over time. . .constancy of the natural capital stock. . .More
strictly, the requirement as for non-negative changes in the stock of
natural resources such as soil quality, ground and surface waters, and
their quality, land biomass, water bio-mass, and the waste assimilation
capacity of the receiving environment.
2. Per capita utility or well-being. . .increasing over time with free
exchange or substitution between natural and man-made capital, or that





A state inwhich the relationship between human activities and larger,
dynamic ecological systems allows for human potential to be realized to
the maximum extent possible; but in which the effects ofhuman
activities remain within bounds, so as not to destroy ecological systems,
and thus lose their supporting functions.
Braat, L. The process of related changes of structure, organization, and activity
ofan economic-ecological system, directed towards maximum welfare,
which can be sustained by the resources toWhich that system has
access.
Brown, B.J. et al. The indefinite survival of the human species (with a quality of life
beyondmere biological survival) through themaintenance ofbasic life
support systems (air, water, land, biota), and the existence of
infrastructures and institutions, which distribute and protect the
components of these systems.
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Authors) Multidimensional sustainability is.






World Wide Fund for
Nature)
Improving the quality ofhuman lifewhile livingwithin the carrying
capacity of supporting ecosystems.
Carpenter, R. Whether (not the extent to which) the productive potential ofa certain
natural system will continue (for a long time, at least several decades)
under a particularmanagement practice (intensity and type of technical
and social activities, e.g., inputs ofenergy, nutrients, genetic variety,




Finding away to take care ofour needs, while considering the needs of
our children, and the generations to come.
Choucri, N. The process ofmanaging social demands without eroding life support
properties ormechanisms of social cohesion and resilience.
Clark, W. A choice ofvalues formanaging planet earth inwhich equitymatters!





Better managing long-term large-scale interactions between
environment and development to increase the prospects for ecologically







Using, conserving, and enhancing the community's resources so that
ecological processes, on which life depends, aremaintained, and the






The successful management ofresources for agriculture to satisfy
changing human needs while mamtaining, or enhancing the quality of
the environment, and conserving natural resources.
Conway, G.
The use of components ofbiological diversity in away, and at a rate
that does not lead to the long-term decline ofbiological diversity,
therebymaintaining its potential tomeet the needs and aspirations of
present and future generations.
Ameasurable agroecosystem function in addition to productivity,
stability, and equitability...in the sense ofresilience, a system's ability
to respond to stress.
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Author(s) Multidimensional sustainability is.
Coomer, J. [A society] that lives within the self-perpetuating limits of its
environment. That society. . .Is not a "no
growth"
society. . .It is rather,
a society that recognizes the limits ofgrowth,. . . [and] looks for
alternative ways ofgrowing.
Costanza, R. 1 . An ecological system. . .healthy and free from 'distress
syndrome'
. . .that is, if it is active, andmamtains its sffiicture
(organization), function (vigor), and autonomy over time, and is
resilient to stress.
2. Themaintenance of (1) a sustainable scale of the economy relative
to its ecological life-support system; (2) a fair distribution ofresources
and opportunities between present and future generations, aswell as
between agents in the current generation, and (3) an efficient allocation
ofresources that adequately accounts for natural capital,
Costanza, R. and
Patten, B.




The amount ofconsumption that can be sustained indefinitelywithout




A process that can bemaintainedwithout interruption, weakening, or
loss ofvalued qualities...a necessary and sufficient condition for a




A process or condition. . .that can bemaintained indefinitelywithout
progressive diminution ofvalued qualities inside or outside the system
inwhich the process operates, or the condition prevails.
Daty,H. A process inwhich qualitative development ismaintained and
prolonged while growth in the biophysical scale of the economy
becomes increasingly constrained by the capacity of the socio-
ecosystem to perform over the long run two essential functions: to




Development without growth in throughput ofmatter and energy
beyond regenerative and absorptive capacities.
Department ofEnergy,
U.S.
(a) Efficient use of all resources (energy, water, materials, and land)
andminimization ofwaste; (b) conservation of the natural environment,
the source ofall our resources; and (c) creation ofa healthy built






About ensuring a better quality of life for everyone now, and for
generations to come.
Dominski, A., Clark,
J., and Fox, J.
A dynamic balance among threemutually interdependent elements: (1)
protection and enhancement ofnatural ecosystems and resources; (2)
economic productivity; and (3) provision of social infrastructure such
as jobs, housing, education, medical care, and cultural opportutiifies.
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A fusion ofeconomic, environmental, and social progress.
Falkman, E. Business, government, communities, and households contributing to
environmental quality through the efficient production and use of
natural resources, the mhiimization ofwastes, and the optimization of
products and services.
Forum for the Future A dynamic process which enables all people to realize their potential
and improve their quality of life in ways which sffliultaneously protect




Finding solutions within a global framework ofpolicies and regulations
that impact the equitable use ofenvironmental resources. . .sharing the
natural resources of the earth for the benefit ofhumans and other
species, and creating intact and habitable ecosystems.
Fresco, L. and
Kroonenberg S.
The dynamic equilibrium between natural inputs and outputs, modified
by external events such as climatic change and natural disasters.
Friends of the Earth
Scotland
Taking from the earth onlywhat it can provide indefinitely, thus
leaving future generations no less than we have access to ourselves.






1. A process ofachieving human development in an inclusive,
connected, equitable, prudent, and secure manner.





A pattern of social and structured economic transformations (i.e.,
development), which optimizes the economic and societal benefits
available in the present, without jeopardizing the Iflcely potential for
similar benefits in the future. . .to achieve a reasonable (however
defined), and equitably distributed level ofeconomic well-being that
can be perpetuated continually formany human generations. . .using
renewable natural resources in a manner that doesnot eliminate or
degrade them, or otherwise dimmish their usefulness for future
generations. .
.using
non-renewable (exhaustible)mineral resources in a
manner that does not unnecessarily preclude easy access to them by
future generations. .
.depleting
non-renewable energy resources at a
slow enough rate so as to ensure the high probability of an orderly




I . An activity [that] can be carried outwithin some band of intensity,
through the foreseeable future.
2. To meet current human needs, in particular of the world's poor and
disadvantaged, while also ensuring that future human generations at the
very least have the same opportunities for survival, and for personal and
cultural development as present generations.
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The continued ability ofhumanity tomeet its needs, and fulfill its








A continuing process ofdynamic change inwhich the allocation of
resources, the direction of investments, the orientation of technology,
the form of laws and institutions, and the mechanisms for decision
making at all levels are shaped not only to meet the needs of the
present, but to protect the ability offuture generations to meet their own
needs within the capacity of the natural systems of the planet.
Haveman, R. Themaintenance or growth of the aggregate level ofeconomic well-
being, defined as the level ofper capita economic well-being.
Hawken, P. Defined in terms ofcarrying capacity of the ecosystem, and described
with input-outputmodels of energy and resource
consumption...Sustainability Is an economic state where the demands
placed upon the environment by people and commerce can bemet
without reducing the capacity ofthe environment to provide for future
generations. . .Leave the world better than you found it, take no more





The capacity ofa system to maintain output at a level approximately
equal to, or greater than its historical average, with the approximation
determinedby the historical level ofvariabilityr Technology
contributes to sustainability if it increases the slope ofthe trend line.
Hockerts, K. A strategy for corporate sustainabilitymust meet the needs of a firm's
stakeholders without compromising its ability to also meet the needs of
future stakeholders.
Holmberg, J. An intuitively powerful concept that, as commonly understood,
provides a useful guide for developmentpractitioners. It involves
trade-offs between biological, economic, and social systems, and is
found in the interactive zone between these systems.
Hossain,K, Society rabased on a long-term vision in that itmust foresee the
consequences of its diverse activities to ensure that they do not break
the cycles of renewal; it has to be a society of conservation and
generational concern. Itmust avoid the adoption ofmutually
irreconcilable objectives. Equally, itmust be a society of social justice
because great disparities ofwealth or privilege will breed destructive
disharmony.
Howe, C. A set of resource reserves, technologies, and policy controls that




The process ofbuilding equitable, productive, and participatory
Structures to increase the economic empowerment OfCOmmimities and
their surrounding regions.
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The process of improving the living conditions of the poorermajority
ofmankind while avoiding the destruction ofnatural and living
resources, so that increases ofproduction and improvements in living




Improving the capacity to convert a constant level ofphysical resource
use to the increased Satisfaction ofhuman needs.
Jefferson, T. Then I say the earth belongs to each. . .generation during its course, fully
and in its own right. The second generation receives it clear of the
debts and encumbrances, the third of the second, and so on. For if the
first could charge it with a debt, then the earth would belong to the dead
and not to the living generation. Then, no generation can contract debts
greater thanmay be paid during the course of its own existence.
Kato, S. A newway oflife and approach to social and economic activities for all
societies, rich and poor, which is compatible with the preservation of
the environment.
Kessler, H. The ability of a society, ecosystem, or any such ongoing system to
continue functioning into the indefinite future without being forced into
decline through the exhaustion. . .ofkey resources.
Lighthook A society which Is In balance with the
earth*




The creation ofgoods and services using processes and systems that
are: non-polluting; conserving of energy and natural resources;
economically efficient; safe and healthful forworkers, communities,





An approach that will permit commTiing improvements in the quality of
lifewith a lower intensity of resource use, there by leaving behind for
future generations an undiminished, or even enhanced stock ofnatural
resources and other assets.
Markandya, A. and
Pearce, D.
A given stock ofresources should not decline.
Massachusetts Institute
ofTechnology
An economy in equilibrium with basic ecological support systems.
McCormick, J. 1. [As applied to the ThirdWorld.] The kind ofeconomic and social
development needed to improve the living conditions oftheworld's
poor without destroying, or undermining the natural resource base.
2. Development that occurs within the carrying capacity ofthe natural
and human environment.
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LA society that can persist over generations, one that is far-seeing
enough, flexible enough, and wise enough not to undermine either its
physical or its social systems of support.
2. A society. . .that has in place informational, social, and institutional
mechanisms to keep In check the positive feedback loops that cause




The maintenance and/or improvement of the integrity of the life support
system on earth. Sustaining the biospherewith adequate provisions for
maximizing future options including providing forhuman economic
and social improvement for current and future human generations
within a framework of cultural diversitywhile: (a) making adequate
provisions for themaintenance ofbiological diversity, and (b)
maintaining the biogeochemiGal integrity of the biosphere by




The reconciliation of three imperatives: the ecological imperative to
remainwithin biophysical carrying GapaGity, the economic imperative
to provide an adequate material standard of living for all people, and
the social imperative to provide systems ofgovernance that propagate
the values by which people want to live.
Munro, D. A complex ofactivities that can be expected to improve the human
condition in such amanner that the improvement can be maintained.
National Research
Council
Management of the use ofa resource so it can meet human demands of
the present generationwithout decreasing opportunities for future
generations.





Adjusting economic growth to remain within bounds set by natural
replenishable systems, subject to the scope for human ingenuity, and
adaptation via careful husbanding ofcritical resources and
technological advance, coupled to the redistribution of resources and
power in a manner that guarantees adequate conditions of liveability for
all present and future generations.
Opschoor, H. and
Reijnders, L.
Maintenance ofa steady state. A steady state is a dynamic state in




A further elaboration of the close links between economic activity and
the conservation of environmental resources. . .implies a partnership
between the environment and the economy, within which a key element









1 . Development subject to a set ofconstraints, which set resource
harvest rates at levels no higher thanmanaged or natural regeneration
rates; and. . .use of the environment as a "waste
sink"
on the basis that
waste disposal rates should not exceed rates of (natural andmanaged)
assimilation by the counter part ecosystems...use ofenvironmental
services over very long time periods and, in theory, indefinitely.
2. Continuously rising, or at least non-declining, consumption per
capita, or GNP, orwhatever the agreed indicator ofdevelopment is.
3. The conditions necessary so that equal access to the
resource base
can be met for eadi generation.
4. A constancy ofthe natural capital stock. .
.requirement as for non-
negative changes in the stock ofnatural resources such as soil and soil
quality, ground surface waters and their quality, land biomass, water
biomass, and the waste assimilation capacity of the receiving
environment.
5. Non-declining humanwelfare over time that Is, a development
path that makes people better off today butmakes people tomorrow
have a lower "standard of
living"
is not sustainable. . .(conditions for
achieving sustainability) include the requirement that future
generations
should be compensated foT damage done by current generations.
Non-declining per capita utility because of its self-evident appeal as a
criterion for inter-generational equity.
Applying the lessons of ecology to economic process. . .providing an
environmental rationale throughwhich the claims ofdevelopment to
improve the quality of(all) life can be challenged and tested.
Repetto, R. 1 . The concept that current decisions should not impair the prospects
formamtaining or improving future living standards . . . This implies that
our economic systems should be managed so thatwe can live offthe
dividend ofour resources, maintaining and improving the asset
base. . .the greatest amount that can be consumed in the current period
without reducing prospects for consumption in the future.
2. A development strategy thatmanages all assets, natural resources,
and human resources, as well as financial and physical assets, for
increasing long-termwealth and well-being. . .(cOre of the idea) is the
concept that current decisions should not impair the prospects for




The reconciliation of three imperatives. The ecological imperative is to
remain within planetary biophysical carrying capacity. The economic
imperative is to ensure andmaintain adequate material standards of
living for all people. The social imperative is to provide social
structures, including systems ofgovernance that effectively propagate
and sustain the values that people wish to live by.
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Authors) Multidimensional sustainability is...
Ruckhelshaus, W. Nascent doctrine that economic growth and developmentmust take
place, and be maintained over time, within the limits set by ecology in
the broadest sense by the interrelations ofhuman beings and their
works, the biosphere, and the physical and chemical laws that govern it.
Sachs, I. An approach to development aimed at harmonizing social and
economic objectiveswith ecologically soundmanagement, in a spirit of
solidaritywith future generations; based on the principle of self
reliance, satisfaction ofbasic needs, a new symbiosis ofman and earth;
another kind ofqualitative growth, not zero growth, not negative
growth.
Salim, E. The optimallzation ofconsumption subject to maintaining services and
quality of resources and the environment overtime.
Schultink, G. The development andmanagement ofnatural resources to ensure or
enhance the long-term productive capacity of the resource base, and
improve the long-termwealth and well being derived from alternative
resource use systems, with acceptable environmental impacts.
Solomon, A. A condition In which society*s use of renewable resources takes place
without destruction of the resources, or the environmental context that
they require.
Strong, M. A process ofdeep and profound change In the political, social,
economic, institutional, and technological order, including redefinition
of relations between developing, and more developed countries.
Stunner, J. Meeting the needs ofall humans, being able to do so on a finite planet
for generations to come while ensuring some degree ofopenness and
flexibility to adapt to changing circumstances.
Sutton, P. The change process in society and the economy that enables the
achievement of sustainability (the ability to maintain something over
time), and the effective pursuit ofgenuine progress. Genuine
progress. . .enables human needs (individual and social, for current and
future generations) to bemet more effectively or more fully, without
major trade-offs affecting people or nature.
Thomas Jefferson
Sustainability Council
Our responsibility to proceed in away thatwill sustain life thatwill
allow our children, grandchildren, and great-grandchildren to live
comfortably in a friendly, dean, and healthyworld.
Tietenberg, T. At aminimum, future generations should be left no worse off than
current generations.
Turner, P. Seek[s] tomaintain an
'acceptable'
rate ofgrowth in per-capita real
incomes without depleting the national capital asset stock, or the
natural environmental asset stock.
UnitedNations
Statistical Office
Extending economic activities only as far as the level ofmaintenance of
man-made and natural capital will permit...requires maintenance of the
level ofnatural assets as well as man-made assets, and excludes the
substitution between natural andman-made assets.
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Development thatmeets the needs of the presentwithout compromising
the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.
Vavrousek, J. Such ways of life, which strive for ideals ofhumanism and preservation
ofnature, based on responsibilities towards present aswell as future





[Sustain] To cause to continue (as in existence, or a certain state, or in
force, or intensity); to keep up, especiallywithout interruption
diminution, flagging, etc.; to prolong.
Winograd, M. A process, which allows for the satisfaction ofhuman necessities
without compromising the basis of that development, which is to say,
the environment.
World Bank Basing developmental and environmental policies on a comparison of
costs and benefits, and on careful economic analysis that will





The simultaneous pursuit ofeconomic prosperity, environmental





Development thatmeets the needs of the present without compromising
the ability offuture generations to meet their own needs. . .a process of
change in which the exploitation of resources, the direction of
investments, the orientation of technological development, and








World Wide Fund for
Nature)
1. The maintenance of essential ecological processes and life support
systems, the preservation ofgenetic diversity, and the sustainable
utilization of species and ecosystems.
2. Themodification of the biosphere, and the application ofhuman,
financial, living, and non-living resources to satisfy human needs, and
improve the quality ofhuman life.
World Conservation
Union
Use that does not reduce the future use potential, or impair the long
term viability, ofeither the species being used or other species; and is
compatible withmaintenance of the long term viability of supporting
and dependent ecosystems.
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Appendix 2. PossibleMultidimensional Sustainability Indicators (things that can bemeasured,
































Aromatic carbons (BTXE's) (benzene,























































































































Earnings before interest and tax (EBIT)
Ecologies
Eco-national product (ENP)

















Energy efficient mortgages (EEM's)
Enrollments













































Good clinical practices (GCP's)
Good industrial large scale production
practices (GILSP)







Gross domestic product (GDP)
Grossmargin










































Integrated catchment management (ICM)
Integrated environmental management
OEM)
Integrated resource management (IRM)
Intensities
































Marginal extreme costs (MEC's)
Marginal user costs (MUC's)
Marketing
Mass
Material input per service unit (MIPS)
Material Intensity per service (MIPS)
Materials
Maximum sustainable level ofuse (MSU)














Net national product (NNP)
Net national welfare (NNW)
Net present value (NPV)






















Ozone depleting chemicals (ODC's)































































































Return on investment (ROl)












































Superfund amendments and reauthorization
act (SARA), section 3 13 releases
Suppliers
Surfaces
Sustainable livelihood security index (SLSI)

















Total factor productivity (TFP)
Total incident rate (HR)
Total material requirement (TMR)
Total social factor productivity (TSFP)
Total suspended solids (TSS)
Totally chlorine free (TCF)
Toxics

























Volatile inorganic compounds (VIC's)
















Appendix 3. The Bellagio Principles forAssessment
Principle
1. Guiding vision and
goals
2. Holistic perspective
Assessment ofprogress toward sustainable development should:
Be guided by a clear vision of sustainable development and
goals that define that vision,
Include review ofthe whole system as well as its parts.
Consider the well being of social, ecological, and economic sub
systems, their state as well as the direction and rate ofchange of
that state, oftheir component parts, and the interaction between
parts.
Consider both positive and negative consequences ofhuman
activities, in a way that reflects the costs and benefits for human
and ecological systems, inmonetary and non-monetary terms.
3. Essential elements Consider equity and disparitywithin the current population, and
between present and future generations, dealing with such
concerns as resource use, over-consumption and poverty, human
rights, and access to services, as appropriate.
Consider the ecological conditions onwhich life depends.
Consider economic development and other, non-market
activities that contribute to human/social well being.
4. Adequate scope Adopt a time horizon long enough to capture both human and
ecosystem time scales thus responding to needs of future
generations as well as those current to short term decision
making.
Define the space of study large enough to include not only local
but also long distance impacts on people and ecosystems.
Build on historic and current conditions to anticipate future
conditions where we want to go, where we could go.
5. Practical focus Be based on. . .
An explicit set ofcategories, or an organizing framework that
links vision and goals to indicators and assessment criteria.
* A limited numberofkey issues for analysis
A limited number of indicators, or indicator combinations to
provide a clearer signal ofprogress.
Standardizingmeasurement wherever possible to permit
comparison.
Comparing indicator values to targets, reference values, ranges,
thresholds, or direction of trends, as appropriate.
6. Openness Make themethods and data that are used accessible to all.
Make explicit all judgments, assumptions, and uncertainties in
data and interpretations.
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Principle Assessment ofprogress toward sustainable development should:
7. Effective
communication
Be designed to address the needs of the audience and set of
users.
Draw from indicators and other tools that are stimulating, and
serve to engage decisionmakers.
Aim, from the outset, for simplicity in structure, and use of clear
and plain language.
8. Broad participation * Obtain broad representation ofkey grassroots, professional,
technical, and social groups, include youth, women, and
indigenous people to ensure recognition ofdiverse and
changing values.
Ensure the participation ofdecisionmakers to secure a firm link
to adopted policies and resulting action.
9. Ongoing assessment Develop a capacity for repeatedmeasurement to determine
trends.
Be iterative, adaptive, and responsive to change and uncertainty
because systems are complex and change frequently.
Adjust goals, frameworks, and indicators as new insights are
gained.
Promote development of collective learning, and feedback to
decisionmaking.
10, Institutional capacity Be assured by.,,
Clearly assigning responsibility, and providing ongoing support
in the decision making process.
Providing institutional capacity for data collection,
maintenance, and documentation.
Supporting development of local assessment capacity.
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Business for Social Responsibility (BSR)
http://www.bsr.org/BSRCommunity/
MemberLmks.cfin
X X X X X X
2
Center for Corporate Citizenship (CCC)
http://www.bc.edu/bc_org/avp/csom/ccc/Pages/a_
mem.htmt




X X X X X X X
4
Global Reporting Initiative (GRI)
http://www.globaIreporting.org/GRIGuidelines/
Reporters.htm
? X X X X X X X X X
5
International Chamber ofCommerce (ICC)




? 1 X X ? ?
6


















Responsible Care http://www.cefic.org/about/ and
http://www.americanehemistry.com/







United Nations (UN) Global Compact Initiative
http://www.unglobalcompact.org/un/gc/unweb.nsl7
content/actors.htm
X X X X
10
Wildlife Habitat Council (WHC)
http://www.wildlifehc.org/registry_
certifiedsites/index.cfin
X X X X X
11




X X ? X X X X
12
World Environment Center (WEC)
http://www.-weG.org/funders.htm
X X X X X X X X X X
13
World Resources Institute (WRI)
http://www.wri.org/contriD cchtml
X 1 X X X X X
?: Company adoption was claimed on the corporate Internet site, but could not be corroborated
on the voluntary standard's Internet site.
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Appendix 5. Business for Social Responsibility's (BSR) ExamplesofSustainability Initiatives
thatAdd
Value129
Value added Sustainability initiative
Access to
capital
Sustainability is increasingly viewed as proactive riskmanagement, making
companies with sustainability policies more attractive to investors and financiers.
A study by a consortium of seven companies. . . showed that sustainability
strategies such as improving environmental compliance, and developing
environmentally responsible products can improve profitability and earnings per
share, and helpwin contracts and investment approval.
Asset
retention
Extending the productivity of resources is becoming a strategic business practice
across diverse industry sectors. Companies. . have developed products that are




Brand image The marketplace is becomingmore environmentally sophisticated. Appealing to
the ecological and social, as well as economic sensibility ofconsumers can
increase customer loyalty. Since 1990, [one company} has enhanced its brand
image by buying recycled products worth $3 billionwithout paying a price
premium or otherwise increasing costs.
Competitive
advantage
Establishing policies to improve environmental performance beyond compliance
with current regulations can help companies gain advantage over the
competition. In Connecticut, a new state law rewards companies for having ISO
14001 environmental management certification, and for adopting sustainability
standards such as the CERES Principles or The Natural Step. The state's
program includes incentives such as expedited review ofpermit applications, and
public recognition ofparticipating businesses through the use of an exclusive
symbol Or Seal. Internationally, some companies in developing countries are
recognizing that sustainability may give them a competitive advantage in the
global economy. Bangladesh's leading industrial company. . .has integrated high
environmental standards into its operations, and perceives social and
environmental sustainability as the key to dominating the global market [in its
industry].
Innovation Applying sustainability principles to the design andmaniifacture ofproducts has
helped several leadership companies bring entirely new product lines tomarket.
fSome companies] have spurred innovation both inside their own companies, and





Promoting the environmental superiority ofproducts can be an excellent
marketing strategy. [Two companies]
experienced increased demand after
offering a closed-loop recycled [product] (the Gompany reclaims [usedmaterials]
for recycling back into new [product]) that, at no additional cost, meets or
exceeds the performance criteria of its non-recycled counterparts. [Another
company] reported that itsmost environmentally sound product lines accounted
for twenty-one percent of its total European Sales and thirty-one percent of
profits in 1999.
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Value added Sustainability initiative
Productivity Sustainability
buildingsdesigned tominimize environmental impacts, be cost-
effective to build and operate, and provide a comfortable working
environment canmean a healthier, happier, andmore productive work
force. . .several companies. . have documented significant increases in






Taking a longer (5-10 years) rather than a shorter approach to the financial
assessment ofcapital Investments can result in decisions that yield greater return-
on-investment over the life cycle of the venture. [One company's]
environmental initiatives are expected to yield a thirty percent to forty percent
ROI by the year 2005, and contribute to one percent ofthe company's revenues
over ten years.
Quality Incorporating environmental considerations can lead to superior products. [One
company's]window film, designed to increase the energy efficiency ofbuildings,
not only reduces overall electricity costs but also is a higher quality product than
other window films. Its abrasion-resistant composition allows windows to better
withstandwashing and day-to-day abuse. Because thewindows are more
durable, replacement costs over the life cycle ofa building are miriirnized.
Additionally, [these] films block a high percentage of the sun's harmful
ultraviolet (UV) radiation, thus improving protection for Carpets, curtains, arid
other furnishings, and extending their life spans.
Sustainability
reports
Many companies are publishing sustainability reports in addition to the
traditional annual and environmental performance reports. These reports not
only present
companies'
efforts to integrate the environmental and social equity
aspects of sustainability in their business practices, but also demonstrate the






In increasing numbers, businesses are forming partnershipswith
nongovernmental organizations in order to understand, and create business
opportunities from emerging sustainability issues. EnvironmentalDefense,
RainforestActionNetwork, and theWorld Wildlife Fund are three examplesof
organizationsworking with multinational companies on a variety of issues.
Recent partnerships have focused on green product design, innovative carbon
offset programs, and sustainable harvest of forest and marine products,
Some leadership companies are holding seminars and workshops on
sustainability in order to educate employees, and launch companywide
initiatives. More and more* business leaders recognize the importance of cross-
sector education as a tool for creating a cohesive sustainability business plan.
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Value added Sustainability initiative
E-commerce Some business and policy leaders have begun to consider the impact of the
digital revolution on the merging trend toward sustainable business practices. In
the United Kingdom a consortium ofgovernment agencies, companies, and think
tanks coordinated by Forum for the Future recently launched a new initiative to
explore the social and environmental impacts of e-commerce. The consortium^
goal is to create "an agenda for a sustainable digital
economy,"
including
recommendations for action. The projectwill look ahead to 2010 to predict the
effects of e-commerce on key areas including energy use, transportation,
planning, and social equity.
Financial
markets
The Dow Jones Company and Switzerland-based Sustainable AssetManagement
(SAM) Sustainability Group have partnered to create amethodology for tracking
the financial performance of leading companies committed to corporate
sustainability principles. Nearly 230 companies are included in the Dow Jones
Sustainability Group Indexes. Findings reveal that the sustainability-driven
companies outperformed their conventional counterparts in the last halfof the
1990s by approximately five percent, with an added risk factor ofone percent.
Companies are identified and ranked according to five corporate sustainability
criteria: technology, governance, shareholder demands, and industrial and social
considerations. In a related development, stockmarket analysts and Innovest
Strategic Advisors studied twenty-six S & P 500 electric utility companies, and
found that companies with the highest environmental rating achieved
significantly better financial performance than companies with the lowest
ratings. One key reason cited for such findings is that strong environmental
performance is a reliable indicator of the quality ofcorporatemanagement
overall, which in turn is amajor determinant of relative financial performance.
Media Many prominent American publications are featuring articles on top-
environmental business leaders, the
"greening"
of the bottom line, and other
components of sustainability. Publications such as Business Week and theNew
York Times have featured stories on the business value ofbeyond-compliance
environmental initiatives such as re-manufacturing and product take-back
programs. An in-depth article on "natural
capitalism"
appeared in a 1999 edition
of the Harvard Business Review, written by sustainability and business experts
Amory Lovins, L. Hunter Lovins, and Paul Hawken. The Atlantic Monthly
published a piece by environmental architectWilliam McDonough and scientist
Michael Braungart on
"eeo-effeetiveness"
and the next industrial revolution.
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Appendix 6. Pharmaceutical Company Involvement in Sustainability Initiatives
130







After a careful study ofthe HTV/ATDS problem in the hardest
hit areas ofsub-Saharan Africa, BMS launched its "Secure the
Future"
program in 2000. The companywill partnerwith
governments, physicians, and non-governmental organizations
to help alleviate the HTV/AIDS crisis in this region by pledging
$100million over the next five years togetherwith the BMS
Foundation. The project is aimed at helping South Africa,
Botswana,Namibia, Lesotho, and Swaziland find sustainable
solutions forwomen, children, and communities suffering




BMS's Report on Environmental, Health, and Safety Progress
details the company's HS&E policy, programs, and
achievements. It also provides an overview ofhow the
company is working to address issues of sustainability. The
company states, "Our vision is to integrate environmental,
social, and economic factors into our decisionmaking and
strategic planning processes. We have accomplished some
successes...However, we realize that attaining sustainable
development will require significant effort and time on our
part, and on the part ofothers in government, industry, non
government organizations, and the community. Althoughwe
are just starting on the journey to sustainability, we believe that











[GlaxoSmithKline] utilizes strategic philanthropy to address
the needs of communities throughout the world by tying its
overall community Involvement activities with its core
products and business strategies. In 1996, SmithKline
Beecham launched its worldwide Community Partnership
Program. Following amergerwith GlaxoWellcome in 2000,
the program is nowmanaged by these Community Partnership
Teams, representing North America, Europe, and International.
Each cross-functional team is led by a senior executive, and
comprises businessmanagers from various functions (e.g.,
corporate communications, pharmaceuticals, consumer
healthcare, research and development, legal services, etc.).
Each team also has a specific focus. The company'sNorth
American efforts focus on better access to healthcare, and
include a commitment to 140 communities in the U.S. to
establish innovative and replicable community health projects.
In Europe, GSK focuses on children's health and has
developed partnerships with Project HOPE in Bosnia and
Russia. The company also is engaged in a 20-year, worldwide
product donation campaign with theWorld Health
Organization to eliminate lymphatic filariasis ("river
blindness"). In addition to donating its product, albendazole,
to every country that needs it until the disease
is eliminated,
GSKhas pledged program funding assistance, health
education, and employee volunteer Support.
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Appendix 7. The Global EnvironmentalManagement Initiative (GEMI) Sustainability
Benchmarking
Questionnaire131
1 . Does your company have a formal definition for sustainable development?
Yes: 80% No: 20%
2. Does your company have aHS&E policy?
Yes: 100% No: 0%
3. Ifyes, does itmention sustainability or sustainable development?
Yes: 41% No: 59%
4. Do you envision your company adding a reference to sustainability or sustainable
development to your policy?
Yes: 78% No: 11% Unknown: 11%
5. If so, do you envision this happening within:
Two years: 80% Five years: 20%
6. Has your company distributed an HS&E report to the public?
Yes: 88% No: 12%
7. If so, what was the year it was first released?
1993:4 1994:1 1995:2 1996:1 1997:1
1998: 3 1999: 2
8. Has your company distributed a sustainability report to the public?
Yes: 18% No: 82%
9. If so, what was the year itwas first released?
1999: 3
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10. Do you envision your company issuing a sustainability report in the future?
Yes: 73% No: 20% Unknown: 7%
11. If so, do you envision this happening within:
Two years: 13% Five years: 87%
12. Does your company have sustainabilitymetrics or goals?
>
Yes: 31% No: 69%
13. What specific metrics do you use for economic performance?
Contingent value-added
Total annual research and development expense, total revenue, total taxes paid, total
wages and compensation paid
SVA/lb
Return on sales/stockholders equity
RONA; market share
Standard accountingmetrics
Economic value added (EVA), return on investment (ROI), total shareholder returns
Gross profit margin, profit from operations, return on investment (ROI)
14. What specific metrics do you use for social performance?
Total philanthropy, total health care philanthropy, total educational philanthropy
Treating publics fairly; being a responsible corporate citizen
Worldwide corporate reputation
Number served, number ofemployees volunteering and volunteer hours, number of
dollars spent i
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15. What specific metrics do you use for HS&E performance?
Hazardous waste, reportable spills, air emissions, toxics release inventories (TRI's), low
level radioactive waste, coal ash utilization, compliance
Fatalities, OSHA recordables, lost-time incident, vehicle incident
Acres ofbiologically diverse land purchased for long term preservation, number of
product life cycle reviews conducted, performance compared to International Chamber of
Commerce (ICC) Business Charter for Sustainable Development (SD) principles, also
many others
Recordable injuries, global air toxics and carcinogens, HS&E incidents, global
greenhouse gases, global hazardous waste, toxics release inventories (TRI's), and
depletable resources and energy
Environmental releases (emissions, waste recycling rate, hazardous waste, open houses,
public outreach, emergency response drill, lost time recordable incidents, process safety
incidents, vehicle incident rates, spills (on-site, in-transit, at customers), customer
connection, fines, notices ofviolation (NOV's), audit findings
Meeting environmental legal (sic); achieving corporate environmental objectives
Energy and water use, emissions, toxics, waste, recycling
Currently developing, but internally usingwaste ntimmization, standards safety statistics
(lost time injury, etc.), spills, releases, fines, notices ofviolation (NOV's), citations,
permit excursions, nearmiss incidents
Frequent/severity, lost time accident, releases/non-accident releases, etc.
Water and energy consumption, accident rates,water emissions, air emissions,
non-
hazardous and hazardous waste generated
Water use, energy use, toxics release inventories (TRI's), audit corrective action
completion (percent on time)
Recordable and lost time accident rates, hazardouswaste generation, pounds non-
hazardous waste recycled and to landfill, toxics release inventories (TRI's) releases
Recordable accident rate, lost-time rate, exceedancesi, citations, toxics release inventories
(TRI's), solid/hazardous waste, oil spills, greenhouse gases
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16. Do you share these metric results with the public?
Yes: 92% No: 8%
17. Do you conduct a form ofHS&E product life cycle (PLC) review as a part ofnew product
development?
Yes: 56% No: 38% N/A: 6%
1 8. If so, in what year did you start?
1990:1 1994:1 1995:1 1996:1 1997:1 1998:1
19. Have you expanded your PLC review program to include social aspects?
Yes: 8% No: 84% N/A: 8%
20. Do you envision adding social aspect considerations to your new product development in the
future?
Yes: 46% No: 46% Unknown: 8%
21. Do you envision this happening witliin:
Five years: 60% Ten years: 40%
22. Do you have a company evaluation (audit) program?
Yes: 100%
23. If so, inwhat year did you start?
1973:1 1975:1 1980:2 1985:1 1989:1 1991:1
1992: 2 1993: 1 1995: 2
24. Does it include social aspects?
Yes: 6% No: 94%
25. Ifyes, in what year was it expanded?
1995: 1
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26. Do you envision your company expanding your audit program to include social aspects?
Yes: 43% No: 50% Unknown: 7%
27. Do you envision this happeningwithin:
Two years: 13% Five years: 24% Ten years: 37%
More than ten years: 13% Unknown: 13%
28. Do your company's goals include any of the following:
Zero emissions: 5 Renewable energy sources: 2 Recyclingmaterials: 3
Take back products: 1 Others: 5
29. Howwould you rate current topmanagement awareness of sustainable development issues?
Limited: 46% Knowledgeable: 47% Very knowledgeable: 7%
30. How would you rate current topmanagement's commitment to sustainable development?
Limited: 56% Important: 38% Very important: 6%
3 1 . Where does sustainability currently fall on your company's "radar screen"?
Just on screen: 86% In the top ten issues: 7% In the top five issues: 7%
32. Do you feel that the interest in sustainable development is essentially consistentworldwide?
Yes: 7% No: 93%
33. Ifnot, based on your experience, inwhat countries do you currently see the most interest in
sustainable development issues?
United States: 6 Europe: 6 United Kingdom: 4 Germany: 4
Scandinavia: 4 Japan: 3 Sweden: 1 Singapore: 1
Canada: 1 Australia: 1 Netherlands: 1 Africa: 1
South America: 1 North America: 1
'
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34. What do you think are the forces driving your company's sustainable development policies
and programs?
Moves to establish, expand, and grow assets in underdeveloped and developing nations
Stakeholder expectations, potential competitive advantage
Client interest and requirements
Potential for increasing strength of socially responsible investment community. Potential
for increasing
"green"
procurement practices ofgovernments. Stabilization ofglobal
political and social aspects
HS&E
External pressures are the only significant drivers, but even these are veryminor
Forest-financial (sic), public expectations
Political discussions, uncertainty ofits implications
External non-governmental organizations (NGO's) and competitors/_idustry peers
Creating strategic environmental advantage, maintaining brand equity, and corporate
reputation
Commitment to performance excellence across all things, corporate culture of social
ethical, and environmental responsibility
Our service at this time depends on non-renewable resources
Desire to be a leader, beliefthat as a corporate citizen, we have a responsibility; the
possibility ofbusiness value
Growing push toward use of sustainablematerials
for our products
Economic-sustainability should lower costs, improve
customer loyalty, open capital
markets, reduce regulatory burden
35. What is the most troublesome aspect ofsustainable development
from your perspective?
Open-ended definition, lacks reciprocal or partnership dimension,
had potential to require
meremm ean be justified by eefiventieaat entryeast evaiuatiofts
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Definition ofwhat it means and what it implies for corporations. How to communicate
concept to senior management in proactive business terms
Developing measure, convincingmanagement this is an issueworth considering
Meaning of sustainable consumption. Is there such as thing as over consumption of
resources? If so, who decides howmuch that is? What about freedom ofchoice?
Socialmetrics
Varying expectations ofthe team; developing countries vs. more mature economics
There is no coherent definition ofthe concept on how it applies to all business sectors
The non-renewable nature ofour business
Lack ofclear standards
Fuzziness
Biggest problem is population growth; companies cannot realistically tackle that one.
Biggest corporate problem is decidingwhere to start and how to organize the change
Large amount ofenergy needed for our operations
Identifying business value
36. How much business value do you believe is available from sustainable development?
Not much: 24% Some: 24% Good amount: 34% Tremendous amount: 18%
37. Is there a major champion of sustainable development in your company?
Yes: 75% No: 25%
38. Ifyes,isit?
Head ofHS&E: 11 Other: 1
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39. Which ofthese functions is currently aware of sustainable development in your company?
CEO: 10 Upper management: 12 Business section head: 5
Facilitymanagers: 1 HS&E staff: 14 Marketing: 1
Human resources: 2 Public relations: 5
40. Has your organization implemented any ofthe following methodologies/tools:
Product life cycle (PLC) reviews: 7 Design for the environment (DFE): 4
Environmental cost accounting: 5 Eco-efficiency: 3
Industrial ecology: 1
41. What particular business sectors or types ofproducts do you see making the most progress
with respect to sustainable development?
Infrastructure development; improved quality of life from creation ofelectrical generating
sources, installation ofE&G transmission capacity and delivery ofenergy
Oil
Forestry, agriculture, pharmaceutical
Consumermanufactured goods where the potential for adverse negative publicity
wrapped in the cloak ofsustainable development has the potential to seriously impact
company image/sales
Forest products, pulp, and paper
Consumer products generally
Cell phones and infrastructure; semiconductors manufacture
Ourmost energy and resource intensive businesses will eventually drive the initiative
Building products, retail sales
OEM
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42. Has a single individual in your company been assigned responsibility for being the focal point
for the three aspects (environmental, economic, and social) ofsustainable development?
Yes: 13% No: 87%




Yes: 6% No: 94%
44. Ifyes, what is the title?
Director ofSustainable Growth
45. What means has your company used to obtain outside stakeholder input to your sustainability
plan?
External advisory panel that meets every two years. Also participate in dialogues with
several non-governmental organizations (NGO's)
Limited coordination ofnon-governmental organizations (NGO's) customer inquiries
Consultant advice
No specific tool; we consider comments from stakeholders onmany aspects ofour
business
Sincewe currently have no sustainability plan, we have no formal means ofobtaining
outside stakeholder input
Employee involvement in outside organizations/meetings; roundtable discussionswith
stakeholders
Public meetings
Informal communicationswith local homeowners associations; local and national
advocacy groups, and elected officials and regulatory agencies
46. What additional comment(s) would you like to share about your company's plans and
experiences on this topic?
i
Those familiarwith the term are cautious about the lack ofclarity in the definition. We
are trying to address it through existing businesses using familiar language. Plans call for
broad-based educational effort
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We arejust beginning to tackle sustainability as a corporate issue. We have many success
stories, but have not incorporated under the umbrella of sustainability
An emerging issue; we are trying to figure out how to best handle
We are just beginning to deploy sustainability as a key part ofour plans and programs.
We expect considerable evolution over the next few years
Will be interesting to see if the importance of sustainability issue long term drives changes
in the organizational structure ofour companywith issues management, public affairs,
philanthropy, corporate office ofconduct, and finance all reporting into one person
47. What additional question(s) should have been asked on this topic?
Enough is enough!
It's a pretty comprehensive survey
There is insufficient discussion on the economic side ofthe equation
Views on government mandates for sustainable development
How have sustainabilitymetrics (specifically, HS&E related) been implemented into
compensations programs throughout the company?
48. Any other comments on this survey form or survey process?
Some terms need better definition
Opportunity to suggest changes and additions to the draft survey
form is useful
Useful
49. What future topics should GEMI benchmarkwhichwould have significant value
for your
company?
Life cycle reviews, environmental accounting,
industrial ecology
Reward/recognition programs




particular contents ofpurchasing, product development,
energy
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UsingHS&E to help build brand equity
The methods used to gather and prepare information for the disclosures required by the
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) regardingHS&E liabilities and spending
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To recognize envfrohrnentalmanagement as among the highest corporate
priorities, and as a key determinant to sustainable development; to establish




To integrate these policies, programs, and practices fully into each business
as an essential element ofmanagement In all its functions.
3 Process of
improvement
To continue to improve corporate policies, programs, and environmental
performance, taking into account technical developments, scientific
understanding, consumer needs, and community expectations,with legal








To assess environmental impacts before starting a new activity or project,
and before decommissioning a facility, or leaving a site.
6 Products and
services
To develop and provide products or services that have no undue
environmental impact, and are safe in their intended use, that are efficient
In their consumption ofenergy and natural resources, and that can be
recycled, reused, or disposed of safely.
7 Customer
advice
To advise, and where relevant educate, customers, distributors, and the
public in the safe use, transportation, storage, and disposal ofproducts
provided; and to apply similar considerations to the provision of services.
8 Facilities and
operations
To develop, design, and operate facilities, and conduct activities taking into
consideration the efficient use of energy and materials, the sustainable use
of renewable resources, the mirjirmzation of adverse environmental impact
and waste generation, and the safe and responsible disposal ofresidual
wastes.
9 Research To conduct or support research on the envfronmental impacts of raw
materials, products, processes, emissions, and wastes associated with the
enterprise, and on themeans ofminimizing such adverse impacts.
10 Precautionary
approach
To modify themanufacture, marketing, oruse ofproducts or services, or
the conduct ofactivities, consistent with scientific and technical




To promote the adoption of these principles by contractors acting on behalf
of the enterprise, encouraging and, where appropriate, requiring
improvements in their practices tomake them consistentwith those of the
enterprise; and to enGourage the wider





To develop andmaintain, where significanthazards exist, emergency
preparedness plans in conjunction with the emergency services, relevant




To contribute to the transfer ofenvironmentally sound technology and




To contribute to the development ofpublic policy and to business,
governmental, and intergovernmental programs, and educational initiatives
that will enhance environmental awareness and protection.
15 Openness to
concerns
To foster openness and dialogue with employees and the public,
anticipating and responding to their concerns about the potential hazards
and impacts ofoperations, products, wastes or services, including those of




To measure environmental performance; to conduct regular environmental
audits and assessments ofcompliance with company requirements, legal
requirements and these principles; and periodically to provide appropriate
information to the Board ofDirectors, shareholders, employees, the
authorities, and the public.
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Becomemore in touchwithmarkets, customers, and consumers by better
understanding the opportunities and problems of the social context-
Advantages ofa good social reputation.
Greater chance of a stable and harmonious atmosphere inwhich to do business.
Reduces damaging criticism, which, in the extreme, can lead to lost investment,
contracts, or customers-
Promotes amore stable and peaceful society in which investments can prosper.
Less adverse impacts from ill-thought-through business Initiatives.
Gears up social partnerships: capacity and innovation brought to bear on problems.
Encourages full contribution of influential citizens to the general well being.
H3T
rnr
Avoidance ofbeing implicated in human rights violations.
Establishes genuine dialoguewith freely chosen
workers'
representatives.
Enables bothworkers and employees to understand each other's problems better, and
find ways to resolve them.
Security of representation is a foundation for building trust on both sides.
Supports freedom ofassociation, and the exercise ofcollective bargaining.
Opportunities for constructive rather than confrontational dialogue, which harnesses
energy to focus on solutions that result in benefits to the enterprise, its stakeholders,
and society at large.
Encourages a "decent
work"




facilitates local responses to a globalize economy, and serves as a basis
forSustainable growth and secure investment returns.
Helps bridge the widening representational gap in global work arrangement.
Facilitates the input of those people, regions, and economic sectors especially
women and informal sector workers who otherwise may be excluded from
participating in processes that build decentwork environments.
nw
Engenders opportunities to apply and develop human resources for the labormarket of
today, and develops the skills of children through education for the labormarkets of
tomorrow.
Speeds up the proper developmentofhuman resources,
Increases lifetime earnings ofwhole families
Raises the level ofproductivity and economic growth for society generally.
Reduces social unrest.
Secures investments resulting from the promotion ofhuman capital and social stability.
nrr
Increases income due to regular jobs or income-generating activities, andwith it,
secures food, shelter, healthcare, and even life.












Raises the level of literacy and skills needed to get a job, and contribute to the
development ofamodern economy-
Protects reputation, brand image, profit, and stock value-
Supports the available pool ofworkers and skills.
Involves an employer in thewider community.
Non-mscriminatory practices help ensure the best qualified person fills the job-
Protects a company's reputation, potentially affecting profits and stock value.
Speeds up economic growth for society as awhole.
A climate oftolerance results in opportunities for development of skills and
infrastructure to strengthen competitiveness in the global economy.
It is more cost-effective to take early actions (prevention) to ensure that the irreversible
environmental damage (remediation) does not occur.
Investing in sustainable operations (production methods) has a higher, long-term return
than investing in productionmethods that are not sustainable, that deplete resources,
and that degrade the environment.




Application ofcleaner production and eco-efficiency leads to improved resource
productivity.
7&8 New economic instruments (taxes, charges, trade permits) are rewarding clean
companies.
7&8 Environmental regulations are becoming tougher.
7&8 Insurance companies prefer to cover a cleaner, lower risk company.
7&8 Banks aremore willing to lend to a companywhose operations will not burden the
bankwith environmental lawsuits or large clean-up bills.
7&8 Environmental stewardship has a positive effect on a company's image.
7&8 Employees tend to prefer to work for an environmentally responsible company (such a
company also often has goodworker health and safety records).
7&8 Environmental pollution threatens human health.
7&8 Customers are demanding cleaner products.
7&8 Embeds the preventative approach to environmental problems in company policies, and
practices resulting in both environmental and economic benefits.
Stimulates greater environmental awareness throughout the company.
Improves credibility (license to operate).
Improves customer and employee retention.
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8 Enhances business development opportunities.
8
Builds corporate reputation.
Facilitates dialogue and partnership with many of
business'
key clients and partners:
customers, employees, shareholders, business partners, suppliers, and the community at
large.
A source ofcompetitive advantage for business.
Maintains financial performance and improves it over the long-term by balancing three





Generates fewer residues and less dischargewastes.
Reduces on-going costs.
Creates new business opportunities for companies.
Reduces the use ofrawmaterials leading to increased efficiency, and overall
competitiveness ofthe company.
Reduces day-to-day operating inefficiencies, emissions ofenvironmental contaminants,
















Abbott Laboratories 1888 70,000 13.7 2.8 1.78
Aventis SA
1 999Merger ofHoechstAG (1863) and
Rhone-Poulenc SA (Poulenc, 1868 and
Sdciete Chimique des Usines du Rhone,
1895")
92,500 19.5 -0.1 1.26
BASF AG 1865 103,273 31.4 1.1 1.76
Baxter International 1931 45,000 6.9 0.9 1.27
Bayer AG 1863 122,100 27.0 1.6 2.17
Bristol-Myers
Squibb
1989merger ofSquibb (1856) and Bristol-
Myers (1887)
54,700 18.2 4.7 2.40
Eli Lilly 1876 41,000 10.9 3.1 2.83
GlaxoSmithKline
PLC
2000Merger ofGlaxoWellcome (1 995) and
SmithKline Beecham (1989) (Smith, 1830;
Beecham, 1842; SinithKline, 1865; Glaxo,
1873; andWellcome, 1902)
107,517 25.7 5.9 0.87
Johnson & Johnson 1887 101,800 33.0 5.7 1.65
Novartis
International AG
1 996 Merger ofCiba-Geigy and Sandoz
(Ciba, 1758; Geigy, 1758; Sandoz, 1886;
Ciba-Geigy, 1970)
67,653 21.3 4.3 0.65
Novo-Nordisk AS
1989 Merger ofNordisk Gentofte AS (1923)
andNovo Industri AS (1925)
17,000 2.4 0.2 2.78
Pharmacia
Corporation
2000 Merger oftheMonsanto Company
(1901) and Pharmacia & Upjohn (1995)
(Pharmacia, 1853; Upiohn, 1886)
59,000 18.1 1.9 1.45
Pfocref&GdffirjIe 1837 106,000 40.0 3.3 2.13
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Appendix 1 1. Bristol-Myers Squibb Company's (BMS) Sustainability 2010
Initiative1. 43
Continuous Improvement
Environmental, health, and safety (HS&E) effects analysis by every facility and business
operation, to identify theirmost significant HS&E impacts, and opportunities for improvement
Safety performance targets to drive down reportable incidents and days lost fromwork
Fifty-percent reduction in recordable and lostworkday case rates
Maintain performance in top twenty-five percent of similar companies
Environmental performance targets and goals (normalized by sales) to reduce water usage,
greenhouse gas emissions, energy use, wastewater, air emissions, hazardous waste, non-
hazardous waste, and off-site releases ofchemicals ofhigh concern
Reduce energy use by ten percent
Reducewater usage by ten percent
In countries wherewater resources are severely stressed, develop a plan by 2003 with 2010
stretch goals for additional water-use reduction
Reduce total greenhouse gas emissions (e.g., carbon dioxide andmethane) by ten percent
Establish companywide reduction goals for non-hazardouswaste by 2003, based on results of
HS&E effects analysis at each facility
Reduce off-site hazardous waste disposal by fifty percent
Establish companywide reduction goals for air emissions ofacid gases (sulfur oxides,
nitrogen oxides, and hydrogen chloride) by 2003, based on results ofHS&E effects analysis at
each facility
Reduce off-site release to air ofpriority reduction chemicals by fifty percent
Establish companywide reduction goals for the following wastewater releases by 2003, based
on results ofHS&E effects analysis at each facility: total chemical oxygen demand, suspended
solids, nitrates, and heavymetals
Reduce off-site release to water ofpriority reduction chemicals by fifty percent
Sustainable products promotion through packaging reductions, green chemistry, and inherent
product and process safety
Reduce packaging usage by 1 . 1 million kilograms through source reduction
Increase post-consumer recycled package usage by 68,000 kilograms
Promote development of sustainable products, processes, and packaging to limit negative
HS&E impacts
Develop company wide metrics to track progress on key product, process, and packaging
initiatives
Supply chain partnership to promote HS&E performance improvements among key suppliers
Develop specific programs and expectations to improveHS&E performance for key suppliers
HS&E research addressing business issues sponsored by the company for early study ofemerging
areas ofconcern, such as pharmaceuticals in the environment
Sustainability awards initiated in partnership with the President's Awards, to promote
sustainability across the company
Leadership development program to enhanceHS&E integration throughout the company
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Leadership Expectations
Biotechnology development support through sharing expertise on labeling, biosafety, and
bioethics issues
Community outreach support within each facility to enhance communications with neighbors on
HS&E and sustainability topics
Social policies and metrics support to raise corporate awareness ofemerging social issues
Environmental Stewardship
HS&E research contributions through the Bristol-Myers Squibb Foundation, and other funding
sources to demonstrate the company's commitment to expand society's knowledge and
understanding
Endangered species sponsorship to encourage each facility and business to help protect local
endangered species and habitats
In countries where we do business, BMS will sponsor a local endangered or threatened
species, orwill partnerwith an organization that protects endangered local species and their
habitats
Includes countries and U.S. states whereBMS manufacturing, research and development, and
distribution sites are located
Land preservation ofbiologically diverse land to offset the property used byBMS's total
operations worldwide, and to promote employee participation in protecting critical land areas
Purchase biologically diverse land equal to total area ofmanufacturing, research and
development, distribution, and administrative offices
Encourage local site conservation projects
Promote employee participation in the protection ofcritical land areas
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Each business function and facility shall establish and implement goals,
programs, and procedures in order to: conduct operations safely, and in
an environmentally-responsible manner, ensure conformance with all
applicable and relevant HS&E laws, Company policies and requirements
("HS&E requirements"), and tie the function's and facility's performance
to corporate and divisionHS&E goals and objectives.
2 Integrated
management
Each business function and facility shall integrate HS&E programs and
procedures into its business activities, as appropriate.
3 Continual
improvement
Each business function and facility shall ensure that Company
requirements are periodically evaluated, and continuously improved to
enhance worker health, safety, and environmental protection. Evaluations
shall take into consideration technical developments, recognized HS&E




Each business function and facility shall educate, train, and motivate
employees to conduct their activities safely, and in an environmentally
responsible manner. Employee training will be sufficient to fulfill
employees'




Each business shall identifyHS&E impacts, and evaluate potential risks
and liabilities for all acquisitions, divestitures, and joint ventures.
6 Products and
services
Each business function and facility shall identify, evaluate, and minimize
the function's and facility's direct and indirect HS&E impacts for every




Each business function and facility shall ensure that the knownHS&E
hazards, or negative impacts of its products, are appropriately





Each business function and facility shall identify, evaluate, and rninimize
the function's and facility's HS&E impacts.
9 Research
support
Each business function and facility shall conduct or support research to




Each business function and facility shall take the necessary precautions to
prevent negativeHS&E effects as a result ofits activities. Modifications





Each business function and facilitywill encourage suppliers and
contractors to adoptHS&E policies and practices consistent with our
own, and to demonstrate a commitment to environmentally responsible
products, services, and management. Suppliers and contractors shall






Each facility shall develop, implement, and maintain emergency
prevention, preparedness, and response plans to addressHS&E incidents.
Ifa plan is needed, it shall be coordinated with emergency services,
relevant authorities, and the local community. Each business function shall
assess its potential forHS&E incidents and participate, ifappropriate, in




Each business function and facility shall participate in the transfer of
technology and best practices related to HS&E performance, and




Each business function and facility shall contribute, as appropriate, to
public policy and to business, governmental, and educational initiatives




Each business function and facility shall foster openness and dialoguewith
Company and external stakeholders, anticipating and responding to their




Each business function and facility shall measure itsHS&E performance
through audits and self-assessments.
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Appendix 13. Novo-Nordisk Aksje Selskap's (AS) SustainabiUty Indicators
Indicator Financial Environmental Social
Net turnover X
Operating profit X
Operating profit margin X
Operating expenses X
Approximate local share ofoperating expenses X
Profit before tax X
Effective tax rate X
Federal taxes paid X
State taxes paid X
Local taxes paid X
Net profit X
Net profit margin X
Employee costs X
Annual payroll X
Research and development costs X
Research and development costs in% ofnet turnover X






Return on investment capital (ROIC) X
Earnings (net profit) per share X
Shareholders'
funds per share X
Dividend per share X
Share capital (nominal) at year-end X




Breaches ofregulatory limits X






Natural gas consumption X
Packaging materials consumption X
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Indicator Financial Environmental Social
Raw materials consumption X
Wastewater biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) X
Wastewater nitrogen X
Wastewater phosphorous X
Eco-productivity (EPI) forwater X
Eco-productivity (EPI) for energy X
Recycled liquid waste X
Discharged liquidwaste X
Hazardous waste X
Air emission ofvolatile organic compounds (VOCs) X
Air emission of sulphur dioxide (SO2) X
Air emission ofnitrogen oxides (NOx) X
Running ofenvironmental departments X X
Net cost ofwastewater treatment at municipal plants X X
Biomass management X X
Handling of solid waste X X
Disposal of solid waste X X
CO2 taxes X X
SO2 taxes X X
Energy taxes X X
Remediation cost for polluted sites X X
Environmental costs/total production costs X X
Environmental costs/net turnover X X
Environmental costs/operating income X X
Environmental investments/total investments in tangible
assets
X X
Number ofanimals purchased X
Use ofanimals X
Toxicity to the environment X
Degree ofbioaccumulation X X
Biological persistence X X






Retain and attract index X
Training spent per employee X
Employees received health and safety training X
% ofhoursworked dedicated to safety training X
Employees actively involved in health and safetywork X
Frequency ofoccupational injuries X
Frequency ofoccupational illnesses X
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We believe that all individuals can, and want to contribute to their fullest
potential.
We value differences.
We inspire and enable people to achieve high expectations, standards, and
challenging goals.
We are honest with people about their performance.
We believe that doing what is right for the business with integritywill lead
to mutual success for both the Company and the individual. Our quest for
mutual success ties us together.





We operate against clearly articulated and aligned objectives and strategies.
We only do work, and only ask forwork that adds value to the business.





We place great value on big, new consumer innovations.




We develop superior understanding ofconsumers and their needs.
We create and deliver products, packaging, and concepts that build wirining
brand equities.
We develop close, mutually productive relationshipswith our customers,
and our suppliers.
We are good corporate citizens.
We value
personal mastery
We believe it is the resporisibility ofall individuals to continually develop
themselves and others.
We encourage and expect outstanding technicalmastery, and executional
excellence.
We seek to be
the best
We strive to be the best in all areas of strategic importance to the Company.
We benchmark our performance rigorously versus the very best internally
and externally.
We learn from both our successes and our failures.
Mutual
interdependency
is away of life
Wework togetherwith confidence and trust across functions, sectors,
categories, and geographies.
We take pride in results from reapplying
others'
ideas.
We build superior relationships with all the parties who contribute to
fulfilling our Corporate Purpose, including our customers, suppliers,
universities, and gcrv^rnments.
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Appendix 15. Procter& Gamble Company's (P & G) Sustainability Indicators
Indicator Economic Environmental Social
Product shipped X
Rawmaterials from recycled sources X
Generated waste X
Percent recycled waste X
Percent reusedwaste X
Non-hazardous solid waste disposed X
Hazardous solid waste disposed X
Effluents (excludingwater) X
Air emissions X
Greenhouse gas (C02) emissions X
Water consumption X
Wastewater chemical oxygen demand (COD) disposed X
Energy consumption X
SARA 313 releases X
Notices ofviolation (NOV's), interventions, and fines







Global enrollment% female (management) X
Global enrollment% female (all other) X
Global enrollment% minorities (management) X
Global enrollment% minorities (all other) X
Total incident rate (HR) X
Total lost workday case rate X
Lost time incident rate (LTIR) X
Sites conducting annual audits X
Site audit scores X
Sites with qualified leaders X
Supplier diversity spending X










Indicator Economic Environmental Social
Net earnings X
Basic net earnings per common share X
Total assets X
Long term debt X
Capital costs for newHS&E equipment X
HS&E people costs for existing facilities X
HS&E operating costs for existing facilities X
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Appendix 16. Global EnvironmentalManagement Institute (GEMI) CostAccounting Practices
Survey
(1997)146
1. Does your company track/summarize annual HS&E capital costs company wide?
Yes: 56% No: 17% Don't know: 28%
2. Does your company track/summarize annual HS&E capital costs forU.S. operations only?
Yes: 2 No: 14
3. Ifyes to 1 or 2, up towhat level does your company summarize this information?
Corporate: 9 Divisional: 1 Plant: 1
4. What are the reasons your company tracks HS&E capital costs?
General management control: 43% Track impact ofgovernment regulations: 22%
Investor interest: 6% Promote HS&E integration into the business: 13%
Public reporting: 6% Satisfy request from external advocacy groups: 5%
Board ofDirectors information: 2% Drive waste and emission reduction: 2%
5. Ifyour company doesn't track HS&E capital costs, why not?
Accounting systems don't support data collection: 30%
Not a priority for our business: 27% Lack ofknowledge on how to do it: 1 7%
HS&E costs are seen as our business: 10% Lack ofmanagement support/interest: 10%
Don't see the benefit: 7% Too costly to track: 3%
Lack ofresources to do it: 3%
6. Are financial analyses (e.g., return on investment [ROIJ, net present value [NPVJ) performed
for compliance-related HS&E capital projects, or are such projects approved solely on the basis
ofcompliance?
Analysis performed: 31% Without assessment: 50% Other: 6%
Don't know: 13%
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7. If financial analyses are performed for HS&E projects, are dollar estimates included in the
financial analyses for the value of intangible benefits and cost (e.g., improved goodwill, reduced
risks of fines and penalties, etc.)?
Yes: 1 No: 9 Don't know: 2
8. Economic value added (EVA) is an equity valuation tool based on a company's after tax
profit less the cost of the operations total capital. Does your company employ this method? If
not, does your company plan to implement thismethod in the future?
Use this method: Yes: 38% No: 50% Don't know: 13%
Plan to use this method: Yes: 20% No: 0% Don't know: 20%
9. Which ofthe following other financial analysis tools (if any) do you use:
Internal rate ofreturn (ERR): 12 Payback period: 1 1 Profitability index: 1
Net present value (NPV): 9 Return on net assets: 2 Cash value added: 1
Total shareholder return: 1 Shareholder value added (SVA): 1
Return on investment (ROI): 1 Return on gross assets: 1
10. Does your company routinely develop long-range strategic plans that include current and
future HS&E related capital projects?
Yes: 88% No: 6% Don't know: 6%
11. What role do HS&E professionals have in developing these long capital spending plans?
Part ofa team: 1 3 Varies by division and facility: 1 Don't know: 2
12. Does your company have a formal
process for anHS&E review ofcapital appropriation
requests?
Yes: 69% No: 31%
13. Ifyour company does have a formal
process for an HS&E review ofcapital appropriation
requests, does it include a review of the
financial analysis for the project to ensure that HS&E
related costs and savings are included?
Yes: 58% No: 42%
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14. In your opinion, does a project's designation as
"HS&E"
serve as an impediment to its
approval, or do HS&E projects enjoy an advantage in competing for capital funds within your
company?
Impediment: 13% Advantage: 44% Neutral: 44%
15. Does your company track/summarize HS&E operating costs companywide?
Yes: 50% No: 44% Don't know: 6%
16. Does your company track/summarize HS&E operating costs forU.S. operations only?
Yes: 3 No: 9 Don't know: 4
17. Ifyes to 15 or 16, up to what level does your company summarize this information?
Corporate: 8 Divisional: 3
18. Why does your company trackHS&E operating costs?
Generalmanagement control: 40% Promote HS&E integration into the business: 16%
Public reporting: 10% Track impact ofgovernment regulations: 10%
Investor interest: 10% Satisfy requests from external advocacy groups: 3%
Drive reduction: 3% Board ofdirector's information: 2%
To eliminate non-value added HS&E costs from our sites: 5%
To understand expenses allocated to various departments: 3%
19. Ifyour company doesn't trackHS&E operating costs, why not?
Not a priority for our business: 32% Lack ofknowledge on how to do it: 14%
Accounting systems don't support data collection: 18%
Don't see the benefit: 14% Too costly to track: 1 1%
No opinion: 4% Lack ofmanpower: 4%
Lack ofmanagement support: 4%
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20. Please check the following elements your company includes in identifying/trackingHS&E
operating costs. Also indicate if these costs are covered in direct products costs, assigned to an
overhead budget, or don't know.
Is it included in HS&E Are these costs






HS&E staff labor costs 15 1 4 13
HS&E training 13 3 4 11
Internal waste storage/treatment 13 3 7 6
External hazardous waste disposal 13 3 7 6
External non-hazardous waste disposal 13 3 7 6
Wastewater treatment operation/maintenance 1 2 4 7 8
Fees/permits/licenses 12 4 6 8
Regulatory fines 12 4 6 7
Air emissions control operation/maintenance! 10 5 8 6
Chemical spills/releases response 10 6 6 8
Fire protection 9 5 4 9
Workers'
compensation 8 6 3 8
Energy 8 7 6 8
Property damage from incidents 6 7 4 4
Insurance 5 6 2 7
Water usage 4 10 5 6
Packagingmaterials 4 10 7 3
21 . How doesyour company use theHS&E operating cost information that is identified and
tracked?
Justify capital/expense spending: 12 Identify best practices: 9
Identify business benefits ofHS&E activities: 9 Public information: 1
Evaluate product sourcing decisions: 3 Drive reduction: 1
Sourcing decisions treatment, services: 1 Budgeting: 1




22. Does your company include HS&E cleanup costs for past operations practices (e.g., site
remediation, underground storage tanks, Superfund) in current product costs?
Yes: 5 No: 9 Don't know: 2
23. Does your company include an estimate of future HS&E liabilities in current product costs?
Yes: 2 No: 12 Don't know: 2
24. Does your company utilize life cycle reviews for products to identifyHS&E impacts
associated with a product or process?
Yes: 38% No: 63%
25. Ifyes, do these reviews capture the HS&E costs associated with the product or process:
Yes: 67% Don't know: 33%
26. Does your company incorporate information about HS&E impacts and costs into the new
product design and development process?
Yes: 12 No: 4
27. Does your company have a system in place to formally identify and share good HS&E
practices/technologies at one facilitywith all facility companywide?
Yes: 94% No: 6%
28. Ifyes, does this system include information on economic benefits and costs?
Yes: 47% No: 33% Don't know: 20%
29. Has your company issued a separate HS&E report to the public?
Yes: 88% No: 13%
30. Does your company report any of the following information to the public?
a. Annual HS&E capital costs: Yes: 7 No: 9
b. Annual HS&E operating costs: Yes: 4 No: 12
c. Annual HS&E fines/penalties: Yes: 10 No: 6
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3 1 . Ifyou answered yes to the previous question, please check any ofthe following forwhich
your company publicly compares year-to-year trends:
a. Annual HS&E capital costs: Yes: 5 No: 7
b. Annual HS&E operating costs: Yes: 3 No: 9
c. Annual HS&E fines/penalties: Yes: 8 No: 3
32. Ifyour company publicly compares year-to-year trends, are the reasons for variations in
HS&E spending discussed?
Yes: 7 No: 4
33. In your opinion, how useful a metric for the general public is the annual level ofHS&E
spending as a gauge ofHS&E commitment/performance?
Valuable: 2 Somewhat valuable: 6 No value: 4 Negative value: 1
Don't know: 2
Very limited value because it is usually only part ofa bigger picture: 1
34. Underwhich of the following situations do HS&E professionals in your department
routinely interact with accounting/finance personnel?
Yes No
Review ofremediation projects 16 10
Review ofyour own department's budget 14 2
Review ofpotential acquisitions/divestitures 14 2
Review ofcapital budget plans 14 1
Preparation of shareholder/Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) reports 1 2 2
Preparation ofpublic HS&E reports 10 5
Participate in business strategic planning 10 5
Review ofworkers compensation insurance 10 5
Internal transfer ofgood HS&E practices 7 7
New product plarining/evaluation 6 8
Review ofproduct sourcing decisions 6 8
Setting product costs 2 13
Product life cycle reviews 2 11
Development ofdepartment's budget 1 0
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35. Onwhat frequency do HS&E professionals in your department interactwith
accounting/finance personnel on issues other than your department budget?
Once/year: 1 Twice/yr: 2 Quarterly: 1 Monthly: 4 Weekly: 4 As needed: 1
As required: 1 Varies depending on company area: 1 Don't know: 1
36. Do you personally feel that the current amount of interaction is adequate?
Yes: 50% No: 50%
37. Does your company provide formal training to your HS&E professionals for interactingwith
accounting/finance personnel (i.e., understand business terms)?
Yes: 6% No: 56% Limited: 38%
38. How important do you personally envision HS&E cost accounting issues becoming to your
company in the future?
More important: 69% About the same: 31%
39. Do you personally envision a significant expansion ofyour company's HS&E accounting
activities within one of the following time frames?
0-1 year: 3 1-2 years: 4 2-5 years: 4 >5 years: 1
40. What do you personally feel will be themain driver for these changes?
Management need to control significant costs: 33% Investor demands: 16%
Voluntary business initiatives: 16% Market pressure: 10%
Government regulations: 3% Public reporting: 3%
Employee considerations: 1% Public relations: 2%
Justification for environmental departments and work: 3% Board ofdirectors: 1%
Clearer payback estimates for better decisionmaking: 3%
Implementation ofdemandmanagement accounting system: 3%
Need better understanding ofHS&E costs corporate wide: 2%
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41 . What additional comment(s) would you like to share about your company's plans and
experiences on this topic?
The need to control costs is a significant and re-occurringneed in this competitive
environment; having a handle on HS&E costs can assist in this process.
We are looking to implement a code ofaccounts into the regular accounting
procedures for operations in 1998.
HS&E professionals need to be the drivers in the implementation ofHS&E cost
accounting by "walking the
walk"
in convincing servicemanagement in their own
business/financial language.
Beyond "compliance with the
law"
and a "safe workplace", all other HS&E spending
is business-driven (i.e., itmust have clear business justification).
Our costs tend to be
"buried"
at several levels: corporate, division, and plant.
Uncovering these items will be difficult.
42. What additional question(s) should have been asked on this topic?
Using cost accounting to market HS&E services vrithin your company in a value
added way.
Focus a survey on howHS&E cost accounting successes were achieved bymember
companies share best practices.
43. Any other comments on this survey form or survey process?
Good survey.
Questions difficult to accurately answer due to (1) Differences in cost accounting
systems within company, and, (2) No specific HS&E cost categories have been
established.
Too much emphasis on capital.
44. What future topics could GEMI benchmarkwhich would have significant value for your
company?





Training programs for non-HS&E personnel (operations andmanagement)
Remediations
Programs to share bestHS&E practices
Information on what
companies'
actual HS&E costs are today; need to agree on what
costs should be tracked.
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Appendix 17. Types ofCost andWhere to Find Cost Data
147
Type ofcosts
Type ofCosts Definition Examples




Hidden Costs whichmay be contained in general







Those costs associated with liabilities that may
results from choices made and action taken




Impacts which are often qualitative and difficult
to quantify using readily available measures
Impacts on corporate or
brand image, community
relationSyworkermorale
Where to find cost data




















































Taxes/fees Sewer use tax
Chemical use tax
Water use tax











Where to find cost data (Continued)





























































































































X X Air emissions X X X X X X X X
X X Animal use X
X- Xr Annual audit scores X
X X Anti-discrimination programs X
X X Aromatic carbons (BTXE) X
X X Assets X X
X X Biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) X
X X Biological persistance X
X X Biologically diverse land X
X
,
X ... Cashflow X X X
X X . Chemical oxygen demand (COD) X X X X
X X Complaints X X
X X Days away from work fate (DAWR) X X X X X X X X X X
X X Degree ofbioaccumulation X
X X Disability program X
X X Dividends X X
X X Earnings X X
X X Eco-lndicator 95 units X
X X Eco-productivity (EPI) for energy X
X X- Eeo-produetivity (EPI) for water X
X X Elected employee representatives X
X X Electricity use X X
X X Employee benefits X X
X X Employee compensation X X
X X Employee satisfaction X
X X Employees X X X X X
X X Energy conservation/reduction X X X X
X X Energy sources X X
X X Energy use X X X X X X X X X X X
X X Environmental capital X
X X Environmental protection costs X X
X X Fines
X- X
X X Fleet performance X X X
X X Fuel consumption/types X X
X X Global warming impacts
X X
X X Greenhouse gas emissions X X X X X X X X X X
X X Hazardous wastes X X X X X X X


















































































X X HS&E costs X X X X X
X X HS&E employees X X X X
X X Illness costs X
X X Illnesses X X X X X
X X Injuries X X X X X X X X
X- X- Injury costs X
X X Involvement in political discussions X
X X Liabilities X X
X X Lost time incident rate.(LTIR) x X .X X.. X. . x X X X X
X X Maintenance costs X
X X Net income X X
X X Nitrogen emissions X X
X X Non-compliance events X. ,X.
X X Non-hazardous wastes X X X X X
X X Notieies ofviolation (NOVs) X X
X X Notifiable incident's X
X X Nutrient discharges X
X X Occupational diseases X
X X Operations costs X
X X OSHA recordable fates X X X X
X X Other response costs X
X X Ozone depletion X X X X
X X Packaging X X X X
X X Particulates X X
X X Personnel costs X
X X Philanthropy X X X X
X X Phosphate emissions X X
X X Production X X
X X Profit X X
X X Propellant use X
X X Recycled materials used X X X
X X Recycling waste X X X X X X X X
X X Refrigerant use X
x_ - X Remediation costs X X
X X Research and development costs X X X X
X X Returns on investment capital X X
X X Reusingwaste X X
X X Sales X X X X X X X X
X X Salts discharges X X
X X SARA 313 releases and transfers X X X X



















































































X X Sites conducting annual audits X X
X X Solidwastes X X X
X X Suspended solids X X
X X Sustainable rawmaterials X
X X Taxes X X
X X Total incident rate (TJR) X
X X Toxicity tohumans X
X X Toxicity to the environment X
X X- Toxics release inventories (TRI's) X X X
X X Training X X






X X Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) X X X X X
X X Waste costs X
X X Waste generation/disposal X X X X X X X
X X Wastewater X X X X X X
X X Water use X X X X X X X X X X X




X X Workforce diversity (gender) X X X X
X X Workforce diversity (minorities) X X- X
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Appendix 19. Managing Towards Sustainability Decision
Criteria148
For evaluating the sigmficance ofgeneric effects. . .
1. Are the effects permanent or irreversible?
2. Are the receptors highly sensitive, potentially unstable^ or at the limits of their resilience?
3. Are the receptors highly valued?
4. Is the intensity, magnitude, scale, extent, duration, or frequency of the effects great?
5. Are there potentially severe human health and/or ecological risks?
6. Are the resources or features to be affected rare, scarce, or unique?
7. Is there a high level ofpublic controversy?
8. Are substantial cumulative effects likely?
9, Are existing environmental quality standards likely to be contravened?
10. Will the effects conflictwith the intent ofpublic policies, plans, programs, guidelines,
criteria, or objectives?
1 1 . Are trans-boundary effects likely?
12. Will assimilative or carrying capacity be jeopardized?
13. Is a high level Of resource Or energy consumption or waste generation involved?
14. Are major inequities in the distribution of effects likely^
15, Are the anticipated effects likely?
16. Are there important uncertainties about the effects and their context?
17. Is the context complex, and are unanticipated indirect effects likely?
1 8. May Important precedents be set?
19. Can the adverse aspects be substantially mitigated?
For evaluating the significance of sustainability effects.... ,
1 . Could the effects add to stresses thatmight undermine ecological integrity at any scale, in
ways or to an extent that could damage important life support functions?
2. Could the effects contribute substantially to ecological rehabilitation and/or otherwise reduce
stresses thatmight otherwise undermine ecological integrity at any scale?
3. Could the effects provide more economic opportunities for humanwell beingwhile reducing
material and energy demands and other stresses on socio-ecological systems?
4. Could the effects reduce economic opportunities forhuman well being and/or increase
material and energy demands and other stresses on socio-ecological systems?
5. Could the effects increase equity in the provision material security and effective choices,
Including future as well as present generations?
6. Could the effects reduce equity in the provisionmaterial security and effective choices,
including future as well as present generations?
7. Could the effects build government, corporate, and public incentives and capacities to apply
sustainability principles?
8. Could the effects undermine government, corporate, or public incentives and capacities to
apply sustainability principles?
9. Could the effects contribute to serious or irreversible damage to any ofthe foundations for
sustainability?
10. Are the relevant aspects of the undertaking designed for adaptation (e.g., through
replacement) ifunanticipated adverse effects emerge?
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For evaluating the significance of susMnability effects. . .(Continued)
1 1 . Could the effects contribute positively to several or all aspects of sustainability in amutually
supportive way?
12. Could the effects in any aspect of sustainability have consequences thatmight undermine
prospects for Improvement in another?
For evaluating the significance of trade-offs.
1. Will the positive effects to be gained in a proposed trade-off:
reduce stresses on ecological integrity at any scale;
increase economic opportunities for humanwell being;
reduce material and energy demands and other stresses on socio-ecological systems;
increase equity in the distribution ofmaterial security and effective choices;
strengthen government, corporate, and/or public incentives and capacities to apply
sustainability principles; and/or
develop complementary efforts to serve different aspects of sustainability inways that:
are ormay be great in intensity, magnitude, scale, extent, duration, or frequency;
are ormay be permanent and irreversible (or at least sustainable for the foreseeable
future);
* preserve or enhance highly valued ecological, or socio-economic qualities;
may combine with the effects ofother undertakings formore positive
cumulative
results;
avoid potentially dangerous uncertainties arid prepare for surprise;
earn a high level ofpublic approval;
encourage performance beyond levels anticipated in regulatory standards and/or
public policies;
* enhance internal relations; and/or
set important precedents.
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For evaluating the significance of tjrade-OffS. . . (Continued)
Might the adverse effects to be accepted in a proposed trade-off:
damage ecological integrity at any scale inways, or to an extent that could damage
important life support functions;
reduce economic opportunities for humanwell being;
increasematerial and energy demands and other stresses on socio-ecological systems;
reduce equity in the distribution ofmaterial security and effective choices;
involve or introduce importarit uticertaifities, and/or risks;
undermine government, corporate, or public incentives and capacities to apply
sustainability principles;
build tensions between efforts to serve different aspects of sustainability inways that:
are ormay be severe in intensity, magnitude, scale, extent, duration, or frequency;
are ormay be permanent and irreversible;
involve rare, scarce, unique, or otherwise highly valued ecological, or socio-economic
qualities;
may combine with the effects ofother undertakings formore adverse cumulative
results;
have indirect adverse effects thatmay also tmdermine prospects for improvement in
another aspect of sustainability;
stir a high level ofpublic controversy;
contravene important regulatory standards and/or public policy positions;
damage internal relations; and/or
set important precedents.
3. Trade-offs in (all or specified) sustainability-relatedmatters are undesirable unless proven
otherwise; in other words the burden ofproof falls on the proponent of the trade-off.
4. No significant trade-offs with adverse sustainability effects are acceptable. These include:
trade-offs ofpermanent losses against temporary gains;
trade-offs ofnearly certain losses againsthighly uncertain gains;
significant compromises to ecological integrity;
significant increases in inequity ofopportunity and influence;
significant increases in energy and material flows, except where the gains address serious
deprivation and inequity;
trade-offs where the adverse effects are uncertain, and the undertaking is not designed for
adaptive response; and
trade-offs wheremore than one aspect of sustamabititymay suffer adverse effects.
5. Only undertakings that are likely to provide neutral or positive overall effects in each principle
category (e.g., no net efficiency losses, no net additional inequities) can be acceptable.
6. No significant adverse effects in any principle category can be justified by compensations of
other kinds, or in other places (thiswould preclude cross-principle trade-offs such as ecological
rehabilitation compensations for introduction ofsignificantly greater inequities).
7. No displacement of (significant, net, any) negative effects from the present to the future can
be justified.
8. No enhancement can be accepted as an acceptable trade-offagainst incompletemitigation if
strongermitigation efforts are feasible.
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For evaluating the significance of trade-offs. . . (Continued)
9. Only compromises or trade-offs leading to substantial net positive long-term effects are
acceptable.
10. No compromises or trade-offs are acceptable if they entail further declines or risks ofdecline
in officially recognized areas of concern (set out in specified official nation, or other
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Adapted from GEMI 1 1 .
2
Adapted from GEMI A-2 and Elkington Chrysali$ 190-191.
3
According to Farrell andHart, an index is a singlemeasure that combinesmany individual
pieces of information bymeans ofa precise mathematical formula. A familiar example is the
Consumer Price Index,which is aweighted average of the prices for individual goods and
services where the weights are the relative shares of those goods and services in consumer
purchases overall. Sustainability indices, however, pose a problem that economic indices
generally do not, namely, finding a common unit by which to measure all of the variables in
which analysts are interested. There are two basic solutions to this problem: to use monetary




companion handbook "Assessing Sustainable Development: Principles
in
Practice"
(1997) by Hardi, P. and T. Zdan ofthe International Institute for Sustainable
Development inWinnipeg, Manitoba (Canada)may be downloaded from http://iisdl.iisd.ca/
measure/1.htm.
5





In die city-states of ancient Greece and in Rome, the title of
"citizen"
was a badge ofhonor.
With this honorwent certain responsibilities. Likewise, the concept of"Corporate
Citizenship"
means taking a greater share ofresponsibility for the welfare of
our planet andmatchingwords



















http://www.p2pays.org/ref701/text/00067a.htm,GEM 6,Measuring Environmental Performance


































































From http://www.nyse.bayer.com/en/bgroup/envproducts.php?id=01060 1 02000000000000.
50
From Bayer 30-31.
Also, please note that the relationship between Bayer's Eco-Check andDow Europe's
Eco-














































Sigma (2) is a character of the Greek alphabet used inmathematical statistics to define
standard deviation. Standard deviation indicates how far away ameasured result is from the
average. Six Sigma is a well-structured, data-driven business methodology for improving quality
by removing defects, waste, or quality control problems ofall kinds ofmanufacturing, service
delivery, management, and other business activities and their causes. It concentrates on those
outputs that are important to customers. Themethod uses various statistical tools tomeasure
business processes. In technical terms, Six Sigmameans that there are 3.4 defects per million
events. The main goal is continuous improvement. Six Sigmamethodology is based on a
combination ofwell-established statistical quality control techniques, simple and advanced data
analysismethods, and the systematic ttaining of all personnel at every level in the organization













FromNovartis HS&E 31 and available at
http://www.novartis.com/corporatecitizen/eri/safety/benchmarkmg.shtrnl.
Also, please note that the relationships between
Novartis'
benchmarking tool, Kai Hockert's
"The SusTainAbility
Radar"
tool (STAR*), and Ten Brink's AMOEBA approach (acronym in
Dutch stands for "generalmethod for ecosystem description and assessment") are unknown but
several similarities are readily apparent.
80
FromNovartis HS&E 14 and
http://www.novartis.corn/downloads/corporate_citizen/ensurmg_top_performance.pdf.
81
Eco-Indicator 95 is a life cycle impact assessment method developed by PRe Consultants. An
Eco-indicator is a score or value that expresses the total environmental load ofamaterial or
process in a single figure. There are tenweighted Eco-indicator criteria: Greenhouse effect (2.5),
Ozone layer depletion (100), Acidification (10), Eutrophication (5), Summer smog (2.5), Winter
smog (5), Pesticides (25),Airborne heavymetals (5),Waterborne heavymetals (5) and




Greenhouse Effect (global warming): Occurs when heat by the sun is trapped in the earth's
atmosphere by "greenhouse
gases"
such as COj,methanes, chlorofluorocarbons (CFC's and
H-CFC's), and nitrous oxide.
Summer Smog: Caused by the reaction of sunlightwithVOCs andNOx from industrial and
non-industrial sources.
Winter Smog: Caused by SO2 and particulates.
Acidification: Generation ofacids in the atmosphere caused by theNOx and SO2 emissions
from burning fossil fuels. Acids are either deposited directly onto the earth's surface or faU as
acid rain.
Eutrophication: Qverfertilization ofaquatic ecosystems caused by nitrate and phosphate run
offs. NOx air emissions are also a contributor.
HeavyMetals: Poisonous to human beings and ecosystems.
83








Adapted fromNovo Annual 22 and E&S 12.
87
Adapted from Novo Annual 22.
88
Adapted fromNovo Annual 23 and E&S 13.
89
FromNovo Annual 23 and E&S 13.
90
FromNovo Annual 24 and E&S 13.
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FromNovo Annual 24 and E&S 13.
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From P & G Values 2, P & G Vendors 2, and P & G Report 12.
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2. Above average opportunities
3. Average opportunities




2. Below average risks
3. Average risks











Adapted from Value to the Top Line 60 (available at http://www.gemi.org/evtl.pdf) and Value
to Business 10-15, 18-19, and 24 (available at http://www.gemi.org/EVTB_001.pdf).
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Adapted fromDay 6-9, Preston 2-6, andWBCSD 5.
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Adapted fromNew Paths 60 (available at http://www.gemi.org/newpath.pdf) and Value to
Business 41 (available at http://www.gemi.org/EVTB_001.pdf).
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FromMeasuring Environmental Performance 21.
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Adapted from http://www.pg,con_/about_pg/coiporate/sustainability/faq.jhtml, P&G Values 4,




From Value to Business 29 and available at http://www.gemi.org/EVTB_001 .pdf.
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Adapted from Gibson 39-41 and 44-49.
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Adapted from Daughton and Ternes 913-921 .
